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Abstract
Long-term autonomous robots must have the ability to understand, analyze and inter-

act with the elements and agents of its surrounding environment. Research in societal and
service robots largely focus on developing intelligent machines that can perform difficult
and dangerous tasks especially those beyond human capabilities involving enormous rep-
etition and adverse conditions. However for high-level recognition tasks associated with
reasoning of uncertainty in unstructured environments, robotic vision is still far-fetched
compared to the visual comprehension of humans. This dissertation investigates the tech-
nique to exploit rich information from multi modality sensors in pursuit of extending the
frontiers of robotic vision. Three robot-centric recognition tasks are specifically explored;
object, scene and action recognition with particular emphasis on designing a highly ef-
fective and efficient feature representation and recognition system. This dissertation is
organized as a collection of research manuscripts which are either already published or
under review in refereed international conferences and journals.

In the beginning of the dissertation, two novel feature extraction techniques are pro-
posed for RGB-D object and scene recognition. The first one pertains to learning dis-
criminative localized features from limited training data using efficient deep Extreme
Learning Machines (ELM). Learning in this model is done in an unsupervised way using
ELM autoencoders on local training patches to construct an unlabelled dictionary which
is then used to encode representation for each RGB-D image. Inspired by the astound-
ing performance of convolutional neural networks (CNN) for image classification, a new
rich multi-scale representation called Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid is proposed in
the second method where all convolutional layers are resampled and combined prior to
feature pooling in a pyramidal structure. Both representations significantly outperform
existing algorithms in accuracy on benchmark datasets.

The second part of the thesis specifically addresses the heterogeneous properties of
different modalities which has been a major hurdle in designing effective RGB-D object
and scene recognition algorithms. Two multi-stream CNNs are proposed for this task. The
first one is a deeply supervised RGB-D embedding and the second one is a cross-modal
fusion network. Both methods seek to construct a joint and shared multi-modal repre-
sentation at the mid-level layers which motivates bilateral transfer learning between the
modalities. Despite being trained on limited data, the learned model is able to generalize
across different datasets and applications without the need for re-training or fine-tuning.

Since high-quality full 3D models of objects are available, this dissertation proposes
two techniques based on rank pooling to model the 2D appearance evolution of the 3D
objects. Multiple virtual cameras are placed on a hemisphere around the 3D object to



capture its pairwise RGB-D images on which the proposed algorithms are employed.
This method outperforms existing state-of-the-art algorithms including those that directly
apply algorithms on the native 3D representations.

The final part of the dissertation explores ego-centric action recognition where two
important sub-tasks are selected as a test bed for the presented method. Based on the
observation that an ego-centric action can be better defined by several sub-events (or
chronicles), this dissertation presents an algorithm that models high-level dynamics of
sub-events in ego-centric videos before encoding the evolution of the temporally aligned
features. Comparative analysis against state-of-the-art methods show the efficacy of the
proposed algorithm. Moreover, a new first-person video dataset is collected and anno-
tated to address this task in unconstrained environments. This dataset is made publicly
available for the research community.
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Introduction

When talking about the feasibility of robots operating in a human environment, one would
envision such a scenario where the machine can intelligently interact with human securely
without causing any harmful or malicious circumstances. This requires the robot to rea-
son about the surrounding elements akin to common human perceptive abilities including
high-level reasoning of an object orientation, geometrical layout of the place the human
is currently in and the prediction of an action one may perform towards the subject. On
the one hand, robots can efficiently perform repetitive operations with powerful speed be-
yond the levels of human performance. On the other hand, robots are still ineffective and
lagging far behind in many aspects that humans perform effortlessly such as estimating
the grasping of a household object or learning to react towards a harmful gesture. These
high-level reasoning come down to a core problem in a robotic vision analysis i.e. visual
recognition task.

human

human

monitor

keyboard

human

Action: giving tab

Action: ignore

Action: pointing

chair
chair

tab

Scene: office

Ego Action: taking tab

Figure 1.1: Robotic vision aims at understanding the surrounding events which compose
of contextual objects, scene and actions of other agents.
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This dissertation contributes towards the holistic robotic vision system by propos-
ing methods to effectively incorporate the information of multi-modal vision sensors for
the purpose of recognition tasks. Specifically, three robot-centric recognition tasks are
researched (depicted in Fig 1.1) i.e. object (and instance), scene and ego-centric action
recognition with an emphasis of the design of effective feature representations and clas-
sification systems. In real-world settings, these three recognition tasks are always con-
textually linked. For example, the arrangement of objects acts as an important contextual
cue for the recognition of scene e.g. the presence of bed, wardrobe and blanket could in-
dicate a bedroom scene, while the presence of a big screen, speakers and concerted chairs
depicts a theatre room. Similarly, someone holding a sharp object in a non-public scene
should be an indicator that a malicious action is anticipated.

While multi-modal sensors can enhance the performance of a recognition system by
providing rich visual information, there are certain challenges that need to be addressed
in terms of designing joint representation of the heterogeneous properties, compact and
accurate representation and also robust representation against common sensor nuisances
including noise, viewpoint changes, low resolution and temporal misalignment. More-
over, one of the modalities may unexpectedly dysfunction and the robotic vision may
need to rely only on the limited information from the other modality. To address the
above mentioned challenges , this dissertation proposes techniques and algorithms to rec-
ognize objects, scene and ego-centric actions from various modalities comprising colour
and depth images, full 3D polygon meshes and also videos.

1.1 Background and Definitions

This dissertation explores different data modalities and proposes several techniques
to exploit the rich information from the multi-modal data for the tasks of robot-centric
visual recognition including object, scene and ego-centric action recognition. To simplify
the presentation, a brief description of the keywords used in this thesis is given below:

Multi-Modal Recognition: Relates to the problem of visual recognition using in-
formation from different modalities. For example, RGB images provide the colour
information, depth specifies the range of the objects from the camera and videos
capture the important aspects of temporal cues.

Object Category Recognition: Given a query image, an object recognition system
decides on the semantic class (e.g.binder, keyboard or pitcher) to which it belongs
without seeing the exact object beforehand during training. It is also sporadically
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referred to as object classification, object categorization or simply object recogni-
tion.

Object Instance Recognition: Object instance recognition deals with the task of
predicting the exact object instance which was learned during the training phase.
The test image may appear differently compared to the samples in training in terms
of different pose, illumination or viewpoint.

Scene Recognition: Scene recognition is also termed as scene categorization or
scene classification. In scene recognition, a label is assigned to a test image based
on the scene categories learned during off-line training phase.

Ego-Centric Action Recognition: Denotes an action recognition system from the
perspective of a moving observer (first-person vision) where the observer is directly
and actively involved in the action.

Supervised Learning: In supervised learning, the relationships between the input
and the output of a system are explicitly known and that the system is required
to infer a function to model the relationships. In this dissertation, the supervision
is provided in terms of the class label for each sample in the training data. Con-
versely, unsupervised learning solves an objective function without relying on the
semantic knowledge of the samples.

Deep Learning: The method used to learn representations of an input using deep
neural networks. Common deep learning frameworks are based on stacked or hi-
erarchical model structures which in turn produce multi-layer networks (typically
with more than two hidden layers). We refer the readers to Bengio et al. [14] for a
comprehensive survey on this topic.

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG): A special type of graph where the edges connect-
ing between nodes have a direction i.e.(A→ B) 6= (B→ A) and follow non-circular
paths.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): In a standard deep learning setting, CNN
or ConvNet consists of multiple convolutional layers followed by multiple fully
connected layers as in conventional feed-forward networks. The main distinctive
structure of a CNN is that the weights in each convolutional layer are defined as
learnable filters which are convolved with the layer inputs followed by non-linearity
and optionally by a sub-sampling step. In recent literature, there are also several
proposed CNN architectures which drop the fully connected layers towards the end
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of the network and take the form of ”fully convolutional” at the output layer for the
purpose of fine-grained segmentation and localization.

Multi-Stream Network: A type of CNN which combines two or more chain-
structured CNN models at a mid-level layer or even at the prediction level. This
method is often used to combine the information from various heterogeneous modal-
ities into a shareable representation.

Data Augmentation: Also known as data jittering, data augmentation aims at pro-
ducing a larger dataset from the available training samples to ensure more general-
ization during the learning process of deep networks and thus avoiding overfitting.
Common data augmentation techniques used for image recognition algorithms are
cropping, mirroring, rotation and component-wise power transformation [22, 93].

1.2 Research Contributions

The major contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

• A highly effective and efficient RGB-D object representation is proposed based on deep
Extreme Learning Machines (DELM), specifically addressing the major bottlenecks of
RGB-D object recognition and deep networks namely, deficiency of training data and
computational complexity. The training of the model is done in an unsupervised way
on randomly sampled localized RGB-D patches. The proposed method outperforms
existing techniques in terms of classification accuracy and processing time.

• A novel feature representation coined Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) is proposed. HP-
CNN is a compact representation extracted from all convolutional layers of CNN to
capture discriminatory information at different levels of detail.

• Two deep learning techniques to address the heterogeneous property of multi-modal
data are proposed. While combining heterogeneous data at the input space is cumber-
some, we effectively combine the differing features at both mid-level and prediction
level which leads to a significantly improved recognition accuracy.

• A method is presented to exploit multi-scale features in a CNN model. Through a
series of deep supervision at each convolutional layer, the proposed framework is able
to learn different set of features where we show that certain object and scene classes can
be better recognized using high-level representation while some challenging classes are
more tuned to mid-level and low-level representations.
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• Two Rank Pooling based techniques are devised to model the evolution of 2D appear-
ances for 3D object categorization. The evolution is modeled from a synthetically gen-
erated set of RGB-D training images of full 3D models rendered from multiple camera
viewpoints.

• An ego-centric action recognition algorithm is presented which effectively models the
dynamics of sub-events. This technique significantly outperforms standard first- and
third-person video descriptors by a large margin for third person action recognition.

• This dissertation contributes a new first-person video dataset to advance research in
the area of ego-centric action recognition. This dataset contains RGB videos of 19
ego-centric dog activities which have been collected and annotated from a public video
sharing platform, YouTube, hence its name YouTubeDog Action Dataset. This dataset
emphasizes action recognition in unstructured environments, a property that was miss-
ing in existing datasets for third-persons action recognition. This dataset is made freely
available at http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/ ajmal/databases.html.

1.3 Applications

The proposed methods in this dissertation for object, scene and ego-centric action
recognition are not limited to robotics applications such as robotic grasping and naviga-
tion but can open up possibilities for a countless number of applications. These include:

Holistic Scene Understanding: Holistic scene understanding refers to the task of
learning the relationship between different scene elements in a contextual manner
and this involves various sub-tasks. This dissertation contributes towards the bigger
goal of holistic scene understanding by devising techniques to tackle object and
scene recognition which can then be used as building blocks of more abstract tasks
such as semantic labeling, object segmentation and volumetric reasoning.

Security/ Surveillance: With the widespread use of video surveillance cameras,
it is important to automatically detect any anomaly and malicious circumstances.
Object recognition algorithms can be used to identify and track suspicious objects
in the video sequences, scene recognition can reinforce the predictor by inducing
the context of the environment and action recognition can be used detect abnormal
activities.

Assistive Systems: Assistive systems especially for the purpose of health care mon-
itoring of elderly people are becoming increasingly important. This is because the

http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/~ajmal/databases.html
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number of people aged 60 or more is projected to increase approximately by 21.5%
of the total worldwide population with a total number of more than 2 billions in
2050 1. The proportion of aged people is growing rapidly compared to the general
population. Therefore, there is a need to monitor daily activities and behaviours of
these elderly including their walking pattern, food preparation, meal schedule and
physical training which could then allow the physicians to plan the best solutions
related to diet, physiotherapy and medication. These can be achieved using the
proposed methods in this dissertation especially the object and ego-centric action
recognition which are directly applicable to these tasks.

Automatic Activity Summarization and Video Retrieval: Video sharing is be-
coming popular and more convenient due to the availability of high-speed internet
and smartphones. Nowadays, we can even broadcast live video streams in real-time
with the support of multiple social media platforms such as YouTube, Facebook
or Instagram. Moreover, the advancement of wearable cameras enables continuous
data capturing which means no deed needs to go unfilmed; from the memorable mo-
ments to the criminal to the completely mundane. Thus, an accurate, reliable and
efficient video recognition system is essential to support automatic activity summa-
rization and video retrieval of these abundant video streams.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This dissertation is organized as a series of papers published in or submitted to inter-
nationally refereed journals and conferences. Each paper constitutes an independent set
of work with minor overlaps. However, these papers together contribute to a coherent
theme of multi-modal robot-centric visual recognition. The first chapters are dedicated to
accurate and efficient object and scene recognition using RGB-D sensors. The second part
of the dissertation presents methods to combine intrinsically differing property of multi-
modal features and followed by a dedicated chapter specifically tuned for ego-centric
action recognition. All chapters provide experimental results, with thorough ablative
analysis and comparisons with existing techniques. Before a comprehensive overview,
a birds-eye view of the dissertation is presented below.

Chapter 3 presents a new efficient feature representation for RGB-D object recogni-
tion based on deep Extreme Learning Machines. Chapter 4 focuses on feature extraction
from spatially preserving convolutional layers and depth map encoding which result in a
novel Hypercube Pyramid representation for RGB-D object category and instance recog-
nition. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are dedicated to multi-stream CNNs to solve RGB-D

1http://www.helpage.org/global-agewatch/population-ageing-data/population-ageing-projections/

http://www.helpage.org/global-agewatch/population-ageing-data/population-ageing-projections/)
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object and scene recognition where a deeply supervised embedding and cross-modal fu-
sion network is proposed, respectively. Chapter 7 describes two methods for 3D object
recognition which are based on modeling the evolution of 2D appearance of the 3D ob-
jects. Chapter 8 presents a new ego-centric action representation which is specifically
designed to capture the dynamics of the chronology presents in action videos. In each
chapter, a brief literature review is provided to put the presented work into perspective.
Chapter 9 draws conclusions and discusses directions for future work.

1.4.1 Localized Deep Extreme Learning Machines for Efficient RGB-D Object Recog-
nition (Chapter 3)

Existing RGB-D object recognition methods either use channel specific handcrafted
features, or learn features with deep networks. The former lack representation ability
while the latter require large amounts of training data and learning time. In real-time
robotics applications involving RGB-D sensors, we do not have the luxury of both. This
chapter presents Localized Deep Extreme Learning Machines (LDELM) that efficiently
learn features from RGB-D data. By using localized patches, not only is the problem
of data sparsity solved, but the learned features are robust to occlusions and viewpoint
variations. LDELM learns deep localized features in an unsupervised way from random
patches of the training data. Each image is then feed-forwarded, patch-wise, through the
LDELM to form a cuboid of features. The cuboid is divided into cells and pooled to
get the final compact image representation which is then used to train an ELM classifier.
Experiments on the benchmark Washington RGB-D and 2D3D datasets show that the
proposed algorithm not only is significantly faster to train but also outperforms state-of-
the-art methods in terms of accuracy and classification time.

1.4.2 Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid: Viewpoint Invariant Object and Scene
Categorization with RGB-D Sensors (Chapter 4)

Deep learning based methods have achieved unprecedented success in solving several
computer vision problems involving RGB images. However, this level of success is yet to
be seen on RGB-D images owing to two major challenges in this domain: training data de-
ficiency and multi-modality input dissimilarity. This chapter proposes an RGB-D object
recognition framework that addresses these two key challenges by effectively embedding
depth and point cloud data into the RGB domain. A convolutional neural network (CNN)
pre-trained on RGB data is employed as a feature extractor for both color and depth chan-
nels and propose a rich coarse-to-fine feature representation scheme, coined Hypercube
Pyramid (HP-CNN), that is able to capture discriminatory information at different levels
of detail. Finally, we present a novel fusion scheme to combine the Hypercube Pyramid
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features with the activations of fully connected neurons to construct a compact represen-
tation prior to classification. HP-CNN is then reinforced with a view-invariant property
by extracting the features using a CNN model learned on multi-view synthetically gen-
erated RGB-D images. Extensive evaluations on four RGB-D object, instance and scene
recognition datasets demonstrate that the proposed method consistently outperforms state-
of-the-art algorithms for several recognition tasks by a significant margin.

1.4.3 Learning a Deeply Supervised Multi-modal RGB-D Embedding for Scene
and Object Category Recognition (Chapter 5)

Extracting discriminative features from multi-modal inputs, such as RGB-D images,
in a unified manner is non-trivial given the heterogeneous nature of the modalities. For
this purpose, a deep network is presented which seeks to construct a joint and shared
multi-modal representation through bilinearly combining the convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) streams of the RGB and depth channels. This technique motivates bilateral
transfer learning between the modalities by taking the outer product of each feature ex-
tractor output. Moreover, a deep supervision is embedded to cater for multi-scale feature
abstraction where each multi-stream convolutional layer is directly connected to a softmax
layer. End-to-end learning of the network is feasible even with a limited amount of train-
ing data and the trained network generalizes across different datasets and applications.
Experimental evaluations on benchmark RGB-D object and scene categorization datasets
show that the proposed technique consistently outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms.

1.4.4 Learning a Cross-Modal Fusion Network for Object Recognition (Chapter 6)

In real-world scenarios, one of the modalities may unexpectedly malfunction and the
robotic system may need to rely on the limited information from the other modality. Ad-
dressing this phenomenon, this chapter presents a cross-modal fusion network (F-CNN)
which learns high-level features from specific modalities as well as the shared represen-
tation so that it is able to perform object recognition even when one of the two modalities
fails. The proposed F-CNN is a multi-stream Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based con-
volutional neural network (CNN) trained on RGB-D images rendered from a corpus of
3D models. These synthetic RGB-D images are first used to train a discriminative RGB-
specific CNN model. The learned RGB model is then transferred to the depth and fusion
CNN streams. The fusion of information between these modalities is done at both the mid-
level activation and at the classifier level in an end-to-end learning framework. Thorough
experimental analysis shows that the learned model is highly transferable across modali-
ties where each modality is feed-forwarded through both modality streams such that it can
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readily leverage rich multi-modal information even with the absence of the other modal-
ity for improved recognition. The proposed method is evaluated for object recognition
task on benchmark Washington RGB-D, 2D3D, ModelNet40 and ModelNet10 datasets
to demonstrate its applicability and efficacy on various tasks including cross-modal and
cross-quality adaptation.

1.4.5 Modeling 2D Appearance Evolution for 3D Object Categorization (Chap-
ter 7)

This chapter pertains to object recognition from full 3D models as we envision a
more comprehensive use of 3D vision by mobile robots. The problem of categorizing 3D
polygon meshes is posed as learning appearance evolution from multi-view 2D images.
Given a corpus of 3D polygon meshes, the corresponding RGB and depth images are
first rendered from multiple viewpoints on a uniform sphere. Using rank pooling, two
methods are proposed to learn the appearance evolution of the 2D views. The first method
learns view-invariant models based on a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) using
the rendered RGB-D images and learn to rank the first fully connected layer activations
and, therefore, capture the evolution of these extracted features. The parameters learned
during this process are used as the 3D shape representations. In the second method, the
aggregation of the views are modeled from the outset by employing the ranking machine
to the rendered RGB-D images directly on the pixel level, which produces aggregated
2D images which we term as “3D shape images”. Corresponding CNN models are then
learned on this novel shape representation for both RGB and depth which encode salient
geometrical structure of the polygon. Experiments on the ModelNet40 and ModelNet10
datasets show that the proposed method consistently outperforms existing state-of-the-art
algorithms in 3D object recognition.

1.4.6 Modeling Sub-Event Dynamics In Ego-Centric Action Recognition (Chap-
ter 8)

This chapter discusses an important robot-centric recognition task involving the task
of inferring the actions performed by the observer (i.e. the robot) and the actions done
towards the observer. Based on our observation of common robot-centric videos, there are
certain unique characteristics which describe the entire actions such as heavy egocentric
motion, strong preceding events, salient transitional activities and post-event impacts.
Action recognition methods designed for third person videos may not optimally represent
actions captured by ego-centric videos. A method is devised to model high level dynamics
of sub-events in ego-centric videos by dynamically pooling features of sub-intervals of
time series using a temporal feature pooling function. The sub-event dynamics are then
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temporally aligned to make a new series. To keep track of how the sub-event dynamics
evolve over time, a recursive Fast Fourier Transform is employed on a pyramidal temporal
structure. The Fourier coefficients of the segment define the overall video representation.
Experiments are conducted on three existing benchmark ego-centric video datasets which
have been captured in a controlled environment. Addressing this gap, this dissertation
introduces a new dataset collected from YouTube which has a larger number of classes
and a greater diversity of capture conditions thereby more closely depicting real-world
challenges in ego-centric video analysis. Comparison to other state-of-the-art first person
and generic video recognition algorithms shows that the proposed method consistently
outperforms nearest competitors with a significant margin at the date of thesis submission,
to the best of my knowledge.

1.4.7 Conclusion (Chapter 9)

This chapter summarizes the main contributions of the dissertation and gives conclu-
sions and directions for future work.
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Literature Review

This chapter reviews the methods and techniques in the existing literature for solving
the problems of multi-modal object, instance, scene and ego-centric action recognition.
Emphasis is placed on features and descriptors that represent the multi-modal data and the
main challenges that need to be addressed spanning from the heterogeneous data to other
recognition nuisances. It also discusses the current trends in the recognition tasks which
are largely inspired by the emergence of deep learning models and places the methods
proposed in this thesis in the context of identified research gaps.

2.1 RGB-D Visual Recognition

Recognizing unseen objects, scenes and actions in complex environments is a highly
desirable capability for an interactive robot. Developing this capability usually involves
training the robot in an off-line mode, where the robot is given a set of training data
with corresponding labels and is asked to predict the labels for new instances during test
time. To develop a high performing recognition system, several design considerations
need to be met. Firstly, labeled training examples must come in abundance to ensure
good generalization of the trained model. Secondly, feature descriptors must be both
representative and discriminative to mitigate the effect of high intra- and low inter-class
variability. Additionally, the system must be computationally efficient especially at test
time to ensure feasibility for robotics applications.

RGB-D visual recognition algorithms can be divided into three major categories based
on the feature extraction technique: hand-engineered [18, 20, 68, 134], unsupervised fea-
ture learning based [4, 17, 19, 24, 58, 142], and supervised feature learning based [9, 31,
42, 100, 108, 143]. Channel-specific hand-crafted features are among the most prevalent
methods used in prior works for colour and 3D visual recognition. Generally, a recog-
nition system requires to densely compute descriptors such as SIFT [82] and/or spin
images [68] that describe rapidly changing elements in localized regions of the image.
The encoding of the global representation is done using a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW)
method which seeks to quantize the densely sampled features into pre-determined vi-
sual vocabularies. For example, the baseline work of Lai et al. [68] made several com-
parisons using SIFT [82] features for RGB images and Spin Images for depth channel.
The Efficient Match Kernel (EMK) was used as an encoding scheme to fuse the fea-
tures. Similarly, Browatzki et al. [20] used Bag-of-Words (BoW) and Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP) to jointly encode 2D and 3D features into a compact representation. For
real robotics application, although these techniques have been widely used due to their
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simplicity [18, 20, 68], implementation-wise it can be cumbersome and time-consuming
where the detection and the computation of the local features need to be repeatedly applied
for each novel image during test time. Moreover, these methods require the knowledge
of the input distribution beforehand, which is normally not available in most real-time
robotic applications (e.g.long-term navigation, object grasping).

Recent works have proposed feature learning methods to mitigate the need to en-
code channel-specific features where the features of multiple heterogeneous modalities
can be readily learned using the same algorithm. These include the previously pro-
posed Convolutional K-Means (CKM) [17], Convolutional-Recursive Neural Networks
(CNN-RNN) [108], Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP) [19], deep Regularized Re-
construction Independent Component Analysis (R2ICA) [58], Cascaded Random Forests
(CaRFs) [4], Localized Deep ELM (LDELM) [142] and Discriminative Feature Learn-
ing [6]. However, these methods perform independent learning of the modality features
and need to repeat the same process for each modality. Besides increasing the execution
time, the methods do not address the input heterogeneity problem in designing the rep-
resentation. Additionally, the models are trained from relatively limited training datasets
which often leads to sub-optimal performance.

Conversely, there are a set of existing methods which formulate their techniques based
on feature extraction for pure depth channels and then transfer the methods for corre-
sponding RGB images. Bo et al. [18] proposed to combine several depth kernel de-
scriptors that capture distinct 3D information such as 3D gradient, edges, shape and size
features over depth images and point clouds. The encoding of the kernel descriptors are
performed using Pyramid EMK. Ali and Marton [1] evaluated several feature selection
methods such as minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) and Maximal
Relevance (MaxRel) to extract meaningful features from the concatenation of 3D ob-
ject descriptors including Point Feature Histograms (PFH), Viewpoint Feature Histogram
(VFH) and Ensemble of Shape Functions (ESF). However, these methods are manually
engineered therefore heavily dependent on the quality of the formulated features. More-
over, the methods are domain and task specific thus cannot easily be generalized for multi-
modality application of RGB-D visual recognition [1, 2]. In addition, these algorithms
share a common procedure to fuse the multi-modal features i.e.by concatenating the fea-
ture vectors of RGB and depth. There are three drawbacks of this procedure. Firstly, this
method generates a high-dimensional feature representation which is not efficient for use
with multi-class classifiers. Secondly, the total training time increases as a function of the
number of input channels. Most importantly, these methods neglect the relationship be-
tween the differing modalities at the feature extraction stage as their features are learned
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independent of each other.

From another perspective, some pre- and post-processing techniques [4, 9, 24] have
also been proposed to further enhance the recognition accuracy. Bai et al. [9] proposed
an ad-hoc subset selection algorithm to address the observation that some object cate-
gories share very similar shapes or colour cues. On the other hand, Cheng et al. [24] pro-
posed to construct a semi-supervised learning framework based on co-training algorithm
to learn representation from weakly annotated data. Both techniques employed the CNN-
RNN [108] for feature representation that needs to hierarchically compute multiple fixed
decision trees which makes the whole recognition pipeline computationally costly. On
the contrary, Asif et al. [4] devised an efficient inference framework using the cascaded
random decision forest (CaRF). However, this method needs an expensive segmentation
step to divide the image and point clouds into three levels (i.e. pixel-, surfel-, and object-
levels). In this dissertation, we avoid such expensive steps to devise an efficient algorithm
for each module in the recognition framework.

2.2 Deep Learning for RGB-D Visual Recognition

Recent progress in deep learning techniques has opened up a new dimension in RGB-
D visual recognition [9, 17, 19, 24, 108]. The main advantages of these methods are that
the framework is fully automatic and features from differing domains can be explicitly
learned using a single learning algorithm. For example, Bo et al. [19] proposed Hierar-
chical Matching Pursuit (HMP) which stacks a sparse coding module in a two-hierarchy
network to learn a deep representation from four channels (RGB, gray-scale, depth, sur-
face normals). For each hierarchy, a separate dictionary is learnt and the encoding of
sparse features is done using Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP). Further, the encoding
step is divided into three levels via spatial pyramid matching [71] and the features from
these levels are concatenated together before training a linear SVM for classification.
Socher et al. [108] proposed a deep learning algorithm (CNN-RNN) which combines a
single-layer convolutional neural network (CNN) and a recursive NN to reduce the di-
mensionality. The classification is realized using a softmax regressor at the final layer
to predict the scores. Although these techniques give powerful recognition performance,
they share the same limitation, that is the computational complexity is high for model
learning and inference modules. Moreover, the feature extraction modules of these meth-
ods also suffer from high computational cost despite the usage of feed-forward encoding.
Our works fall into this category of deep learning based methods, however, we formulate
an efficient framework to enable a powerful but fast RGB-D object recognition system in
Chapter 3.
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Inspired by the remarkable performance of the new generation CNNs for RGB vi-
sual recognition, many methods exploit the discriminative properties of the internal CNN
layers for other cross-domain tasks. In a common scenario, a deep CNN with an abun-
dance of non-linear computation units is trained from scratch on a large-scale dataset and
the feed-forward activations at a certain layer are extracted as a feature representations
for another dataset [7, 22, 47, 93, 146]. In most of these recognition tasks, the activa-
tions of the fully connected layers are used as the feature representation. This approach
has shown promising performance when transferred to a vast array of target recognition
tasks. However, recent works have demonstrated that the earlier convolutional layers in
CNN also contain a degree of semantically meaningful features [45, 79]. Moreover, in
contrast to the fully connected layers, the activations in the convolutional layers preserve
the spatial locations of the input pixels. Therefore, these layers can be used to extract
multi-scale features [79,138] and more precise localizations of the elements of a scene in
the whole image [45]. For example, Hariharan et al. [45] concatenated several consecu-
tive convolutional layers and extracted activations in local windows as a fine-grained pixel
representation. Liu et al. [79] extracted sub-arrays of a convolutional layer at the regions
detected by the previous convolutional layers in a guided cross-layer pooling technique.
In Chapter 4, instead of using convolutional layers activations as local features, we devise
a technique to encode a global representation of the input based on all convolutional lay-
ers as a unified feature tensor which leads to a compact yet powerful representation for
RGB-D recognition tasks.

It is worth mentioning that the aforementioned methods performed the knowledge
transfer of CNN model to different applications but still operated in the same modality
space. Knowledge transfer across modalities (e.g.RGB to depth) is much more challeng-
ing as there exist an ambiguity of the relationship between heterogeneous modalities that
represent different type of information (i.e.RGB pixels represents the colour while depth
represents the distance from the sensor). Recent works have obtained encouraging results
for cross-modality recognition by augmenting the target modality (i.e.depth) to be in a
close resemblance to the source modality (i.e.RGB) [42, 100]. We devise two approaches
to address this problem. Firstly, we propose the encoding of the depth maps and the point
cloud so that they closely resemble the typical input of a pre-trained CNN model. Sec-
ondly, we learn deep models end-to-end specifically for RGB-D recognition tasks. Since
RGB-D training data are expensive to acquire, we propose to learn these models using
synthetic training data which are generated by rendering 3D models from multiple view-
points. By doing so, we show that the recognition performance can significantly improve
for real RGB-D data.
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2.3 Multi-Modal Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

In order to construct a well-trained model, learning algorithms typically and heavily
rely on large-scale training data [14, 26]. Although low-cost RGB-D sensors, such as
the Microsoft Kinect camera, can be easily used by the robotics research community,
the number of sufficiently scaled training datasets of depth images is much more scarce
compared to the colour images, where datasets such as ImageNet [27] provides more
than a million colour images of a thousand object categories. In contrast, one of the
largest scale depth datasets only contains approximately 50,000 images [68] of 51 object
categories. Therefore, recent works have focussed on transferring the knowledge of the
CNN model pre-trained on ImageNet dataset to extract discriminative features from depth
images [42, 100, 143].

The key strategy of the above-mentioned works for the knowledge transfer is to em-
ploy an encoding method for the depth images such that the encoded depth images closely
emulate the distribution of the corresponding RGB images. Remarkably, this simple tech-
nique allows the algorithm to harness discriminative features from the depth images which
are important for categorization tasks. Notably, as already commonplace in the computer
vision literature, these works utilize the fully connected layer activations as feature rep-
resentation. However, as pointed out by [143], the activations of the convolutional lay-
ers, which compose of earlier layers in the CNN feature hierarchy, can also be used to
construct discriminative representation as complementary features to the fully-connected
layer activations (see also the discussions in [45] and [79]). These works are closely re-
lated to our proposed methods in terms of designing feature representation based on the
convolutional layers of CNN. Going beyond simple pooling and pixel-wise features, in
Chapter 5, we devise a Directed Acyclic Graph based architecture to allow end-to-end
learning with the incorporation of multiple supervised layers.

Our works in Chapter 5 and 6 can also be considered as members of the family of
multi-modal learning and multi-stream CNN [31, 58, 124], where the RGB and depth in-
formation are used together in the learning framework. However, Jhuo et al. [58] have
only used the depth information as an additional regularizer for the dictionary learning.
In order to envisage the heterogeneous nature of the multi-modality sensors, recent works
have focussed on formulating the problem of RGB-D visual recognition as mining the
joint and shareable multi-modal features [124, 125]. Our work also models the shareable
features as well as the discriminative modal-specific features and fuses the multi-modal
features at mid-level activations and at the classifier learning to ensure that the learned
model is influenced by the signals coming from both modalities during learning. Notice
that this technique follows similar trajectory to multi-modal learning in action recogni-
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tion [33, 107] where the network is used to fuse appearance and motion features rather
than depth channel. We conjecture that these two research streams share similar multi-
modal property such that methods proposed for RGB-D based recognition can also be
applied to action recognition (and vice versa). For example, Feichtenhofer et al. [33]
adopted bilinear CNN [78] as one of the modules to fuse RGB and optical flow networks.
Indeed, this hypothesis is addressed throughout this thesis where we adopt several action
recognition techniques for RGB-D based recognition such as rank pooling [35] and DAG
based networks [33, 107].

In the context of CNN based learning, many works transfer the knowledge of a CNN
model trained on RGB images to the depth image domain. This approach is adopted since
the training data from depth modality is insufficient to train the data-hungry CNN from
scratch. Most of the works seek to minimize the discrepancy of the modalities in training
time, either by learning a shared multi-modal embedding [114], modal distillation [43],
or hallucination [51]. Unlike these methods, we do not explicitly impose any cross-modal
minimization criterion (e.g.using Euclidean distance) for a modal to mimic the represen-
tation of the other modality. Instead, we learn a global fusion network with standard
balanced softmax losses and utilize this model to extract rich feature representations such
that a model can readily leverage the discriminative information from the cross-modal as
well as the fusion features.

Combination of multi-modal features at a mid-level CNN layer has also contributed
to an improved accuracy. Wang et al. [124] proposed a discriminative layer after the final
convolutional layer that combines the individual CNN streams from RGB and Depth data.
Therefore, their technique finds the complementary elements between the CNN features
of only the proceeding layers and not at every convolution layer as proposed in our work.
Similarly, Eitel et al. [31] fused the information from RGB and depth images by concate-
nating the CNN streams with a new fully connected neuron layer before classification. In
our works, we propose to combine multi-modal features with a bilinear linear or a convo-
lutional fusion block that not only harness complementary features, but also capture local
pairwise interactions of the features.

CNN architectures with multiple supervised layers are becoming increasingly popular
among researchers. The additional supervision can either be applied at arbitrary CNN
layers [118, 138] or as a separate learning objective or regularizer [74]. Motivated by
these techniques which have shown improved image categorization accuracy for multiple
tasks, we exploit deep supervision in the context of multi-modal recognition. In particular,
we combine the features at each convolutional layer of the RGB and depth CNN stream
using a bilinear layer in order to include the knowledge of the earlier layer features into
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the categorization prediction and individually train the local classifiers. End-to-end opti-
mization is then performed by minimizing the categorization error using standard gradient
descent and back-propagation with the inclusion of the supervision signals from all local
branches.

2.4 Object Recognition Using High Resolution 3D Sensors

The aforementioned sections describe the task of multi-modal object and scene recog-
nition where the scenes are 2D images captured using low resolution depth sensors such
as a Kinect camera. In this section, we particularly highlight the task of 3D object recog-
nition using high resolution 3D sensors where the output is a full 3D shape of an object.
Full 3D model recognition has numerous applications such as content based search [86].
There is a large body of work on 3D object recognition that particularly emphasizes the
design of shape descriptors. Most of the methods utilize the native 3D representation as
an input such as point cloud [69,85], 3D occupancy grid [85] and 3D voxelized grid [135].
Earlier works in this context largely depend on the combinations of hand-crafted feature
descriptors and classifiers [12,37,111]. As is commonplace in other application domains,
recent works shifted the research focus on applying deep learning based networks on the
volumetric shape of the 3D objects directly to leverage the representational power of these
networks. However, one apparent nuisance from such techniques is that, the original res-
olution of the 3D representation must be considerably reduced to allow the feasibility of
network training which is otherwise intractable and prohibitively expensive to train. For
instance, Wu et al. [135] train a convolutional deep belief network on a discretized 3D
voxel grid of 30× 30× 30. Similarly, Maturana and Scherer [85] train a GPU-based 3D
CNN end-to-end using a volumetric occupancy grid computed from the point cloud data
with a low resolution (i.e. 32×32×32) as the input to the network. In contrast, we seek to
maximally retain 3D information without having the need to compress the original data.
Additionally, these methods cannot leverage massive amount of training data which is es-
sential for effectively training data-hungry algorithms [73] as the samples for 3D models
are much more restricted compared to the 2D images.

Our work in Chapter 7 is also related to the multi-view based recognition where a sin-
gle 3D shape is decomposed into a 2D image sequence [61,115]. Su et al. [115] proposed
a CNN architecture that combines information from multiple views of a 3D object and
outputs a compact aggregated 3D descriptor used for classification. Similarly, Johns et

al. [61] further decomposed the images in an image sequence into RGB and depth im-
ages. Then, a simple two-stream CNN is used to classify each image pair independently.
In this paper, we go beyond simple aggregation of the 2D views in order to get the 3D
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representation. We propose a structured method to model the appearance evolution of the
multi-view images by learning to rank the image sequence and use the parameters learned
during the modeling process as the 3D descriptors.

2.5 Robot-centric Action Recognition

Ego-centric or first-person video recognition is a relatively new area in both computer
vision and robotic visual analysis. Existing ego-centric action recognition methods can be
broadly divided into two categories: (1) methods that focus on the application perspective
and address the issues related to ego-centric vision, and (2) methods that address the chal-
lenge of designing effective feature representations for action classification. An overview
of the prominent methods in both research streams is given below.

2.5.1 Ego-centric Action Recognition

Generally, ego-centric action recognition methods answer one of the two questions
based on the subject of the action: “what are they doing to me?” [39,96,99,136] or “what
am I doing?” [57,65,97]. Even though existing methods address only one of the two ques-
tions, addressing both questions is crucial for several practical applications. Moreover,
most existing methods benchmark the algorithm on videos obtained in a controlled envi-
ronment with a limited number of subjects, cameras and environments [39,96]. Therefore,
it is difficult to establish the effectiveness of the existing methods [39,57,65,96,97,99,136]
for realistic environments that contain a wide variety of action classes, subjects, environ-
ments and camera settings. In Chapter 8, we benchmark our algorithm against several
state-of-the-art methods for answering both questions. We also propose a new dataset of
uncontrolled ego-centric videos containing more action classes, subjects, environmental
variations, and cameras of different qualities. Note that we address ego-centric action
recognition in a slightly different context (one-way interaction) compared to Yonetani et
al. [140] who investigated dyadic (two-way) social interaction based on stochastic rela-
tionship between the two interacting subjects (micro-actions and reactions). Since we
focus on encoding individual actions irrespective of the performer (first-person or third-
person), we do not establish relationships between actions.

Long-term life logging within a specific environment (e.g.kitchen) and a limited set
of applications such as hand detection and segmentation, egocentric object recognition
or contextual face recognition [87, 131, 149] are major applications of ego-centric video
understanding. There is an increasing amount of literature that addresses the tasks of
retrieving highlights/ important snapshots from long duration ego-centric videos [44, 75,
84, 139]. Our proposed method in Chapter 8 addresses the core task of labelling actions
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in video clips based on a moving window. Hence the presented method can be applied to
the above-mentioned recognition problems as well as other related tasks which are meant
for long duration videos such as action detection and prediction [98, 99].

2.5.2 Action Representation in Videos

Hand-crafted features such as those that are based on spatio-temporal interest points [70]
dominated early research efforts on video classification [109, 127, 128]. Due to the re-
markable success of CNN for image classification, several methods have been recently
proposed where deep networks are discriminatively trained for video-based action recog-
nition [29,33,59,63,107]. However, these methods have not been specifically designed for
ego-centric videos. Fine tuning such methods for ego-centric video classification requires
large-scale annotated data, which is currently not available. On the other hand, frame-
based representations have shown promising performance for action recognition [29, 35,
36, 89, 92, 147]. Qi et al. [89] extracted the fully connected layer activations of CNN
as single frame features and showed that by simply taking the first- and second-order
statistics of the frame-wise features, dynamic texture and scene classification can be per-
formed with a high accuracy. There is also evidence in the literature that learning end-to-
end frame based network shows a comparable performance to learning multi-frame based
models [33, 63]. Our method in Chapter 8 goes beyond using CNN activations as per-
frame features by deploying various temporal pooling operators to capture the dynamics
of the segments which are then used as the description of the chronicles in ego-centric
videos. Moreover, as our proposed algorithm models the temporal representation at mul-
tiple scales and granularity, it is closely related to the methods that employ hierarchical
temporal structure [30, 34].
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Localized Deep Extreme Learning Machines for Efficient
RGB-D Object Recognition

Abstract

Existing RGB-D object recognition methods either use channel specific hand-crafted
features, or learn features with deep networks. The former lack representation ability
while the latter require large amounts of training data and learning time. In real-time
robotics applications involving RGB-D sensors, we do not have the luxury of both. In
this chapter, we propose Localized Deep Extreme Learning Machines (LDELM) that effi-
ciently learn features from RGB-D data. By using localized patches, not only is the prob-
lem of data sparsity solved, but the learned features are robust to occlusions and viewpoint
variations. LDELM learns deep localized features in an unsupervised way from random
patches of the training data. Each image is then feed-forwarded, patch-wise, through the
LDELM to form a cuboid of features. The cuboid is divided into cells and pooled to
get the final compact image representation which is then used to train an ELM classifier.
Experiments on the benchmark Washington RGB-D and 2D3D datasets show that the
proposed algorithm not only is significantly faster to train but also outperforms state-of-
the-art methods in terms of accuracy and classification time.

3.1 Introduction

Object recognition has been a core research problem in computer vision and robotics.
For applications in robotic navigation for example, the knowledge of an object’s seman-
tic and pose estimation not only important for low level based recognition (e.g. object
detection, grasping) but also acts as a building unit for higher level recognition such as in-
teractive scene understanding [2, 68, 69, 94]. The process of recognizing the semantics of
an object usually involves similar sequential operations. Firstly, a set of labelled training
data are gathered and a model is constructed to represent the underlying distribution of
the input. Subsequently, a classifier is trained using the same set of data. At testing phase,
the query image is encoded using the corresponding model and then resultant feature vec-
tor will be given as an input for the trained classifier to predict the object’s label. Unlike
other conventional computer vision applications, the robotics vision needs to adhere well
to high recognition accuracy as well as highly efficient overall recognition system.

0Published in International Conference on Digital Image Computing: Techniques and Applications
(DICTA), 2015.
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In RGB domain, object recognition has seen major advancement in recent decade [66,
93] especially with the availability of large-scale training datasets such as ImageNet [27].
However in real-world setting, as depicted in Fig. 3.1, external factors such as illumination
changes, viewpoint angles and shape deformation can significantly vary the appearance
of the objects. Moreover, objects may appear partially occluded in a complex scene as
a result of clutter where some important parts of the objects are not visible in the visu-
alization of the observer. Such problems can be better addressed using 3D geometrical
information of the object [111] and it has been proven that besides colour features, depth
information can be a major contributor in order to enhance the object recognition perfor-
mance [17, 18, 68, 108].

In conjunction with new opportunities, RGB-D sensors also pose several challenges
including the large numbers of noisy inputs and low resolution images. More importantly,
the data acquisition and annotation are much more difficult in this domain which reflect
the lack of appropriately scaled training datasets to date [105, 110]. These difficulties
include the factors regarding the sensitivity of the depth camera of a Kinect sensor to UV
lighting especially for outdoor environment and cannot properly capture the point clouds
of an object with reflective surfaces or with limited textures. Due to these problems,
the literature in RGB-D object recognition is relatively sparse and the progress is much
more restricted compared to object recognition in RGB domain. Therefore, the system
for RGB-D object recognition must be robust against these aforementioned problems in
addition to other typical recognition challenges such as high intra-class variation and low
inter-class variation.

The key aspect of an object recognition system is the feature representation module.
Like many computer vision applications, the features extracted using hand-crafted meth-
ods in recent RGB-D object recognition have been dominated by the features designed
based on deep learning algorithms [17, 19, 108]. However, while methods based on deep
learning have powerful and expressive feature representation, they are generally slow dur-
ing model learning and inference. On the contrary, shallow networks (e.g. Fisher Vectors,
Principle Component Analysis (PCA)) are more preferable for their fast learning scheme
but at the expense of the lower representation capability. Therefore, this raises an immedi-
ate question on whether it is possible to have a powerful deep learning algorithm but with
fast execution time for model learning, feature extraction and inference modules. In this
chapter, we leverage the combination of advantages of both worlds to devise an efficient
deep learning algorithm with particular application for RGB-D object recognition.

More precisely, our main contribution is the proposal of Localized Deep Extreme
Learning Machines (LDELM) which learns an unlabelled dictionary from randomly se-
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Figure 3.1: Sample RGB-D images from Washington RGB-D dataset [68] for one in-
stance in category cereal box (top) and bell pepper (bottom). The figure depicts the ob-
jects captured from a) 30◦, b) 45◦ and c) 60◦ off the horizontal axis. The appearance
of the objects clearly varies with different viewpoint and illumination in which colour
information alone may be insufficient to ensure high recognition accuracy.

lected localized patches of RGB-D training frames based on hierarchical ELM autoen-
coders (ELM-AE) [67]. By solving an objective function that has a closed-form solution
instead of optimizing a difficult non-convex problem, ELM [55, 56] efficiently learns the
parameters of the network. Apart from the learning of network model, we also utilize
ELM as non-linear classifiers and emphasize the need for computationally efficient and
powerful model learning scheme and classifiers to realize real-time RGB-D recognition
applications such as robotic navigation. The efficacy of our proposed method is evalu-
ated on two benchmark RGB-D datasets, Washington RGB-D [68] and 2D3D [20] and
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quantitative comparison is made with several state-of-the-art methods on multiple tasks.
We show that not only the proposed algorithm outperforms existing methods for recog-
nition accuracy, but it also bypass other similar deep learning based networks in terms of
processing time for model learning, feature extraction and classification.

We present the theoretical background of supervised Extreme Learning Machines
(ELM) (Sec. 3.2.1) and how it can be extended to perform unsupervised feature learning
(ELM-AE) (Sec. 3.2.2). We will then define our LDELM algorithm in detail (Sec. 3.2.3)
which is used to construct a high-level feature representation from multiple RGB-D chan-
nels. Finally, we report the experimental results of the proposed algorithm in Sec. 8.4.
Here, we benchmark the performance of the proposed LDELM against nine state-of-the-
art methods on two publicly available RGB-D datasets. Finally, Sec. 3.4 will conclude
our work with some future directions and suggestions.

3.2 Proposed Methodology

This section presents the methodology of the proposed Localized Deep Extreme Learn-
ing Machines (LDELM). We begin by revisiting the fundamental of ELM [54–56] which
was originally introduced for supervised classification and regression tasks. Then, we
discuss the extension of ELM to representation learning from unlabelled examples [67].
These will be used as basic modules for our overall framework of RGB-D object recog-
nition system.

3.2.1 Supervised Extreme Learning Machines

Let us suppose a single-layer feed-forward neural network consisting of input, hidden
and output layer. The mapping of the training samples at the input layer x = {x(i),t(i)} ∈
RD, i = 1,. . . ,Nx with labels t = 1, . . . , T , to the hidden neurons will produce the hidden
layer activation

h(x) = σ(θ>x) = σ(
Nx∑
i=1

Winx
(i) + bin), (3.1)

where σ(.), Win ∈ RH×D and bin define the piecewise sigmoidal activation function, the
weight parameters linking the input and the hidden neurons and the bias term respectively.
Here, the parameters θ = {Win, bin} are randomly initialized with a uniform distribution
in [0,1]).

It is important to note that the initialization of the randomized parameters θ is per-
formed only once and never updated throughout the learning process. This random pro-
jection has conjectured to have a notion of biological inspiration where the learning of
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a human being for a new task could happen effectively from randomized unstructured
neurons and does not necessarily depend on prior knowledge [54]. In contrast, conven-
tional back-propagation based neural networks need to explicitly learn and update the
input parameters in multiple iterations.

Let β ∈ RH×Ny be the connecting weights between the hidden and the output layers,
the output layer activations y ∈ RT×Nx can be computed as

y(x) = h(x)β. (3.2)

In Eq. 3.2, the output weight matrix β is the only parameter needs to be learned. ELM
has an objective function which simultaneously minimizes the norm of the output weight
β and the loss between the output layer activation y and the target labels t. Minimizing
the norm of the output weights, as in ridge regression, adds stability to the solution and
improves the generalization capability of the network [55]. The objective function of
ELM can be defined as

min
β
JELM =

1

2
‖β‖2F +

λ

2
‖hβ − t‖22, (3.3)

where ‖.‖ represents the Euclidean norm and the first term regularizes against over-fitting.
Since the problem in Eq. 3.3 is convex, the closed-form solution can be estimated using
linear least square as β = h†t, where h† is the generalized inverse of matrix h or commonly
known as Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Based on the method of orthogonal projection,
h† can be computed as h† = (h>h)−1h> if the condition of h>h is is non-singular applies
or h† = h>(hh>)−1 conditioned by hh> is non-singular [55]. In order to further enhance
the stability of the solution, a regularizing coefficient λ can be added to the diagonal of
h>h and hh>,

β =


(
1
λ

I + h>h
)−1

h>t, if Nx > Nh,

h>
(
1
λ

I + hh>
)−1

t, otherwise,
(3.4)

where I denotes an identity matrix. This formulation of solving the ELM objective func-
tion enhances the generalization capability of the network as well as the computational
efficiency in practice [55]. These are the main features which make ELM more attractive
than other classifiers such as SVM with competitive performance but an order of magni-
tude faster [55, 56].

3.2.2 Dictionary Learning with Extreme Learning Machines

As the ELM architecture resembles traditional neural network topology, it is natural
to extend the network into an unsupervised task (i.e.dictionary learning). A straight-
forward implementation for this task is to reconstruct the input data using an auto-encoder
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(ELM-AE). More formally, the objective function of ELM in Eq. 3.3 can be adapted to
an unsupervised setting by minimizing the reconstruction error of the input instead of
minimizing the loss between the actual output activation and the target labels. Thus, after
projecting the hidden layer activation back into the input space, we can directly calculate
the output weight of an ELM-AE as

βAE =


h†x, for λ = 0.(
1
λ

I + h>h
)−1

h>x, if Nx > H for λ 6= 0.

h>
(
1
λ

I + hh>
)−1 x, if Nx < H for λ 6= 0.

(3.5)

Due to the randomized hidden layer projection, the network is prone to learn random
dictionary basis or reproduce identity input. Therefore, we impose a constraint that the
random input parameters must be projected onto orthogonal hyperplanes as to restrict the
randomness of the hidden layer activations. In practice, this operation improves the gen-
eralization capability of the ELM-AE as the orthogonal vectors are linearly independent
and preserve the dot product of the variables. The hidden layer activation h(x) ∈RNh with
orthogonal random parameters can be computed as follows:

h(x) = σ(θ>AEx) = σ(WAEx + bAE)

s.t. W>
AEWAE = I, b>AEbAE = 1. (3.6)

Besides, for the case when D = H for equi-dimensional representation, another crite-
rion is imposed to ensure the orthogonality of the learned output weight β. Precisely, the
unique solution is obtained by considering a standard Orthogonal Procrustes problem [67]

βAE = arg min
β
‖x− hβAE‖F

s.t. β>AEβAE = I. (3.7)

To optimize the above objective function, we first calculate h>x = UΣV ∗ using Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD). Hence, we arrive to a close-form solution to compute
the orthogonal output weight as given by βAE = UV ∗. To illustrate the features learned by
the ELM-AE, we run an ELM-AE with 1000 hidden neurons on 400,000 small patches.
As depicted in Fig. 3.2, the algorithm is able to learn low-level edge detectors for depth
patches while gives a more abstract mid-level representation for colour patches akin to
those representation learned at the earlier layers of convolutional neural networks [148].
Interestingly, the algorithm can also extract a surfature-like features from the depth im-
ages which gives the intuition that the algorithm is able to capture higher level shape
features from depth information.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the learned dictionary using ELM-AE for colour patches (left)
and depth patches (right). Apart from learning low-level edge detectors akin to other fea-
ture learning methods, ELM-AE is also capable of learning surfature based representation
from depth images (boxes at the bottom of the figure, corresponding to the colour boxes
in the dictionary for depth patches).

3.2.3 Learning Deep Extreme Learning Machines and Feature Encoding

The overview of our proposed LDELM is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The motivation of
this framework is to address three core issues in RGB-D object recognition; training data
sparsity, computational complexity and representation capability. Here, we will define
the training procedure of the deep network to learn an unlabelled dictionary from local
image patches which effectively avoids the need to gather a large-scale training dataset.
Next, we also employ ELM-AE as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2 as a fundamental building for
our deep models and use supervised ELM (i.e. Sec. 3.2.1) as non-linear classifiers to
ensure efficient training and testing scheme. Finally, we design a feature representation
which is both representative and discriminative by applying feature encoding based on
deep models and spatial pooling.

Let us assume that X = {xi}mi=1 ∈ Rw×h and Y = {yj}nj=1 ∈ Rw×h are the train-
ing and testing datasets respectively, where w and h are the width and the height of the
image. Firstly, we will define the decomposition of the RGB-D training images which
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the proposed method for a single channel. The proposed
LDELM is learned for each channel from randomized patches in an unsupervised man-
ner (see text) to produce an unlabelled dictionary. This dictionary is then used to encode
densely sampled patches from each image by feed-forwarding in non-linear path. The
resultant feature cuboid is then spatially divided into four quadrants and the encoded fea-
tures are subsequently sum-pooled in these regions. The final representation is the result
of concatenation of these pooled features which is then used as an input to train an ELM
classifier.

will then be used separately as inputs for different LDELMs. For RGB images Xrgb, we
first decompose the channels into red Xr, green Xg and blue Xb maps as individual chan-
nels. We then convert Xrgb into gray-scale Xgy and subsequently compute the vertical and
horizontal derivative approximations using:

Gy = Ky ∗ Xgy
Gx = Kx ∗ Xgy.

(3.8)

In Equ. 3.8, Ky andKx denote the vertical and horizontal Prewitt kernels respectively,
which are used to convolve Xgy with a two-dimensional convolution operator ∗. Then,
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we calculate the gradient magnitude Xm−rgb =
√
G2
y +G2

x and the gradient direction,
Xθ−rgb = arctan(Gy, Gx). These will lead to additional information about the objects as
gradient magnitude explicitly highlights the sharp edges at the object’s boundaries while
gradient direction will give a rich cues on the object’s texture. Similarly for the corre-
sponding one-channel depth images Xd, we define the gradient magnitude and direction
using Eq. 3.8 to produce Xm−d and Xθ−d. We also consider an input binary mask Xb (if
available) which is produced by applying a segmentation algorithm between the RGB and
depth channel [68]. Finally, the decomposition of the RGB-D training image will result
in a nine-channel image given by X = [Xr,Xg,Xb,Xm−rgb,Xθ−rgb,Xd,Xm−d,Xθ−d,Xb].
Fig. 3.4 gives the depiction of the decomposed channels from a single RGB-D frame.

Figure 3.4: The channel decomposition of the RGB-D frames. a) RGB, b) red channel,
c) green channel, d) blue channel, e) binary mask, f) RGB gradient magnitude, g) RGB
gradient direction, h) depth channel, i) depth gradient magnitude and j) depth gradient
direction.

Note that our description of deep ELM and the corresponding feature pooling and con-
catenation in this section is only for one-channel image as all other channels will operate
with the same procedures. The method begins by sampling random localized patches from
the training dataset P ∈ Rp×p. Now, let us consider a two-layer network with a single
ELM-AE as fundamental units, we build a deep ELM (DELM) by hierarchically stacking
multiple ELM-AE in a greedy layer-wise [15, 67] strategy. Specifically, we feed-forward
the patches through the first ELM-AE, h(1) = σ(W (1)P + b(1)), and then learn the weight
of the first layer of DELM, β(1) using Eq. 3.5. Then, the patches P is feed-forwarded
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through the transpose of the learned weight to produce the first layer’s activation of the
DELM. Concretely, this is given by

ĥ(1) = σ(β(1)TP) (3.9)

Subsequently, the first layer’s activation is used as an input to the second ELM-AE,
h(2) = σ(W (2)ĥ(1) + b(2)) and similarly, the weight of the DELM’s second layer β(2) is
learned using Eq. 3.5 which is then used to compute the activation of DELM’s second
layer, ĥ(2) = σ(β(2)T ĥ(1)) ∈ RK , where K denotes the number of neurons. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3.5, we can construct a DELM with arbitrary number of layers d with other
parameters to tune are reduced to only the number of neurons in each layer and the reg-
ularization coefficient λ. Therefore, the efficiency of DELM not only comes from the
efficiency of the training scheme of ELM, but it also comes as the result of low number
of parameter learning and tuning.

Figure 3.5: Greedy layer-wise training of a d-layer DELM. The output weights learned
during individual ELM-AEs are transposed and define the weights of corresponding layer
of DELM.

For feature encoding, let I ∈ Rx×y be a new probe image with dimension x-by-y. We
then sample dense patches from I using a p-by-p sliding window with stride 1. Further, the
patches are feed-forwarded through the learned DELM model {ĥ(1), ĥ(2)}. This operation
will produce a K-dimensional feature vector for each patch and a feature cuboid is then
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built by organizing the feature vectors into the corresponding spatial location of each
patch’s centre in the original probe image. Thus, the dimensionality of the cuboid is given
by (x−p+1)-by-(y−p+1)-by-K. In order to further enhance the discriminative property
of the feature representation, we spatially divide the feature cuboid into four equal-sized
cells and apply sumpooling at each spatial dimension to yield four K-dimensional feature
vectors. These vectors are then concatenated and the resultant vectors will be used as our
feature representation for classification.

For classification, we further concatenate the feature vectors from the different chan-
nels to perform different subtasks (will be detailed in Sec.3.3). We perform the same
operation for the encoding of training and testing images and then use the labelled train-
ing images to train supervised non-linear ELM classifiers as presented in Sec. 3.2.1.

3.3 Experimental Results

Table 3.1: Comparative analysis of the proposed LDELM with other state-of-the-art meth-
ods in terms of recognition accuracy (in %) on Washington RGB-D object dataset [68].
The accuracy is reported as the mean and standard deviation over ten trials. The label ?
for some methods indicates that the experiments were conducted using exactly the same
training/ testing splits.

Recognition Type Category Recognition Instance Recognition

Method RGB D RGB-D RGB D RGB-D

Linear SVM [68] ? 74.3 ± 3.3 53.1 ± 1.7 81.9 ± 2.8 59.3 32.3 73.9
Kernel SVM [68] ? 74.5 ± 3.1 64.7 ± 2.2 83.8 ± 3.5 60.7 46.2 74.8
Random Forest [68] ? 74.7 ± 3.6 66.8 ± 2.5 79.6 ± 4.0 59.9 45.5 73.1
Depth Kernel [18] ? 77.7 ± 1.9 78.8 ± 2.7 86.2 ± 2.1 78.6 54.3 84.5
CNN-RNN [108] 80.8 ± 4.2 78.9 ± 3.8 86.8 ± 3.3 – – –
CKM [17] – – 86.4 ± 2.3 – – 90.4
HMP [19] ? 82.4 ± 2.1 81.2 ± 2.3 87.5 ± 2.9 92.1 51.7 92.8
SSL [24] 81.8 ± 1.9 77.7 ± 1.4 87.2 ± 1.1 – – –
CaRFs [4] ? – – 88.1 ± 2.4 – – –
Proposed LDELM 78.6 ± 1.8 81.6 ± 0.7 88.3 ± 1.6 92.8 55.2 93.5

We evaluate the proposed algorithm on two publicly available Washington RGB-
D [68] and 2D3D [20] object datasets and benchmark the method against other existing
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state-of-the-arts. Next, we will provide the experimental settings of the models used in
this chapter, briefly describe the datasets and finally present comparative analysis for each
set of experiments.

3.3.1 Experimental Settings:

The raw images are used for Washington RGB-D dataset without any pre-processing
and we resize the images in the 2D3D datasets to 250 × 250 due to the low-resolution
images. To learn the models of the LDELM, we conducted experiments on a smaller
subset of the Washington RGB-D dataset and hence optimize the parameters and keep
them constant across all experiments for both datasets. Note that the same configuration is
used for all individual channels. We construct DELM of depth d = 3, λ = 0 and number
of neurons at hidden layers {100, 1000, 200} in order to emulate different hierarchical
feature transformation. We also sample 500,000 random patches of dimension p = 9
from training dataset for model learning. As for the classification, the parameters of the
supervised ELM were empirically set using a grid search λ ∈ [1e8, 1e11],H ∈ [5e3, 13e3]

with grid step size 1e1 and 1e3 respectively. For RGB-only recognition task, we combine
the feature representation of red, green, blue, RGB gradient magnitude and angle given by
[Xr,Xg,Xb,Xm−rgb,Xθ−rgb]. The rest of the channels are used for depth-only recogniton
while the combination of all channels are used for RGB-D recognition.

3.3.2 Washington RGB-D Object Dataset

The dataset contains 51 object classes from 300 object instances (one object class
consists of multiple object instances) with a total number of 41,877 images. During data
collection, each object is captured from different elevation angles (30◦, 45◦ and 60◦) while
being rotated using a a turntable platform. Fig. 3.1 depicts the samples from two instances
captured from different elevation and rotation angles. As suggested by Lai et al. [68], two
distinguished experiments are performed. The first experiment is category recognition

where leave-one-instance-out procedure is used. Specifically, one instance from each
object class is taken out and used as testing examples. The second experiment is instance

recognition where the system needs to correctly recognize the instances captured at 45◦

using the instances captures at 30◦ and 60◦ as training examples. Additionally, we also
conducted an additional experiment in order to investigate the computational complexity
of the proposed algorithm in terms of execution time.

Furthermore, we compare the proposed algorithm against the baseline [68] which
used different classifiers to perform the recognition on the features extracted using Ef-
ficient Match Kernel (EMK). Moreover, we also compare our method with Depth Ker-
nel [18], Convolutional K-Means descriptor (CKM) [17] and other deep learning based
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algorithms including Convolutional-Recursive Neural Networks (CNN-RNN) [108], Hi-
erarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP) [19], semi-supervised learning (SSL) [24] and Cas-
caded Random Forest (CaRFs) [4]. The results from other methods are taken as reported
by original authors. To ensure fair comparison, we use the same training/ testing splits as
suggested by Lai et al. [68] which has also been used by other methods [4, 18, 19].

Figure 3.6: Confusion matrix for category classification task in Washington RGB-D ob-
ject dataset. The vertical axis denotes predicted classes and the horizontal axis consists of
ground truth labels.

Category Recognition The performance of the proposed algorithm is reported as
mean accuracy and standard deviation over ten trials. As presented in Table 3.1, our
proposed LDELM outperforms all existing methods in depth-only and RGB-D recog-
nition tasks. For RGB-D recognition, our method records 88.3 % accuracy which is a
marginal improvement from the closest competitor, CaRFs [4] which based their method
on expensive pre-processing of the input data such as point cloud segmentation and surfels
generation. Conversely, the only pre-processing procedure needed for our method is the
decomposition of input channels which can easily be obtained with negligible process-
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ing time. Similarly for depth-only recognition, our method recorded a 0.4 % increment
from HMP [19]. While HMP learns dictionary from two hierarchies of sparse coding,
our method reverses the principle by learning a three-layer deep network from only one
hierarchy. HMP also relies on the learning from additional channels like surface normals
which are expensive to compute as well as burdensome for the memory capacity of the
computational machines.

For RGB-only recognition task, our method does not report state-of-the-art result
which leads to an interesting hypothesis. Our proposal of combining the feature vec-
tors using simple concatenation can be quite ad hoc in this domain. More specifically,
when we concatenate the feature vectors and use them as an input to the ELM classifier,
the fully connected nature of ELM neurons will explicitly try to model the non-linear re-
lationship of the differing channels which is not necessarily significant in ELM domain.
We hypothesize that the result can be improved by using a more sophisticated technique
to fuse the features from multiple channels or other feature selection methods as shown
in [1]. Nevertheless, our method provides more stability against variation in training/
testing splits which is evident by the low standard deviation for all subtasks in category
recognition.

Fig. 3.6 depicts the confusion matrix of the category recognition for one of the trials
in the Washington RGB-D dataset. The strongest off-diagonal entry of the confusion ma-
trix comes from the misclassification of mushroom which has been recognized as garlic.
As shown in Fig. 3.7, the two objects appear in a very similar colours and shapes which
proves to be a very challenging task, even for a human expert. Moreover, the mushroom

category has a very low number of examples which further supports our argument regard-
ing the need for large-scale training examples to build a good generalized deep model.

Instance Recognition The second experiment involves a finer grained recognition
task where the system is asked to predict the label of an instance which has a different
view from the examples the system is trained on. Compared to existing methods, our
proposed LDELM constitutes state-of-the-art for all subtasks as reported in Table 3.1.
For depth-only recognition, our proposed method leads the closest competitor, Depth
Kernel [18] although the method was specially tailored for depth images and point clouds.
For the other two tasks, our method outperforms previous state-of-the-art HMP [19] with
a considerable margin. These results show that deep learning based methods not only
provide powerful representation for fine-grained classification, but can also be used as
generalized network to learn discriminative representation across multiple channels.

In this experiment, we observe that the depth-only recognition does not give similar
results as RGB and RGB-D recognition. This is due to the low intra-class variation in the
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Figure 3.7: Selected off-diagonal entries in Washington RGB-D dataset (from left, top
vs bottom): 1) cap misclassified as food bag, 2) foodjar misclassified as shampoo, 3)
mushroom misclassified as garlic.

depth domain which makes it difficult for the classifier to discriminate between different
views of the same objects. To illustrate, the shape of a ball (sphere) does not deform with
the change in camera’s elevation angle. However, when we also consider RGB domain,
the recognition accuracy significantly boosts which marks the importance of having a
combined colour and depth information for improved object recognition.

Execution Time To verify the computational efficacy of our proposed method, we
conducted an additional experiment of category recognition for depth images and recorded
the processing time required for individual modules including model learning, feature
extraction, classifier training and classifier testing. We chose other related deep learn-
ing based methods which codes are publicly available, the Convolutional-Recursive NN
(CNN-RNN) [108] 1 and Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP) [19] 2 for quantitative
comparison. Using the implementation of the corresponding authors, we ran the com-
pared methods with the optimized parameters as suggested by the respective authors. All
implementations including ours were performed in the same Matlab R2013a platform and
executed on a 2.5GHz, 64-bit machine.

The execution time needed to complete the whole recognition process is reported in
Table 3.2. As depicted, our proposed algorithm is extremely efficient in each module and
significantly outperforms the running time of CNN-RNN and HMP. Our algorithm only
needs 625.3 seconds (approximately 10 minutes) to complete the learning of the deep
model which can be credited to the fast learning scheme of ELM-AE. Moreover, our al-
gorithm consists of deeper network (three layers) compared to CNN-RNN and HMP with

1CNN-RNN: http://www.socher.org/
2HMP: http://research.cs.washington.edu/istc/lfb/software/hmp/index.htm
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single-layer CNN, single layer RNN and single layer sparse coding at each hierarchy, re-
spectively. However, those methods suffer from different bottlenecks of slow computation
of parent and child trees for RNN and slow convergence of sparse coding algorithm and
expensive encoding of orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) at each hierarchy for HMP.
This result suggests that by using ELM-AE as layer-wise module of deep network, we
can leverage more powerful deep representation to push the recognition accuracy even
further with less computational cost.

In addition, the feed-forward nature of our deep network accelerates the feature ex-
traction process. Although the other methods also rely on feed-forward feature extraction,
there also exist expensive intermediate processes such as spatial max pooling in HMP
which needs to compute the component-wise maxima of the sparse code in multiple spa-
tial pyramid levels. Our observation shows that the process involves multiple steps such
as vector scanning, value comparison and maximum computation which prove to be the
bottleneck for the feature extraction process. As for the classification modules, our results
add further empirical evidence of the efficiency of non-linear ELM classifiers which has
already been discussed in literature [54–56]. With only 1× 10−4 seconds needed to label
one testing example, we believe our proposed algorithm could realize real-time robotic
application such as online learning and navigation.

Table 3.2: Comparative analysis of the proposed LDELM with other deep learning meth-
ods in terms of execution time (in seconds). Our LDELM performs extremely efficient
model learning, feature extraction and classification which enables the system to realize
real-time robotics applications.

Module CNN-RNN HMP LDELM

Model learning > 104 > 103 625.3
Feature extraction (per image) 2.1809 3.4089 0.4892
Classifier training
(training instances ≈ 34000)

> 103 111.9 92.19

Classification (per image) 5 ×10−4 6 ×10−4 1× 10−4

3.3.3 2D3D Object Dataset

Next, the proposed LDELM was evaluated on the publicly available 2D3D object
dataset [20]. This dataset is relatively smaller compared to the Washington RGB-D dataset
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Table 3.3: Reported accuracy (%) of the proposed LDELM for object catogory recogni-
tion on the 2D3D dataset [20].

Method RGB Depth RGB-D

2D+3D [20] 66.6 74.6 82.8
HMP [19] 86.3 87.6 91.0
Subset+RNN [9] 88.0 90.2 92.8
Proposed LDELM 90.3 91.6 94.0

with 163 object instances which were organized into 18 common household object cat-
egories. It poses different challenges as it contains low-resolution and noisy RGB-D
frames. Additionally, the categories comprise highly textured objects such as drink car-

tons and shiny objects such as fork and plate. We carefully follow the procedure suggested
by Browatzki et al. [20]. More specifically, we combine the categories knife, fork and
spoon into a joint category silverware. We also exclude the phone and perforator from
the dataset as they contains very low number of examples. Thus, we have a final dataset
of total 14 categories from 156 instances. For evaluation, six instances in each category
were randomly chosen as training examples while the testing was done on the rest. For
category scissors which has only five instances, we made sure that at least one instance
was selected for validation. Furthermore, only 18 randomly selected RGB-D frames were
used in both the training and testing sets.

We compare the proposed LDELM to the baseline (2D+3D) [20] which used multiple
hand-crafted colour and 3D features. We also include deep learning based methods of
HMP [19] and subset-RNN [9]. As shown in Table 3.3, our LDELM outperforms other
methods with considerable margin thus improves state-of-the-art performance. LDELM
recorded highest accuracy for depth-only recognition despite the noisy input (for some
instances, the depth data are almost flat) which proves that the algorithm is able to learn
from incomplete data and robust to missing information due to partial occlusion. The de-
pictions of confusion matrix for this task and the sample off-diagonal entries are shown in
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 respectively. The visualization suggests that the misclassifica-
tions are mainly due to the low inter-class variation where two objects may appear similar
in appearance and shape.
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Figure 3.8: Confusion matrix for category classification task in 2D3D dataset. The verti-
cal and horizontal axes represent the predicted labels and ground truth, respectively. For
instances with low classification accuracy such as silverware, some of the depth images
are very noisy while small number of the images are almost completely flatten.

Figure 3.9: Selected outliers for category classification task on 2D3D dataset [20]. The
figures depict typical visual recognition challenges such as large inter-class similarity in
terms of shape and appearance and low resolution input data. From left: a) drink carton

misclassified as b) cans and c) pen misclassified as silverware (fork).
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3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an efficient algorithm for learning rich discriminative
features from RGB-D images by combining the power of deep network representation
with the efficiency of Extreme Learning Machines (ELM). Experimental results on two
benchmark datasets, Washington RGB-D object dataset and 2D3D dataset show that the
proposed method outperforms existing state-of-the-art in terms of accuracy and computa-
tion efficiency. With reduced training/test time and high recognition accuracy, our algo-
rithm opens up the possibility of employing deep networks for real-time RGB-D object
learning and recognition applications.
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Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid: Viewpoint Invariant
Object and Scene Categorization with RGB-D Sensors

Abstract

Understanding the semantics of objects and scenes using multi-modal RGB-D sensors
serves many robotics applications. Key challenges for accurate RGB-D image recognition
are the scarcity of training data, variations due to viewpoint changes and the heteroge-
neous nature of the data. We address these problems and propose a generic deep learning
framework based on a pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN), as a feature ex-
tractor for both the colour and depth channels. We propose a rich multi-scale feature
representation, referred to as Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN), that is able
to encode discriminative information from the convolutional tensors at different levels of
detail. We also present a technique to fuse the proposed HP-CNN with the activations of
fully connected neurons based on an Extreme Learning Machine classifier in a late fusion
scheme which leads to a highly discriminative and compact representation. To further
improve performance, we propose a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model as a
generic feature extractor for any RGB-D data in a domain adaptive manner. M3DOP is
learned from over 140,000 RGB-D images that are synthesized by rendering CAD models
from different viewpoints. Extensive evaluations on four RGB-D object and scene recog-
nition datasets demonstrate that our HP-CNN consistently outperforms state-of-the-art
methods for several recognition tasks by a significant margin.

4.1 Introduction

In realizing long-term mobile robot autonomy, semantic scene and object understand-
ing capabilities are crucial and have gained considerable research attention in the past
decade [4, 18, 19, 68, 83, 100, 143]. Generally, developing a highly accurate and robust
recognition system involves training the robotic vision in an off-line mode where the
robot is given a set of labelled training data and is then asked to predict the semantics of
novel instances in a complex environment. Performing scene and object recognition can
be very challenging due to a range of factors; drastic illumination and viewpoint changes,
heavy clutter, occlusions and the problem of perceptual aliasing where two or more scenes

0This chapter is and extended version of my paper in IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ICRA), 2016 and is under review in a journal of robotics.
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may look extremely similar, forcing the robot to define subtle discriminative features for
recognition [3, 83].

In developing a highly accurate and robust visual recognition system, certain design
criteria and their contributing factors should be put into consideration. Firstly, the recog-
nition system should acquire a good generalization capability for various domain types
so that the robot can adapt to a novel environment which are significantly peculiar from
the one that the robot has been trained on. To realize this criterion, the system must be
presented with a set of labelled training data containing all possible variations. Further-
more, the learned system should be robust to the effect of intra- and inter-class variability
that can be a challenging nuisance for recognition. Therefore, the feature representation
must be descriptive of the visual elements being captured as well as discriminative to dif-
ferentiate between two different elements that may appear very similar. Moreover, the
recognition algorithm must be efficient to perform real-time decisions which is essential
for robotics applications. The advent of low-cost multi-modality sensors such as RGB-D
cameras has opened up a number of possibilities to fulfil these design considerations.

RGB based visual recognition algorithms have moved from hand-crafting features to
learning features through deep neural networks. Particularly, convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) based methods have obtained unprecedented performance for RGB visual
recognition [66], where the success is mainly credited to the availability of computational
resources and large-scale labelled training datasets with diverse variations (e.g.ImageNet [27].
However, labelled training data for RGB-D recognition is currently limited and manual
annotation of images captured by low-cost depth sensors such as Microsoft Kinect cam-
era is time consuming and expensive. Additionally, unlike the RGB based recognition
which could benefit from high resolution data, RGB-D sensors have low resolution, cap-
ture noisy data and contain multi-modal heterogeneous data which pose challenges for
the learning algorithms. To avoid these problems, recent works [4, 18, 19, 24, 58, 68, 81,
108, 142] have resorted to shallow networks which are more tractable to train using lim-
ited amount of data. Deep neural networks require large-scale annotated training data
otherwise they tend to result in poor convergence and overfitting [14].

Recent development has shown that CNN models that were trained on a large-scale
datasets can be effectively used as a generic feature extractor for a wide range of other
applications [7, 22, 42, 66, 93], even without re-training on the target tasks. The factors of
transferability of the learned features in CNN can vary from the architecture of network
and data distribution [7] but most techniques extracted the fully-connected layer activa-
tions before the classification layer as a feature representation, leaving the antecedent
convolutional layers relatively unexplored. Although the former acquires high degree of
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid feature ex-
traction. The feature representation is extracted in a coarse-to-fine manner separately for
each RGB, depth and point cloud image. This is done by resampling the convolutional
feature maps into three pyramid levels A, B, and C and concatenate all feature maps at
each pyramid level separately (refer text for detailed description). The symbol ⊕ denotes
concatenation.

semantically descriptive information, it does not capture the spatial location of the in-
put [45]. Therefore, they are less effective in capturing subtle details [47]. Expensive
pre-processing steps such as data augmentation and segmentation [22, 93] are generally
carried out as a complimentary factor for the recognition systems.

In this chapter, we propose an effective recognition framework based on a deep CNN
with a particular attention to address the above problems. Firstly, we formulate a tech-
nique for transferring knowledge of input from depth sensors to a model well-trained on
a large-scale RGB data which allows a seamless integration between these modalities.
Next, we propose a global feature representation which utilizes the activations of all con-
volutional layers that is able to encode coarse-to-fine information of the modalities. We
term our proposed representation as Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) which
is used in conjunction with the semantically-descriptive features from the fully connected
layer. The encoding of this representation is done by re-sampling the convolutional ten-
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sors into three pyramid levels. For each pyramid, multi-scale features are harvested by
employing a spatial pyramid pooling method and the concatenation of the pooled features
defines the representation for each pyramid. To average the behaviour of the features from
these multi-scale pyramid, we then apply max pooling over these features to produce the
final HP-CNN representation. Note that these encoding steps are done for all modalities.
Finally, we propose a late feature fusion technique to combine the features of our HP-
CNN and the fully connected layer from different modalities where we empirically show
that it consistently increases the discriminative property and compactness of the feature
representation. The overview of our HP-CNN encoding is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Moreover, we propose a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model which is a deep
network learned end-to-end using RGB-D images of 3D CAD models rendered from mul-
tiple viewpoints. To show the efficacy of our proposed method, we perform extensive ex-
periments on four benchmark RGB-D object and visual scene/ place recognition datasets
including Washington RGB-D [68], 2D3D [20]), NYU v1 Indoor Scene [105] and SUN
RGB-D Scene [110]. The experimental results and analysis (see Section 4.5) demonstrate
that the proposed method acquires a high degree of generalization capability as a result of
effective transfer learning and domain adaptation. In summary, our core contributions are
as follow:

1. We present Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid descriptor (HP-CNN) as a discrimi-
native feature representation that encodes spatially-descriptive information for RGB-
D image recognition .

2. We propose an effective encoding technique for depth sensor inputs to allow knowl-
edge transfer to a model that was well-trained on RGB camera inputs (Section 4.2.2).

3. We combine the features from our HP-CNN and the fully connected layer activa-
tions using a feature fusion method based on Extreme Learning Machines which
not only reduces the dimensionality but also increases the discriminative properties
of the features (Section 4.3).

4. We propose a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model which is trained on
a newly generated synthetic dataset (Section 4.4) to extract 2D and 3D features.
We show that the proposed HP-CNN not only generalizes well for cross-modality
purposes, but also across different sets of applications.

4.2 Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid

Objects and scenes captured in the real-world environment typically lie on non-linear
manifolds, especially when dealing with various viewpoint changes and occlusion. How-
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ever, most existing methods [17, 19, 108] for RGB-D image recognition extract features
based on linear based encoding. Moreover, these methods need to be heavily tuned on spe-
cific datasets and applications. Inevitably, this will lead to huge computational burden as
the model learning process repeats for each dataset and thus not scalable for new incom-
ing data which is crucial for real-time robotics application. To overcome these drawbacks,
we employ a deep CNN model, VGG-f [22] which has been pre-trained and optimized on
a large-scale image dataset, ImageNet [66] for feature extraction on all datasets.

4.2.1 Feature Extraction and Encoding

Let us assume a CNN model which consists of consecutive modules of convolu-
tional layer L(k, f, s, p), max-pooling MP (k, s), Local Contrast Normalization LCN ,
fully connected layers FC(n) and rectified linear unit (ReLU) RL, where k × k is
the receptive field size, f is the number of filters, s denotes the stride of the convo-
lution and p indicates the spatial padding. The architecture of the model is given by:
L(11, 64, 4, 0) → RL → LCN → MP (3, 2) → L(5, 256, 1, 2) → RL → LCN →
MP (3, 2) → L(3, 256, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 256, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 256, 1, 1) →
RL → MP (3, 2) → FC(4096) → RL → FC(4096) → RLFC(1000). Many meth-
ods [42, 93, 100] only consider the fully connected CNN layers as features. While these
layers contain rich semantic information, they do not preserve the localized image infor-
mation and ignore the convolutional layers. On the other hand, the convolutional layers
carry locally-activated features [45,79]. We formulate an effective framework that extracts
features from all convolutional layers hence preserving the spatially-relevant information
in the feature representation. These features are then used alongside the holistic fully
connected layer features to obtain a global and local visual representation.

Note that we perform the same feature extraction procedure for all modalities (RGB
and Depth). In this section, we present the formulation of our proposed HP-CNN for
only one modality (e.g.RGB). Therefore, we drop the modality-specific notation from our
description. The feature maps activation can be visualized as an i × j × n convolutional
tensor for each convolutional layer l(i) = {l(1), . . . , l(L)}. Each convolutional node can be
expressed mathematically as

a
(l)

i,j,n(l) = σ(
∑
w,h,c

kw,h,c,n(1) ∗ a(l−1)i−w,j−h,c + b
(l)
i,j), (4.1)

where b is a bias term and σ(.) denotes the non-linear function ReLU (Rectified Linear
Unit). The three-dimensional w-by-h-by-c learned filter kernels are indicated by k such
that it convolves the c feature maps at previous layer (l−1) to produce n feature maps with
dimension i-by-j at the current layer l. The number of feature maps (i.e.the convolutional
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layer depth) in each convolutional layer is n(l) = {64, 256, 256, 256, 256} giving N =

1088 feature maps as shown in Fig. 4.1.

We convert the feature maps into the HP-CNN representation so that it encodes multi-
scale information. To do this, each convolutional feature map is first sub-sampled using
bilinear interpolation into three pyramid levels by sub-sampling the spatial dimension
(i, j) of each feature map in all convolutional layers into p(1) = m×m, p(2) = 2m× 2m

and p(3) = 0.5m × 0.5m respectively. The sub-sampling captures distinctive features of
the convolutional layers at multiple scales [82]. The sub-samples are then concatenated
along the depth dimension at each pyramid level to produce a pyramid of Hypercube
descriptors (see Fig. 4.1 for illustration). The Hypercube at each pyramid level P is given
by

HP = [a
(1)

p,n(1) , a
(2)

p,n(2) , . . . a
(L)

p,n(L) ], (4.2)

with Hk ∈ Rp(k)×N where k = 1, . . . , P .

This operation produces three different size Hypercubes. To enhance the discrimina-
tive properties of the descriptors and reduce the Hypercube dimensionality spatial pyra-
mid max pooling (SPM) [19] is performed. The Hypercube at each pyramid level is di-
vided into two SPM levels. The complete Hypercube is used as one cell for SPM level one,
whereas each Hypercube is partitioned into four cells of equal size for the second SPM
level. The pooled feature vectors for each cell are then calculated through component-
wise maximum over all feature maps within that cell. Note that the features extracted
from each cell has dimension equal to the depth (N ) of the respective Hypercube. Thus,
five equal-dimensional feature vectors are generated and concatenated to create a single
vector per pyramid level. Finally, max pooling is done to combine the feature vectors of
the three pyramid levels and produce a compact discriminative representation Fhc ∈ R5N

of the pyramidal Hypercube.

4.2.2 Depth Map and Point Cloud Encoding

RGB-D sensors capture two channels with complementary and incongruous informa-
tion. The objective of depth encoding is to render the depth information as RGB in a
domain adaptive manner allowing knowledge transfer using the pre-trained CNN model.
We use the depth image and point cloud representation together to embed richer depth
information and render two independent RGB images. Starting from a single depth map
channel d(u), where u = (x, y) and d denotes pixel-wise depth value at the x-y location,
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we calculate the vertical and horizontal derivatives

Gy = Ky ∗ d(u)

Gx = Kx ∗ d(u),
(4.3)

where Ky and Kx are the vertical and horizontal Prewitt kernels respectively, and ∗ is a
2D convolution operator. Next, we compute the gradient magnitude and direction

Gm =
√
G2
y +G2

x

Gθ = arctan(Gy, Gx).
(4.4)

A three-channel depth map is constructed by combining the original depth map with the
gradient magnitude and direction as D(u) =

[
d(u), Gm, Gθ

]
. The motivation of this

technique is to encode the shape of the object with gradient direction and sharp edges and
boundaries through gradient magnitude. Figure 4.2a shows the result of this encoding.
We can see that the combined channels capture richer shape information.

For point cloud p(i) = {a(i), b(i), z(i)}, i ∈ 1, . . . , P encoding, we first project it
onto a canonical view1 and then apply a gray colour map along the depth axis. This is
followed by a colour transfer algorithm [133] which is applied with the corresponding
colour image to approximate the RGB values at each pixel. This technique transfers the
chromatic information from the source image (RGB) to the target image (gray-scale) by
matching their luminance and texture. The main advantage of this technique over existing
encoding methods [42, 100] is that the colourization scheme is closely guided by the
RGB images and is fully automatic. Figure 4.2b shows the effect of this technique. We
can see that the resulting image closely resembles the corresponding RGB channel with
the additional depth and shape information.

4.3 Feature Fusion and Inference with Extreme Learning Machines

Existing methods that use CNN based features either directly use the feature vec-
tors [93, 100] or use simple concatenation of feature vectors from convolution layers
and fully connected neurons, Ffc [45, 79] as input to the classifiers (e.g.Support Vector
Machines). Such methods are straight-forward in implementation however, simple con-
catenation results in long feature vectors which increase the computational complexity of
classification, especially when used with powerful classifiers with non-linear kernels [56].
Moreover, since these features encode different modalities, the classifiers may need to
make difficult decisions to weigh the relative importance of the features.

1In practice, we define the canonical view as the -27.5◦ and 20◦ off the azimuth and elevation angles
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the proposed technique for CNN input encoding a) depth image
and b) point cloud object-centric encoding before feature extraction.

For robotic applications, the input to classifiers must be compact without sacrificing
the discriminative properties of the features. We achieve this by employing the Extreme
Learning Machine classifier [55,56] and use ELM not only for multi-class object classifi-
cation, but also as the feature fusion engine that combines the HP-CNN features Fhc with
the fully connected layer Ffc. We use early and late fusion strategies to identify the most
accurate classification scheme. Let Fc = {f (i)

c , t(i)}, ∈ RD, i = 1, 2, . . . , N represent
the input feature vectors to the classifier, where N is the number of RGB-D images with
labels t. In early fusion, Fc is the concatenation of Fhc and Ffc (i.e.Fc = [Fhc, Ffc]). ELM
maps the feature vectors to the hidden layer to output h = σ(

∑N
i=1Winf

(i)
c + bin) ∈ RH ,

where σ(.), Win ∈ RH×D and bin are the piecewise sigmoid activation, randomized or-
thogonal input weight matrix and the bias vector, respectively. The hidden variables are
then mapped to the target labels, parametrized by the output weight Wo and bias bo giving
the output variables y = σ(

∑N
i=1Wot

(i) + bo)β.
The only parameter to be tuned is β which is achieved by optimizing a convex objec-

tive function of ELM that simultaneously minimizes the norm of the output weight and
the loss between the actual output and the target labels as

min
β
JELM =

1

2
‖β‖2F +

λ

2
‖hβ − T‖22. (4.5)
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Equation 4.5 has a closed form solution using the linear least square, β = h†T , where h†

is the generalized Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of h. We compute h† as h† = (Iλ−1 +

hTh)−1hT or h† = hT (Iλ−1 + hhT )−1, using an orthogonal projection method with the
condition that hTh is non-singular (if H > N ) or hhT is non-singular (if H < N ) [55].
Here, I is an identity matrix. The coefficient λ is used for regularization and is chosen
with cross validation such that it enhances the generalization of the ELM by acting as a
solution stabilizer against overfitting [55].

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the proposed late fusion scheme to combine Hypercube Pyramid
descriptor Fhc and the fully connected neurons Ffc for the combined RGB-D channels. ⊕
means concatenation.

In late fusion, we give Fhc and Ffc independently as inputs to the ELM classifiers and
optimize Eq. 4.5. The ELM outputs are the vectors of class probabilities, yhc and yfc,
for the HP-CNN and fully connected layer respectively. These vectors are concatenated
(i.e.Fc = [yhc, yfc]) and used as input to another ELM that performs the final classification.
This approach has the advantages that the feature dimension is reduced to only double the
number of classes before the final classification and the learning/inference time of ELM
is substantially reduced. Figure 4.3 illustrates the proposed late fusion method.
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4.4 Multi-view 3D Object Pose Model

To further highlight the importance of transfer learning and domain adaptation in
RGB-D image recognition, we propose a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model
to specifically fine-tune the CNN model of VGG-f [22] to the target datasets. However
as mentioned earlier, the training data for depth images are deficient in terms of number
of samples while manually acquiring and annotating the data are expensive. Additionally,
RGB-D cameras only provide low resolution depth images, which are represented by 2.5D
data and hence need to be carefully post-processed to remove the noise. To surmount this
obstacle, we employ 3D CAD models which are freely available on the Internet to render
and generate synthetic RGB and depth images. These synthetic images are then used for
fine-tuning the pre-trained RGB model for both the depth and colour channels. We intend
to make the M3DOP model and rendered RGB-D dataset publicly available for the benefit
of the research community.

4.4.1 Rendering Synthetic Multi-view Depth Images

To this end, we use the newly introduced dataset of ModelNet40 [135] which con-
sists of 3,983 full 3D polygonal meshes organized into 40 categories. The training and
validation split of datasets follows the procedure of Wu et al. [135] with balanced dis-
tribution among mesh categories i.e.for each category, 80 meshes are used for training
and 20 meshes for validation. In the case of insufficient number of meshes such as in
the category bowl and cup, then 20 meshes are selected for validation while the rest are
used for training. The object meshes are rendered under a perspective projection. The
reflection model of Phong [88] is used and a random colour palette is applied to gener-
ate the RGB images while the depth values are determined by taking the distance from
the facets of polygon meshes to the virtual cameras. Shapes of the objects are fit into
the viewing volume by uniform scaling. It is worth noting that the objects contained in
this dataset have significantly different distribution to those in the evaluation datasets in
Sec. 4.5. However, as we will demonstrate experimentally, the model generalizes well to
different datasets and applications.

To generate multi-view RGB-D images, we place several virtual cameras on a globe
enclosing the object of interest (see Fig. 4.4). With the assumption that the object is al-
ways in an upright orientation along z-axis, we employ virtual cameras at three different
elevation angles off the x-axis (30◦, 0◦ and −30◦). The setting of the camera positions
is chosen to emulate the vision of the robot where the robot needs to deal with different
viewpoints of the objects in real world scenes. Moreover, multi-view representation of
the polygon meshes enables us to learn a view-invariant model. Note that the same flex-
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60º

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the synthetic data generation for the learning of multi-view 3D
object pose model. Each point on the sphere corresponds to the virtual cameras placement
looking towards the centre of the 3D CAD object mesh. The cameras that lie on the same
horizontal ellipsoid are the multi-view cameras with the same elevation angle.

ibility of rendering dynamically from negative elevation angle is limited in manual data
acquisition (such as in the work of Lai et al. [68] and Browatzki et al. [20]), whereas the
viewpoints can be arbitrary using our method.

Then, we place the cameras along the ellipsoid at every 30◦ step size, making it a total
of 36 views per object mesh (12 views per elevation angle). Besides providing full 3D
representation of an object, this rendering technique has also important benefits over man-
ually gathered 3D datasets using RGB-D cameras [20, 68, 105, 110] in terms of arbitrary
viewpoint capturing, efficiency and comes at absolutely zero operational cost. Moreover,
it is becoming increasingly intricate to capture multi-view RGB-D images of huge and
enormous items such as desks, bookshelves and wardrobe using low-cost Kinect camera.
The final dataset consists of 3, 983 × 36 = 143, 388 RGB-D images in total. Samples of
the 3D meshes with corresponding rendered depth images are given in Fig. 4.5.

4.4.2 Model Architecture and Learning

The learning process of the M3DOP model is performed by initializing the network
using the VGG-f model and fine-tuning on the rendered RGB and depth images. Note that
fine-tuning is done separately for RGB and depth images. Specifically, the network archi-
tecture follows the architecture of VGG-f with the exception of the last fully connected
layer where we replace the layer with a new randomly initialized vector of dimension N ,
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Figure 4.5: Samples of the multi-view synthetic depth images rendered from (a) polygon
meshes in ModelNet40 [115]. The synthetic data are generated from three different ele-
vation angles (b) 30◦, (c) 0◦ and (d) −30◦. The depth images with corresponding RGB
images are then used to train our view-invariant M3DOP model.

where N corresponds the number of categories to be classified. In order to prevent over-
fitting on the deep network, we also add a dropout layer [113] between fully connected
layers (first fully connected, penultimate, and the final layer).

For the learning, a softmax regressor is added at the end of the network which is given
by:

arg min
θD

1

N

N∑
j=1

L(g(x
(j)
D ; θD); θD), t(j)) , (4.6)

where θD = {WD,bD} are the parameters of the CNN and L (.) denotes the condi-
tional log-likelihood softmax loss function. During learning, standard stochastic gradient
descent with backpropagation is used to optimize the objective function and update the
model’s parameters. We set relatively small learning rates of 0.00001 and 0.0001 for
global and final fully connected layer respectively. The momentum is set to 0.9 and the
weight decay is 0.0005 as suggested by Chatfield et al. [22]. We train the entire network
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for 67 and 31 epochs to learn the CNN models of depth and RGB images respectively. As
illustrated in Fig. 4.6, we let the algorithm run until the validation curve converges and
stop the learning process when the curve stabilizes. The efficiency of the learning process
is ensured by running the algorithm on a Tesla K40c graphics card. Each epoch takes
approximately 30 minutes to complete. The training data are augmented using horizontal
mirroring with 0.5 probability and normalized using the mean image of training data in
ImageNet dataset [27].

Figure 4.6: Training curve generated while learning the M3DOP model for depth images.
train and train-5 in the legend refer to the top-1 and top-5 error rate for training set.
Similarly, val and val-5 denotes top-1 and top-5 error rate for the testing set.
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4.5 Experimental Setup and Datasets

We extensively evaluated the proposed methods on benchmark RGB-D object recogni-
tion datasets including the Washington RGB-D (WRGB-D) [68] and 2D3D [20] datasets.
We also evaluated the proposed methods for cross domain adaptation by performing ex-
periments on two challenging visual scene recognition datasets including SUN RGB-D
Scene Dataset [110] and NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset [105]. The implementation of the
proposed algorithm based on the pre-trained CNN model (Sec. 4.2) was performed using
the MatConvNet solver [122, 123]. As a baseline representation, we extract the first fully
connected neurons (fc6). Note that we only use the point cloud for object recognition as
the canonical view of the point cloud generated from the depth images in scene recogni-
tion datasets is ill-defined. However, without any point cloud data, the proposed algorithm
outperforms existing methods with a significant improvement as we will experimentally
show in the next section.

The parameters of the ELM classifier including the number of hidden neurons H and
regularization coefficient λ were determined by using grid search technique and cross-
validated on the training set. Next, we will briefly describe the datasets with correspond-
ing experimental protocols used for evaluation.
WRGB-D dataset contains RGB-D images of 300 household objects organized into 51
categories. Each image was captured using an ASUS Xtion Pro Live camera on a re-
volving turntable from three elevation angles (30◦, 45◦ and 60◦). We conducted two
experiments following the experimental protocol of Lai et al. [68], namely object cat-
egory recognition and object instance recognition. In category recognition, a “leave-one-
instance-out” procedure is adopted and the accuracy is averaged over ten trials. We use
the same training-testing splits and the cropped images as suggested by Lai et al. [68]2

to ensure a fair comparison with other methods. For instance recognition, the images of
objects captured at 45◦ were used as testing while remaining are used for training.
2D3D Object Dataset has relatively fewer images. It has 163 objects organized into
18 categories. The dataset consists of highly textured common objects such as drink
cartons and computer monitors. We use the experimental protocol defined by Browatzki et

al. [20] for this dataset to ensure a fair comparison with existing state-of-the-art methods.
The protocol requires the fork, knife and spoon classes to be combined into one class of
silverware and the phone and perforator classes to be excluded due to their small sample
numbers. This brings the final number of classes to 14 with 156 object instances for
category recognition. For evaluation, six instances per class are randomly chosen for
training and the remaining instances are used for validation. Only 18 RGB-D frames per

2Available: http://rgbd-dataset.cs.washington.edu/
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instance are randomly selected for both sets. Except for categories that have less than
six instances (e.g.scissors), in total in which case we use at least one instance is used for
testing.

SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset [110] is a benchmark suite for scene understanding and
the most comprehensive and challenging RGB-D scene dataset to date. We adopted the
same training/ testing split for scene classification as suggested by the dataset authors.
Specifically, the evaluation involves 19 scene/ place categories which contain more than
80 images in each category. The final number of images for training and testing sets
are 4,845 and 4,659 RGB-D images respectively. Complex indoor scenes with various
degrees of object clutter and small inter-class variability make this dataset substantially
challenging for recognition.

NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset contains 2,284 samples from seven scene classes. The
experimental setup by Silberman et al. [105] is used. In particular, we exclude the class
cafe for its low number of samples and split the datasets into disjoint training/ testing sets
of equal size. Care has been taken to ensure that the frames captured from the same scene
appear either in the training, or in the test set. In this chapter, we do not use the ground-
truth segmentation labels provided with the dataset and rely only on the categorical label
of each scene frame for evaluation.

4.6 RGB-D Object Recognition

4.6.1 Model Ablation Analysis

We analyse the contribution of individual modules of the proposed method towards
recognition accuracy to find the best-performing representation. We compare the accu-
racy with the baseline of our model which is the first fully connected neurons (fc6 ∈ R4096)
after the non-linear transformation by rectified linear units (ReLU). This representation
has shown to encode highly discriminative features from a CNN model [22, 93]. Next,
we compare the accuracy of the proposed Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN)
with fc6 and the fusion techniques used to combine both features, denoted by simple
concatenation (early fusion) and late fusion as discussed in Sec. 4.3. For multi-channel
recognition task, we take the concatenation of the individual channel features as feature
representation without performing any expensive dimensionality reduction method such
as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In addition, the same set of experiments is con-
ducted using the features extracted from the Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model
as discussed in Sec. 4.4. The same set of ablation experiments is conducted for scene
classification in Section 4.7.1.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of recognition accuracy (in %) in 2D3D Object Dataset [20], SUN
RGB-D Scene Dataset [110] and NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset [105] of the baseline
method (fc6), the proposed Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN), and the HP-CNN extracted
from the Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model (HP-CNN-T) with various fusion
methods.

2D3D SUN RGB-D NYU v1

Features RGB D RGB-D RGB D RGB-D RGB D RGB-D

Baseline

fc6 87.4 88.4 90.6 46.8 33.5 49.3 76.0 62.2 76.9

Hypercube

HP-CNN 91.6 88.9 92.3 43.5 31.4 45.9 74.3 62.1 76.5

HP-CNN-T 92.4 94.9 94.5 44.2 31.8 46.6 74.3 67.0 75.8

Concatenation

fc6 + HP-CNN 90.8 88.9 92.2 46.6 33.1 48.0 75.0 62.5 76.7

fc6 + HP-CNN-T 91.8 95.2 94.8 44.9 33.1 47.8 74.9 68.3 76.6

Late Fusion

fc6 + HP-CNN 92.0 92.9 94.7 48.7 34.5 50.8 77.5 63.7 77.5

fc6 + HP-CNN-T 94.4 96.2 97.3 49.8 41.5 52.5 81.9 71.0 83.3

As shown in Table 4.1 (2D3D column, rows without the highlighter) and Table 4.2
, the combination of our HP-CNN and the fully connected layer activations (fc6) with
the late fusion technique consistently outperforms the other three alternative modules by
a significant margin for all evaluation datasets. This is mainly credited to the fusion
technique which uses the class probability distributions obtained from different feature
representations as the new feature vectors for classification. The testing time for late
fusion features is only 6.3× 10−5 seconds for one image using MATLAB on a 64-bit, 2.5
GHz machine. The accuracies of fc6 and HP-CNN are comparable for all tasks, which
depicts that the earlier convolutional layers activations also contain strong semantic cues,
which can be used as a powerful representation for recognition tasks given an appropriate
encoding scheme. The results also show that conventional fusion schemes using simple
concatenation (early fusion) are less effective for combining the features originating from
different sources. This is probably because of the difficulty faced by the classifier in
suitably weighing the inputs that carry different sets of information.
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For category recognition task in 2D3D dataset, note that the HP-CNN consistently
outperforms fc6 for RGB, depth and combined channels. In a deep network like CNN, it
has been shown that earlier layers capture the low-level visual features such as oriented
edges, lines and textures while more abstraction is modelled going deeper into the net-
work [14, 15, 26, 146]. As this dataset contains various highly textured objects, earlier
convolutional layer activation encoded using HP-CNN is more representative than the
fc6 features. Therefore, we conjecture that any visual recognition task involving subtle
inter-class discrimination should consider encoding earlier layers’ activations of the deep
network in the representation.

Table 4.2: Model ablation results in terms of classification accuracy (in %) of the pro-
posed method for object and instance recognition in Washington RGB-D Dataset [68]
(the reported accuracy is the average accuracy over ten splits).

Task Category Recognition

Features RGB D RGB-D

fc6 85.5±2.1 79.6±1.8 87.6±1.7
HP-CNN 85.1±2.0 77.1±2.2 85.0±1.9
fc6 + HP-CNN
(Concatenation)

85.9±1.9 81.2±2.1 87.9±1.8

fc6 + HP-CNN
(Late Fusion)

87.6±2.2 85.0±2.1 91.1±1.4

Task Instance Recognition

Features RGB D RGB-D

fc6 95.1 48.0 94.6
HP-CNN 94.0 39.1 91.5
fc6 + HP-CNN
(Concatenation)

94.8 28.1 86.7

fc6 + HP-CNN
(Late Fusion)

95.5 50.2 97.2

To show that the use of point clouds in addition to depth images improves object
recognition accuracy, we conducted a separate experiment in which we performed object
category recognition in WRGB-D dataset using depth images and point clouds in isola-
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tion. Using HP-CNN representation with the late fusion scheme, the accuracy of using
only the depth images or point clouds was 79.4% and 70.3% respectively. However, when
both channels were fused together, the accuracy increased to 85% as depicted in Table 4.2.
This indicates that depth images and point clouds contain complementary information and
augment each other to provide richer 3D information resulting in improved recognition
performance.

For instance recognition in WRGB-D dataset, we observe an interesting pattern in the
classification accuracy where the performance severely drops when the HP-CNN repre-
sentation is combined with the fc6 using early fusion for depth-only and RGB-D recog-
nition tasks. This trend shows that while the early fusion representation is powerful for
categorical classification, it is less effective for more fine-grained tasks such as instance
recognition. Nevertheless, the accuracy increases when the late fusion scheme is used to
combine the features, showing that the two representations contain complementary infor-
mation.

4.6.2 Comparative Analysis on Washington RGB-D Object Dataset

To compare the accuracy of our algorithm with the state-of-the-art methods, we bench-
mark HP-CNN against ten related algorithms including EMK-SIFT [68], Depth Ker-
nel [18], CNN-RNN [108], CKM [17], HMP [19], semi-supervised learning (SSL) [24],
subset-based deep learning (subset-RNN) [9], CNN-colourized [100], CaRFs [4] and
LDELM [142]. The results are included in Table 4.3. All results in this section are
taken from the original publications.

The results depict the superiority of our proposed method which constitutes state-of-
the-art for several subtasks for WRGB-D. For object category recognition, our method
outperforms other methods by a significant margin. Other methods which extract features
from additional derivative channels such as gradient channels [142], surface normals [19]
and point cloud surfels [4] do not perform as good as our three-channel feature extraction.
Additionally, our choice of features substantially reduces the processing time needed to
extract them from depth and point cloud channels.

Our method also outperforms other methods for channel-specific category recogni-
tion. The accuracy of our RGB-only recognition improves state-of-the-art by 4.5%, which
can be attributed to our proposed HP-CNN representation. The significant performance
improvement for depth-only recognition is an interesting result. It shows that the fea-
tures extracted from a pre-trained CNN on RGB-only images were powerful enough to
achieve high accuracy even when the underlying data was coming from a different modal-
ity. Hence, using appropriate encoding and rendering techniques, such as our proposed
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Table 4.3: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (in %) of the pro-
posed Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) with state-of-the-art methods on Washington RGB-
D object dataset [68]. The accuracy is reported is an average over 10 trials. The methods
with ? label indicates the experiments were conducted using the same training/ testing
splits.

Recognition Type Category Recognition Instance Recognition

Method RGB D RGB-D RGB D RGB-D

EMK-SIFT ? 74.5 ± 3.1 64.7 ± 2.2 83.8 ± 3.5 60.7 46.2 74.8
Depth Kernel ? 77.7 ± 1.9 78.8 ± 2.7 86.2 ± 2.1 78.6 54.3 84.5
CNN-RNN 80.8 ± 4.2 78.9 ± 3.8 86.8 ± 3.3 – – –
CKM – – 86.4 ± 2.3 – – 90.4
HMP ? 82.4 ± 2.1 81.2 ± 2.3 87.5 ± 2.9 92.1 51.7 92.8
SSL 81.8 ± 1.9 77.7 ± 1.4 87.2 ± 1.1 – – –
subset-RNN 82.8 ± 3.4 81.8 ± 2.6 88.5 ± 3.1 – – –
CNN-colourized 83.1 ± 2.0 – 89.4 ± 1.3 92.0 45.5 94.1
CaRFs ? – – 88.1 ± 2.4 – – –
LDELM ? 78.6 ± 1.8 81.6 ± 0.7 88.3 ± 1.6 92.8 55.2 93.5

HP-CNN ? 87.6 ± 2.2 85.0 ± 2.1 91.1 ± 1.4 95.5 50.2 97.2

depth and point cloud encoding (Sec. 4.2.2), seamless transfer of knowledge between
modalities is possible.

Our technique also outperforms other methods for instance recognition by a large
margin, except for depth-only recognition in which LDELM [142] descriptor wins with
a reported accuracy of 55.2%. While this can be attributed to the heavily tuned deep
networks from different derivative depth channels, the accuracy of LDELM is largely in-
ferior for RGB and RGB-D recognition compared to our proposed algorithm. We observe
that for instance recognition, colour information provides better discrimination across
intra-class instances while they generally share very similar shapes (e.g.balls are spheri-
cal, soda cans are cylindrical). Nonetheless, this problem can be effectively mitigated by
considering colour and depth features in unison.

Figure 4.7 visualizes the confusion matrix for one of the category recognition trials
on the WRGB-D dataset. The strongest off-diagonal element shows the misclassification
of mushroom which is labelled as garlic. As depicted in Fig. 4.8a, this is due to both
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Figure 4.7: Confusion matrix for one of the object categorization trials using the proposed
Hypercube Pyramid representation and late fusion scheme on the Washington RGB-D
object dataset [68]. This figure is best viewed with magnification.

instances having similar appearance and shape which makes the recognition task difficult
even for human experts. In addition, the category mushroom has a very low number of
examples in the dataset, highlighting class imbalance problem which makes it hard for
the classifier to construct a good model for inference. We conjecture that the performance
can be further improved by performing data augmentation techniques such as jittering [22,
93] to increase the number of training samples and the accuracy is taken as an average
prediction from all augmented images.

4.6.3 Comparative Analysis on 2D3D Object Dataset

For this dataset, we benchmark our HP-CNN against several state-of-the-art methods;
combination of hand-crafted features (2D+3D), HMP, Reconstruction Independent Com-
ponent Analysis (RICA) [72], R2ICA, subset-RNN [9] and LDELM [142]. The depiction
of comparison to other existing methods are reported in Table 4.4. The proposed HP-CNN
outperforms all state-of-the-art methods for all subtasks with a considerable margin. The
closest competitors, LDELM and subset-RNN, which are based on expensive channel-
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Figure 4.8: Selected outliers for (a) WRGB-D (mushroom misclassified as garlic) (b)
2D3D (drink carton misclassified as can) (c) SUN RGB-D (bedroom misclassified as
living room) and (d) NYU v1 (bedroom misclassified as bookstore).

wise learning and subset generation procedure, lag 3.3% and 4.5 % in performance from
our proposed HP-CNN. We credit this result mainly to the effectiveness of the depth and
point cloud encoding which is also reflected in the higher accuracy achieved by the depth-
only recognition compared to the RGB-only recognition.

Although the depth images captured using low-cost kinect-like sensors in this dataset
are extremely noisy, with a lot of missing points and holes for reflective objects (e.g.silverware),
the HP-CNN features extracted using the M3DOP model, which is learned from rendered
3D CAD models, successfully recognizes the object categories. Thus, we can adapt this
technique of learning a powerful deep network from clean 3D CAD data for the pur-
pose of designing robust real-time visual recognition capabilities which are essential for a
robot’s online learning and recognition. A sample off-diagonal entry of confusion matrix
(Fig. 4.9 (a)) is depicted in Fig. 4.8b for qualitative analysis of a misclassification case for
this dataset.

Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices for image recognition using our proposed HP-CNN on
the 2D3D [20], SUN RGB-D [110] and NYU v1 [105]. Superior recognition accuracy is
recorded as indicated by the strong diagonal entries.
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Table 4.4: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the pro-
posed Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) with state-of-the-art methods on 2D3D object
dataset [20].

Methods RGB D RGB-D

2D+3D ICCVW ’11 66.6 74.6 82.8
HMP ISER ’13 86.3 87.6 91.0
RICA NIPS ’11 85.1 87.3 91.5
R2ICA ACCV ’14 87.9 89.2 92.7
subset-RNN Neurocomp.’15 88.0 90.2 92.8
LDELM DICTA ’15 90.3 91.6 94.0

HP-CNN ICRA ’16 92.0 92.9 94.7

HP-CNN-T this work 94.4 96.2 97.3

4.7 RGB-D Scene Recognition

4.7.1 Model Ablation Analysis

The results of model ablation on the RGB-D scene recognition task are tabulated in
Table 4.1 (SUN RGB-D and NYU v1 columns, rows without the highlighter). Remark-
ably, the same classification accuracy pattern is observed in this task as in the object
recognition, although the datasets have significantly different distributions from the Im-
ageNet [27] where the CNN model was trained on. Therefore, the transfer learning of a
well-trained CNN model across applications, which is now commonplace in RGB based
image recognition [93], is also feasible in the context of 3D image recognition.

The simple concatenation of the HP-CNN features and fc6 consistently gives slight
degradation of performance in most channel-specific tasks. Besides the problem of curse

of dimensionality which is a major source of overfitting [137,138], both features represent
different sets of information in the context of scene recognition. For example, the globally
designed fc6 feature is more representative of scenes with a high degree of spatial enve-

lope [120], while less discriminative for scenes with object clutter and distributed scene
elements [138] which can be more appropriately captured by the lower layers of CNN.
Nonetheless, our proposal of projecting the features onto a supervised space in the late
fusion scheme mitigates this problem which is reflected by the improved classification
accuracy on all subtasks.
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4.7.2 Comparative Analysis on SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset

Table 4.5: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the pro-
posed Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) with state-of-the-art methods on SUN RGB-D
Dataset [110].

Methods RGB D RGB-D

Gist+RSVM CVPR ’15 19.7 20.1 23.0
Places+LSVM CVPR ’15 35.6 22.2 37.2
Places+RSVM CVPR ’15 38.1 27.7 39.0
SS-CNN ICRA ’16 36.1 – 41.3

HP-CNN ICRA ’16 48.7 34.5 50.8

HP-CNN-T this work 49.8 41.5 52.5

As this dataset was just recently introduced, we compare the proposed HP-CNN
against the methods introduced by dataset creators including the scene-specific hand-
crafted Gist descriptors [120] and Places [148] which uses the features extracted from
a CNN learned from a large-scale scene dataset. We also include the method of Semantic
Regularized Scene Classifier (SS-CNN) [77] which is based on a CNN fine-tuned using
scene datasets. As shown in Table 4.5, our HP-CNN outperforms other methods with a
large margin, although the model does not implicitly use scene-specific data for learn-
ing, except a small portion in learning the M3DOP model for RGB images. Fig. 4.9 (b)
shows the confusion matrix for this dataset using the fine-tuned HP-CNN. Our method
still produces strong diagonal entries despite the challenging nature of the dataset, where
some scene images are not entirely representative of their original scene classe and appear
extremely similar to some other class, as depicted in Fig 4.8 (c).

4.7.3 Comparative Analysis on NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset

For NYU v1 Dataset, we compare our HP-CNN with recent approaches including
Bag-of-Word using SIFT descriptors(BoW-SIFT) [105], Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) [71],
Sparse-coding based SPM (ScSPM) [137], RICA [72] and R2ICA [58]. Our HP-CNN
significantly outperforms all methods for all tasks as illustrated in Table 4.6. The pro-
posed HP-CNN outperforms the deep learning based descriptor R2ICA – which currently
records the highest accuracy for this dataset to the best of our knowledge – by a large
margin, i.e.an accuracy improvement of up to 7.8%. Similar case holds for the channel-
specific recognition tasks, especially for depth-only recognition where the closest com-
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Table 4.6: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the proposed
Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) with state-of-the-art methods on NYU v1 Indoor Scene
Dataset [105].

Methods RGB D RGB-D

BoW-SIFT ICCVW ’11 55.2 48.0 60.1
SPM CVPR ’06 52.8 53.2 63.4
RICA NIPS ’11 74.5 64.7 74.5
ScSPM CVPR ’09 71.6 64.5 73.1
R2ICA ACCV ’14 75.9 65.8 76.2

HP-CNN ICRA ’16 77.5 63.7 77.9

HP-CNN-T this work 81.9 71.0 84.0

petitor lags by 5.2%, although R2ICA explicitly learns the deep model from depth patches.
In contrast, our method transfers the knowledge of a model explicitly learned from the
RGB domain to the domain of depth images, albeit including the fine-tuning process in
M3DOP for improved accuracy. The confusion matrix for the dataset using the fine-tuned
HP-CNN is shown in Fig. 4.9 (c) and Fig 4.8 (d) depicts a sample misclassification.

4.7.4 Effect of Domain Adaptation using the proposed
Multi-view 3D Object Pose Model (M3DOP)

In this section, we compare the performance of features extracted from the CNN
model that is fine-tuned using the technique discussed in Sec. 4.4 and the features ex-
tracted from the pre-trained CNN using the same experimental setup. The model for
depth images is trained on the rendered depth images from ModelNet40 while we include
the training images from 2D3D, SUN RGB-D and NYU v1 datasets to aid the learning of
the model for RGB images. This results in the dimension of final fully connected layer of
N = 40 and N = 40 + 14 + 6 + 19 = 79 for depth and RGB model, respectively.

As depicted in Table 4.1 (rows with the highlighter), the performance of fc6 signif-
icantly boosts for the majority of tasks as a result of fine-tuning. However, we observe
that there is little performance gain for HP-CNN after fine-tuning in the scene recognition
datasets. In some cases, the early fusion representation degrades after the fine-tuning pro-
cess. This result can be explained by referring to the learning rates used during learning
the model. As the learning rate is relatively small for convolutional layers compared to
the fully connected layers, the evolution of the model occurs very slowly and requires a
lot of training epochs to converge. On the other hand, using a small global learning rate
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is crucial in our recognition task to avoid overshooting the gradient-based optimization
process [13, 49, 50] as the distribution of the target dataset is significantly contrary to the
dataset the model was initialized with.

For all cases and datasets, projecting the features onto a supervised space before clas-
sification using late fusion scheme consistently gives highest performance compared to
other modules. Comparing the two late fusion representations (the last two rows), it is
clear that fine-tuning incredibly helps the recognition tasks. Interestingly, the significant
performance gains are recorded for the depth-only recognition in scene datasets (34.5 %
→ 41.5 % for SUN RGB-D and 63.7 %→ 71.0 % for NYU v1). Since there is no train-
ing data used from these datasets for learning the M3DOP model for depth images, the
results open up possibilities of domain adaptation and transfer learning not only across
modalities, but also across different applications.

It is worthy to note that using M3DOP model to extract the features and perform
classification task improves the recognition accuracy for all testing datasets, except for
WRGB-D dataset. The main reason is that the number of categories in ModelNet is
significantly lower than WRGB-D dataset (40 versus 51). While a model learned from
a dataset with larger number of categories can generalize to other datasets with fewer
categories, the inverse is not true [7]. Increasing the number of categories for model
learning might improve the accuracy. However, we leave this for further investigation in
the future.

4.8 Comparative Analysis Against State-of-the-art Methods

4.9 Conclusions

We proposed a viewpoint invariant method for multi-modal object and scene recogni-
tion based on deep learning framework. We presented a powerful feature representation
coined Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) that encodes multi-scale features from all convo-
lutional layers of a CNN. We also proposed a feature fusion technique to incorporate our
HP-CNN and the activations of the fully connected layer leading to a compact representa-
tion and efficient prediction performance. Addressing the issue of limited training data in
the RGB-D domain, we proposed a deep CNN model that represents RGB-D objects ren-
dered from multiple viewpoints in a view-invariant high-level feature space. The end-to-
end training of this model was performed using a large corpus of synthetically generated
RGB-D training data from a repository of 3D models and the HP-CNN representation
was extracted using this model. Experiments on benchmark RGB-D object recognition
datasets demonstrate that the proposed method consistently outperforms state-of-the-art
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with a significant margin. We also evaluated the method on cross-application recognition
where we conducted experiments on scene categorization. Although the CNN model was
trained only on object poses, the proposed method outperformed several state-of-the-art
methods that were specifically tuned for scene categorization.
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Learning a Deeply Supervised Multi-modal RGB-D
Embedding for Scene and Object Category Recognition

Abstract

Recognizing semantic category of objects and scenes captured using vision-based sen-
sors is a challenging yet essential capability for mobile robots and UAVs to perform high-
level tasks such as long-term autonomous navigation. However, extracting discriminative
features from multi-modal inputs, such as RGB-D images, in a unified manner is non-
trivial given the heterogeneous nature of the modalities. We propose a deep network
which seeks to construct a joint and shared multi-modal representation through bilinearly
combining the convolutional neural network (CNN) streams of the RGB and depth chan-
nels. This technique motivates bilateral transfer learning between the modalities by taking
the outer product of each feature extractor output. Furthermore, we devise a technique for
multi-scale feature abstraction using deeply supervised branches which are connected to
all convolutional layers of the multi-stream CNN. We show that end-to-end learning of
the network is feasible even with a limited amount of training data and the trained net-
work generalizes across different datasets and applications. Experimental evaluations on
benchmark RGB-D object and scene categorization datasets show that the proposed tech-
nique consistently outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms.

5.1 Introduction

Object and scene category recognition is a challenging problem for robotic vision
that involves detection, perception and classification. Multi-modal vision sensors such as
RGB-D cameras can be used to overcome the limitations of trichromatic vision cameras
especially in the presence of noise due to texture variations, illumination changes, clut-
tered scenes, viewpoint changes, and occlusions. In recent years, RGB-D sensors have
enabled rapid progress in different autonomous robotic vision applications such as ob-
ject detection [111], object grasping [76], scene labeling [69], multi-view human action
recognition [90] and semantic scene understanding [110]. However, a common challenge
in these applications is the representation and encoding of the heterogeneous information
of the input modalities (i.e.RGB gives the relative reflectance intensities while depth maps
give the distance from the sensor to the object in millimetres). Therefore, designing an

0Published in Robotics and Autonomous Systems, 2017. DOI: 10.1016/j.robot.2017.02.008.
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effective feature representation which captures the shared information from both modali-
ties may serve as a key ingredient towards more robust and accurate RGB-D image based
semantic scene and object categorization.

Most existing algorithms (e.g.see [17–19, 108, 142]) follow feature extraction proce-
dures that treat RGB and depth channels separately, either using hand-engineered methods
or models learned for individual channels using the same algorithm. In these cases, the
combination of the cross-modality features is reduced to a simple concatenation to get
the final representation. These approaches, while giving considerable performance gain
in many recognition tasks, lack intuition on the combinatorial factors that governs the
underlying behaviour of such phenomenon. Perhaps, this problem can be better eluci-
dated in the context of the feasibility to perform joint learning between the differing input
channels. If the different modality inputs can be modelled in a mutual feature space where
they share complementary information, then we can have better understanding of the pair-
wise interaction between these modalities and explain its importance for more enhanced
category recognition performance.

The recent breakthrough of CNN based feature extraction, especially those pre-trained
on ImageNet [66] has opened up many possibilities in robotics vision research. This owes
primarily to the effectiveness of the activations of the fully connected layers as a generic
representation for many different categorization tasks [93]. Recent works [79, 143] have
suggested that earlier convolutional layers also contain semantically discriminative prop-
erties that can enhance recognition performance. Moreover, the layer-wise features can
not only embed multi-scale representation [138], but also aid in the localization of image
parts [45]. However, the major obstacle in extending this idea to the RGB-D domain is
the differing nature of the input modalities and designing the network architecture that
takes into account the supervised signals from different layers of the multi-stream CNN
network.

We approach these problems by devising a novel network architecture called Deeply
Supervised Multi-modal Embedding. This method adopts the bilinear CNN [78] as the
basic building module which performs outer product to combine the activation of the fea-
ture extractors from multi-stream CNN as shown in Fig. 5.1. The resultant bilinear vector
is then directly connected to a softmax layer following normalization layers enabling an
end-to-end optimization of the CNN streams. Additionally, in order for the model to
reason a higher degree of feature abstraction, we embed contextual information by con-
necting each convolutional layer of both CNN streams to a bilinear feature extractor layer.
The motivation of the deep supervision is based on the observation in a recent work that
certain classes in RGB-D datasets favour low-level features at the earlier layers of CNNs,
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Figure 5.1: Network architecture of the proposed Deeply Supervised Multi-modal Em-
bedding for RGB-D feature learning. A pre-trained CNN [22] is used as the backbone
network to initialize both the RGB and the depth streams. The fully connected layers at
the end of the pre-trained network are discarded and multiple bilinear layers are intro-
duced at all convolution layers.

while others favour high-level features at later layers [138]. Although the architecture
design is generic for any multi-channel input, we evaluated the proposed technique on
RGB-D image categorization. In particular, we achieve state-of-the-art performance on
the datasets of RGB-D object and scene recognition. We also show that the resultant
model can be used to generate general-purpose representation for the RGB-D image cat-
egorization task. Our code and pre-trained model will be made publicly available to the
research community.

5.2 Proposed Methodology

The depiction of the proposed network architecture is provided in Fig. 5.1. In sum-
mary, the network consists of a two-stream CNN which takes an RGB image as input to
one stream and the corresponding depth image as input to the second stream (referred to
as RGB CNN and depth CNN respectively). The activations of the feature extractors for
both streams are combined in a cross-modality fashion via a bilinear operation at various
feature scales. The resultant shared representation at each network branch is then passed
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to an independent softmax classifier for multi-scale joint (RGB+Depth) deeply supervised
learning (Sec. 5.2.1). A simple scheme of gradient computation for each network branch
allows performing a seamless and efficient end-to-end optimization (Sec. 5.2.2). More-
over, it is worth noting that the entire network is trained using a limited amount of RGB-D
training images. However, the trained model can be directly used for performing various
image categorization tasks thereby highlighting its potential as a generic RGB-D feature
extractor.

5.2.1 Deeply Supervised Multi-modal Bilinear CNN

Bilinear models have been used to address recognition problems where two inde-
pendent factors (such as style and content) underlie a set of observations (e.g. charac-

ters) [119] and to fuse dual stream CNN for fine-grain visual recognition [78]. In this
work, we deploy bilinear models for learning and disentangling shared discriminative
features between multi-modal inputs for generic scene and object categorization. More-
over, we use bilinear models to combine the features from different modalities at various
levels of feature hierarchy. The different levels of feature hierarchy are able to capture
coarse-to-fine discriminative representations for visual recognition.

For the description of our model, let us assume a pre-trained chain-structured CNN
(such as AlexNet [66]) model as an initialization and a “backbone” network (for the de-
scription of the pre-trained CNN that we used in this chapter, please refer to the Sec-
tion 5.2.3). The network consists of multiple operation of convolution, pooling, local
contrast normalization (LCN) and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) non-linearity, followed
by multiple fully connected neurons towards the end of the network. We then discon-
nect all fully connected layers after the final convolutional layer’s ReLU module and do
not make use of these layers throughout this chapter. Although a lot of research works
have proven that these layers are the most discriminative representation of a CNN net-
work [42,93,100,106], we will empirically show that without the use of the features from
these layers, we can still record high recognition accuracy given appropriate technique to
exploit the earlier layers of the network.

Let {X,T} = {x(j)
R ,x

(j)
D , t(j)}Nj=1 be our N training samples where x

(j)
R ∈ Rd,

x
(j)
D ∈ Rd and t(j) ∈ RC are the RGB images, depth maps and the corresponding one-hot

vector indicating the class labels of each input respectively. In order to encode a depth
map in a way that is compatible with the pre-trained CNN, we follow the technique of
Zaki et al. [143]. Particularly, we first calculate the vertical and horizontal derivative
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approximations of the depth map as

Gx = Kx ∗ x(j)
D ,

Gy = Ky ∗ x(j)
D .

(5.1)

In Eq. 5.1, the depth map x
(j)
D is convolved by horizontal and vertical Prewitt kernels Kx

and Ky using a two-dimensional convolution operator ∗. We then compute the gradient
magnitude, Gm =

√
G2
y +G2

x and the gradient direction, Gθ = arctan(Gy, Gx). A three-
channel depth map is constructed by concatenating the original single channel depth map
with the gradient magnitude and direction maps, given by x′

(j)
D = [x

(j)
D , Gm, Gθ]. Fig-

ure 5.2 visualizes the three channel depth map used as the input to our deep network.
Note that any plausible encoding technique such as HHA [42], depth-jet [31], or colour-
ization technique [100] can be used to encode the depth map to fit the typical pre-trained
CNN setting.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.2: Encoding of the depth image of a coffee mug. From left: (a) raw depth image,
(b) gradient magnitude of the depth image, (c) gradient direction of the depth image and
(d) the encoded depth as a result of concatenation of (a), (b) and (c).

Consider two streams of a pre-trained CNN network as depicted in Fig. 5.1. Each RGB
and depth CNN which outputs at convolutional layer l ∈ [1, 2, . . . , L] can be represented
by three-dimensional tensors denoted as C(l)R ∈ Rx(l)×y(l)×d(l) and C(l)D ∈ Rx(l)×y(l)×d(l)

respectively. The tensors of RGB CNN and depth CNN are fused at each location by
applying the Euclidean outer product given by

f (l) = C ′(l)R
T
C ′(l)D , (5.2)

where the output f (l) ∈ Rd×d defines the bilinearly combined matrix and both C ′(l)R and
C ′(l)D are the reshaped versions of the tensors C(l)R and C(l)D into matrices of dimension xy×d.
The bilinear matrix is then flattened into a (1×d2)-dimensional vector before being passed
to the subsequent normalization modules. Since the aggregation of the bilinear vector
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ignores the exact spatial location of the features, bilinear models are thus orderless [78]
and can be used to generalize the notation of other orderless methods such as spatial
pyramid matching [71] and fisher vectors [22]. Using a similar paradigm, we can visualize
our multi-modal bilinear models akin to learning a shared dictionary model from both
RGB and depth features, where the models automatically capture discriminative features
and ignore redundant or irrelevant information from both modalities in a unified manner.

As depicted in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.3, the bilinear vector is feed-forwarded through nor-
malization layers which perform successive operations of signed square-rooting, g(l) =

sign(f (l))
√
|f (l)| and L2 normalization, h(l) = g(l)/‖g(l)‖2 to further enhance the discrim-

inative property of the vector [22, 93]. The normalized vector is then fully-connected
to a C-way softmax classification layer for category prediction. Note that this bilinear
operation and category supervision are performed at every network branch (i.e.every con-
volutional layer activations of RGB and depth CNNs), hence the optimization process is
carried out at all local regions independently to aid the global end-to-end network training
and to combat the gradient vanishing problem at the earlier CNN layers [138].

5.2.2 Network Training and Gradient Computation
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of gradient calculation at the bilinear model branches. The
⊗ symbol denotes the combination operation between the RGB CNN and depth CNN at
convolutional layer activation. For detailed explanation on the calculation, please refer to
the text.

For end-to-end network training, we start by defining the local objective function at
every bilinear branches that we intend to solve as

arg min
θ
(l)
R ,θ

(l)
D ,θ

(l)
F

1

N

N∑
j=1

L(l)(g(x
(j)
R ,x

(j)
D , θ

(l)
R , θ

(l)
D , θ

(l)
F ), t(j)) , (5.3)
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where θ(l)F = {W(l)
F ,b

(l)
F }, θ

(l)
R = {W(l)

R ,b
(l)
R } and θ(l)D = {W(l)

D ,b
(l)
D } are the parameters

of the fusion CNN stream after the bilinear layer, the RGB CNN stream and depth CNN
stream respectively at each network branch l and g(x

(j)
R ,x

(j)
D , θ

(l)
R , θ

(l)
D , θ

(l)
F ) is the function

that maps the pre-processed RGB-D images from d → C. L (.) denotes the conditional
log-likelihood softmax loss function. Stochastic gradient descent with backpropagation is
used to minimize the objective function and update the parameters. The structure of our
multi-modal bilinear model is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) as opposed to the stan-
dard chain structure of the conventional CNN. Hence, due care needs to be taken for the
computation of partial derivatives at each local branch during the learning process. It is
also worthy to point out that we do not compute the overall objective function as the sum
of losses of each bilinear branch which is a standard practice in recent DAG-based net-
works [118, 138]. In contrast, we first solve each local objective function independently
for each bilinear branch at l = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1 before we back-propagate the resultant
gradient to the “backbone” network. Once the respective gradients are propagated to the
“backbone” network, gradients from the “backbone” network and the bilinear branches
are combined at the node (see Eq. 5.6). Next, we optimize the global objective function
where we regard the softmax classification at the final bilinear branch L(L) as the global
objective. Moreover, the convergence of the objective, training and validation curves is
monitored based on this objective function. The motivation for such an approach is to
avoid biasing the loss towards early bilinear branches which take shorter paths to the pre-
diction layer. The gradient computation of the entire network is simplified by recursively
computing the chain rule of gradients. Let dL(l)/df (l) denote the gradient of the loss func-
tion L(l) with respect to the branch-specific bilinear vector f (l). Therefore, by applying
the chain rule of gradients, the gradient of each convolutional layer’s activations for RGB
CNN C ′(l)R and depth CNN C ′(l)D can be calculated as

dL(l)

dC ′(l)R
= C ′(l)D

(
dL
df (l)

)T
,

dL(l)

dC ′(l)D
= C ′(l)R

(
dL
df (l)

)
,

(5.4)

where the chain rule of localized gradients along with the latter chain-structured network
yields dL(l)/df (l) which can be expressed as

dL(l)

df (l)
=

(
dL
dh(l)

dh(l)

dg(l)

dg(l)

df (l)

)
, (5.5)

where g(l) and h(l) are the signed square-rooting and L2 normalization modules respec-
tively.
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Now, let us consider the (L − 1)-th branch in Fig 5.3. In this case, the parent node
receives gradient values of the same dimension from two different child nodes where the
same case is also true at all antecedent convolutional layers. In such a case, we simply
compute the multiplication of the gradients to output a single equi-dimensional tensor.
Concretely, if the gradient at the tensor of the RGB CNN C(L−1)R ∈ Rx(L−1)×y(L−1)×d(L−1)

with respect to the global loss is denoted by dL(L)/dC(L−1)R ∈ Rx(L−1)×y(L−1)×d(L−1) , then
the calculation proceeds with

dL(L)

dC(L−1)R

:=

{(
dL(L)

dC(L−1)R

)
◦

(
dL(L−1)

dC(L−1)R

)}
m,n

(5.6)

where dL(L−1)/dC(L−1)R ∈ Rx(L−1)×y(L−1)×d(L−1) is the tensor gradient originating from the
bilinear branch (after reshaping from the matrix). The operator ◦ denotes the Hadamard
product which performs element-wise multiplication for each entry at (m,n). The calcu-
lation is the same for the lower layer branches l = 1, . . . , L − 1 and can also be conve-
niently duplicated for the depth CNN:

dL(L)

dC(L−1)D

:=

{(
dL(L)

dC(L−1)D

)
◦

(
dL(L−1)

dC(L−1)D

)}
m,n

(5.7)

5.2.3 Implementation Details and Classification

The overview of the entire pipeline for the multi-modal embedding model learning,
feature extraction and categorization is illustrated in Figure 5.4. We implemented the
network architecture with the open-source MatConvNet [123] CNN toolbox and trained
it on a single Tesla K40c graphics card. We initialize the RGB and depth models with
the pre-trained VGG-M [22] model which has five convolutional layers and three fully
connected layers and has been trained to classify a large-scale visual image dataset, Ima-
geNet [27]. Formally, let us assume a CNN model which consists of consecutive modules
of convoutional layer L(k, f, s, p), max-pooling MP (k, s), Local Contrast Normaliza-
tion LCN , fully connected layers FC(n) and rectified linear unit (ReLU) RL, where
k × k is the receptive field size, f is the number of filters, s denotes the stride of the
convolution and p indicates the spatial padding. The architecture of the model is given
by: L(7, 96, 2, 0) → RL → LCN → MP (3, 2) → L(5, 256, 2, 1) → RL → LCN →
MP (3, 2) → L(3, 512, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 512, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 512, 1, 1) →
RL→MP (3, 2)→ FC(4096)→ RL→ FC(4096)→ RLFC(1000).

In this work, we disconnect the fully connected layers towards the end of the net-
work which is equivalent to discarding a staggering 86% of the network parameters i.e.40
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a) Model learning phase b) Training phase c) Testing phase 
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the entire pipeline for RGB-D image categorization: a) model
learning , b) training and c) testing phase. The learning of the multi-modal embedding
is done on the Washington RGB-D Object Dataset [68] for multiple epochs. In this fig-
ure, we only show some sample images from the SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset [110] for
the training and testing phase as the procedures are the same for the categorization of
2D3D [20], NYU V1 [105] and NYU V2 Indoor Scene dataset [40].

million out of the 46 million parameters were discarded and never been used to train
our model. Besides saving a lot of memory requirement, this also decreases the num-
ber of parameters that need to be learnt. Next, a bilinear branch which is composed by
the normalization modules and a softmax layer as described in Sec. 5.2.1 is connected
to each convolutional layer output after the ReLU non-linear transformation. We then
feed-forward the RGB-D image batches through the network and arrive at the softmax
classification layer.

For each softmax layer at the end of a bilinear branch, a two-step training proce-
dure [78] is adopted. To elaborate, we train the final classification layer of a bilinear
branch for multiple epochs with logistic regression and then fine-tune and save the branch
parameters. This process is performed for each branch. Next, we fine-tune the entire
network for both RGB and depth inputs with the inclusion of branch-specific gradients
as discussed in Sec. 5.2.2 and with a relatively low global learning rate (i.e.0.001). This
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is done to ensure that the local softmax layer can quickly and sufficiently learn the pa-
rameters using new inputs and class labels while maintaining slow evolution of the other
network parameters. The fine-tuned models are then used to extract the features from
RGB-D images (Sec. 5.3.3).

For the categorization, we employ Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) [55] as the
multi-class classifier. ELM is a neural network based classifier which embeds a high
degree of non-linearity but an order of magnitude faster to train and evaluate than other
classifiers such as SVM [55,56,142,143]. Specifically, let H = σ(

∑N
i=1Winh

(i) + bin) ∈
RH be the latent activations with the target labels T, where h, σ(.), Win and bin are
the normalized bilinear activation, piecewise sigmoidal activation function, randomized
orthogonal input weight matrix and the bias vector, respectively and λ is the regularization
coefficient. Thus, we intend to optimize the following objective function

min
β
JELM =

1

2
‖β‖2F +

λ

2
‖Hβ − T‖22 . (5.8)

The efficiency of ELM classifier is ensured by solving the objective function in Eq. 5.8
using a closed-form solution. Based on the linear least square, we calculate the general-
ized Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of H denoted by H† and hence compute the solution,
where we deploy the method of Huang et al. [55] that uses orthogonal projection method
to calculate the value of H†.

β =


H†T, for λ = 0.(
1
λ

I + HTH
)−1 HTT, if C > NH for λ 6= 0.

HT
(
1
λ

I + HHT
)−1 T, if C < NH for λ 6= 0.

(5.9)

In Eq. 5.9, I denotes the identity matrix and NH indicates the number of neurons in the
latent activation layer.

5.3 Experimental Setup

The proposed algorithm has been evaluated on four benchmark datasets for RGB-D
image category recognition tasks including 2D3D Object [20], SUN-RGBD Scene [110],
NYU V1 Indoor Scene [105] and NYU V2 Indoor Scene [40] datasets. These datasets
were chosen to evaluate our algorithm for two distinctive applications: RGB-D object
recognition and scene categorization. Some sample images are provided in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Sample images from (a) Washington RGB-D Object Dataset [68], (b) 2D3D
Object Dataset [20], (c) SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset [110] and NYU V1 Indoor Scene
Dataset [105]. Each row represents RGB (cyan), depth (magenta) and three-channel depth
map(green) respectively.

5.3.1 Training Dataset

A major strength of our technique is that we train our network on the Washington
RGB-D object dataset [68] only and show that it generalizes to other datasets for two dif-
ferent tasks. Note that the Washington dataset is relatively limited in size and the number
of object categories. Moreover, it has samples of objects and no sample for scenes. This
dataset comprises 300 object instances which are organized into 51 categories of common
household objects. For each instance, multi-view RGB and 2.5D images are provided as
the objects were captured on a revolving turntable. We used the training and validation
partitions of the Washington RGB-D data to train our network. We used the cropped
version of the data which was generated based on the masked images provided with the
dataset. We also performed simple data augmentation by randomly mirroring the RGB
and depth images.

5.3.2 Evaluation Datasets

2D3D Object Dataset [20] is an object recognition dataset captured using Kinect-like
sensors. The dataset consists of 16 categories from 163 highly textured common objects
(e.g.book, dish liquid). We carefully follow the procedure of Browatzki et al. [20] for
the purpose of comparative analysis. Concretely, we exclude the classes with insufficient
samples including phone and perforator while the classes knife, spoon and fork are com-
bined into a joint class of silverware. Therefore, the final dataset used in the evaluation
has 14 classes from 156 object instances. The data was randomly sampled to pick six
instances per class for training while testing on the rest. The only exception is the class
scissors which has less than six instances. We ensure that at least one instance is available
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for validation in this case. For each instance, only 18 frames are randomly selected for
both training and testing sets.

SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset [110] is a benchmark suite for scene understanding and
the largest RGB-D scene dataset to date. We adapted the exact training/ testing split
for scene classification as suggested by the dataset authors. Specifically, we choose 19
scene categories which have more than 80 images for evaluation. The final number of
images for training and testing sets are 4,845 and 4,659 images respectively. Complex
indoor scenes with various object clutter and very minimal inter-class variability make
this dataset substantially challenging for classification.

NYU V1 Indoor Scene Dataset contains 2,284 samples from seven scene classes. As
suggested by Silberman et al. [105], we exclude the class cafe and split the samples into
disjoint training/ testing sets of equal size. Care has been taken to ensure that the frames
captured from the same scene appear either in the training, or in the test set. In this chapter,
we only use the categorical label for each scene frames and do not use the ground-truth
segmentations provided with the dataset.

NYU V2 Indoor Scene Dataset is an extended version of the NYU V1 which consists
of 27 scene categories with 1,449 images. In this chapter, we replicate the procedures
used by [40]. Particularly, the scene categories are re-organized into 10 scene categories
consisting nine common scene categories such as bedroom, bathroom and bookstore and
other scenes are included in the category others. The standard training and testing split is
publicly available, containing 795 RGB-D for training and 654 images for evaluation.

5.3.3 Feature Extraction

After training the network on the Washington RGB-D [68] dataset, we extract the fea-
tures for 2D3D, SUN RGB-D and NYU V1 Indoor Scene datasets without fine-tuning the
network. Feature extraction is performed in our model by feed-forwarding the RGB-D
images through the RGB and depth CNN and combining them at the bilinear branches.
For RGB-D based recognition, we extract the penultimate layer, which is the last normal-
ized fully-connected bilinear activation, as the final representation for classification. We
perform PCA to reduce the dimensionality of each branch to 1000-D. This corresponds
to preserving only 0.4 % of the total energy for some branches ( e.g.bilinear operation at
branch 5 produces a vector of dimensionality 512×512 = 262144). While this may seem
counter-intuitive for recognition task, based on our observation, this massive dimension-
ality reduction does not degrade the performance of the representation for any dataset as
the bilinear activation vectors are extremely sparse and can be conveniently compressed
to be used as compact representation.
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Figure 5.6: The classification accuracy trends for branch-specific D-BCNN features and
their combinations for 2D3D Object Dataset [20], SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset [110],
NYU V1 [105] and NYU V2 [40] Indoor Scene Dataset. Note that high-level features
(represented by the bilinear vectors at the final branch D-BCNN5) are discriminative for
some datasets, while other datasets favour low-level features (represented by the bilinear
vectors at the earlier convolutional layers).
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Table 5.1: Performance comparison between the proposed D-BCNN features before and
after applying PCA dimensionality reduction on 2D3D Object Dataset [20].

Methods D-BCNN3 D-BCNN4 D-BCNN5

without PCA 89.2 91.5 92.4
PCA 89.6 92.2 94.9

5.4 Results

In this section, we first provide the model ablative analysis to investigate the effect
and efficacy of several modules of our proposed network. The best-performing represen-
tation is then benchmarked against various baseline and state-of-the-art methods for each
dataset.

5.4.1 Model Ablation

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed D-BCNN with and without PCA
dimensionality reduction using the 2D3D Object Dataset. As depicted in Table 1, D-
BCNN with PCA consistently increases the recognition accuracy for each branch-specific
features. This shows that applying dimensionality reduction on the D-BCNN features not
only leads to a compact representation but also increases the discriminative property of the
learned features. Next, we investigate the effect of branch-specific bilinear features and
their combinations in terms of classification performance. This includes the discussion
on the discriminative property of the branch features for different datasets and specific
classes.

Figure 5.6 shows the classification accuracy trends for each branch-specific bilinear
feature and their combinations on the 2D3D Object Dataset [20], SUN RGB-D Scene
Dataset [110] and NYU V1 Indoor Scene Dataset. The last bilinear branch (D-BCNN5)
gives the highest overall accuracy for individual branch features. These results are ex-
pected as the higher layers of CNN have been shown to be rich in semantically meaning-
ful features. However, interesting trends are observed for the classification results of the
combined features. Specifically, the accuracy consistently increases after the concatena-
tion of lower branch features with the higher branch features for SUN RGB-D. In 2D3D,
the results show the opposite trend in which adding lower branch features to the higher
branch features degrades the performance. On the other hand, the accuracy increases in
NYU V1 when the last two branches features (D-BCNN4 and D-BCNN5) are combined.
This shows that capturing multi-scale features at different level of details using the deep
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supervision is more important for scene classification task as it requires not only the global
spatial envelope, but also more precise detection and localization of objects.

(a) D-BCNN
3

(b) D-BCNN
4

(c) D-BCNN
5

Figure 5.7: Confusion matrices based on the classification accuracy of branch-specific
bilinear features: (a) D-BCNN3, (b) D-BCNN4 and (c) D-BCNN5 in SUN RGB-D Scene
Dataset [110]. This figure is best viewed with magnification.

To visually analyse this, let us consider the confusion matrices for D-BCNN3, D-
BCNN4 and D-BCNN5 of SUN RGBD dataset in Fig. 5.7. The higher level branches give
high accuracy for classes such as classroom, office and rest space that require more con-
textual abstraction of semantic information akin to the concept of spatial envelope [120].
Conversely, classes that need more specialized and subtle low-level information such as
lab and kitchen put more emphasis on the lower branch features. In addition, there are
also classes such as library and furniture store that favour both low-level and high-level
semantics as they intuitively contain many scene parts and objects as well as the global
structure.

Moreover, we plot the Intra-class Correlation Coefficient (ICC) [104] recorded for
each class in SUN RGB-D dataset using different branch-specific bilinear features in
Fig. 5.8. Here, a higher value denotes a higher resemblance between features in a class.
In this figure, we can see that different branch features are more discriminative for some
specific classes than others. Interestingly, our model learns these multi-scale coarse-to-
fine features automatically without employing any additional part detectors or mid-level
regions-of-interest.

5.4.2 Results on 2D3D Object Recognition Dataset

We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with other benchmark meth-
ods on the 2D3D object dataset [20]. For the baseline method, we extract the first fully
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the proposed
D-BCNN with state-of-the-art methods on 2D3D object dataset [20].

Methods RGB D RGB-D Remark

2D+3D [20] ICCVW ’11 66.6 74.6 82.8 hand-engineered
SPM [71] CVPR ’06 60.7 75.2 78.3 hand-engineered
RICA [72] NIPS ’11 85.1 87.3 91.5 feature learning
HMP [19] ER ’13 86.3 87.6 91.0 deep learning
R2ICA [58] ACCV ’14 87.9 89.2 92.7 deep learning
Subset-
RNN [9]

Neurocomp.
’15

88.0 90.2 92.8 deep learning

DBoW [6] IROS ’15 85.8 88.1 91.2 CNN + BoW
MMSS [125] ICCV ’15 – – 91.3 CNN

LDELM Chapter 3 90.3 91.6 94.0 CNN
HP-CNN Chapter 4 92.0 92.9 94.7 CNN

fc6 baseline 84.9 83.8 86.7 CNN
D-BCNN5 this work – – 94.9 CNN
D-
BCNN3+4+5

this work – – 92.3 CNN
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Figure 5.8: Intra-class Correlation Coefficient for each class in the SUN RGB-D test
dataset using branch-specific features.

connected layer activations after the ReLU function (fc6) from VGG-M [22] for both RGB
and the three channel depth maps (including gradient magnitude and direction of depth)
as detailed in Sec. 5.2.1. We benchmark the algorithm against state-of-the-art methods
including combination of hand-crafted features (2D+3D) [20], Spatial Pyramid Matching
(SPM) [71], Reconstruction Independent Component Analysis (RICA) [72], Hierarchical
Matching Pursuit (HMP) [19], deep Regularized Reconstruction Independent Component
Analysis (R2ICA) [58], Subset-based deep learning (Subset-RNN) [9], Discriminative
feature learning with Bag-of-Word encoding (DBoW) [6] and Multi-modal Sharable and
Specific Feature Learning (MMSS) [125]. All results are taken from the original papers,
except for SPM and RICA which are taken from Jhuo et al. [58], and reported in Table 5.2.

As can be seen, our proposed D-BCNN outperforms all existing methods and achieves
a 2.1 % increment over the closest performing algorithm Subset-RNN [9] which needs an
expensive subset class selection method while slightly outperforms our work in Chapter 4
which is also based on multi-scale CNN features. Our method also outperforms unsu-
pervised feature learning methods [19, 58, 72] in which the models are learned separately
for individual channels. These results highlight the importance of deep supervision and
learning cross-modality features in a unified framework. Moreover, our method also out-
performs MMSS [125] method which is similar to our proposed D-BCNN in terms of
learning multi-modal shareable feature embedding. However, without explicitly enforce
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Table 5.3: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the proposed
D-BCNN with state-of-the-art methods on SUN RGB-D Dataset [110].

Methods RGB D RGB-D Remark

Gist+RSVM [110] CVPR ’15 19.7 20.1 23.0 hand-engineered
Places+LSVM [110]CVPR ’15 35.6 22.2 37.2 CNN
Places+RSVM [110]CVPR ’15 38.1 27.7 39.0 CNN
SS-CNN [77] ICRA ’16 36.1 – 41.3 CNN
DMFF [150] CVPR ’16 37.0 – 41.5 CNN
FV-
CNN [126]

CVPR ’16 – – 48.1 CNN

fc6 baseline 49.0 35.9 50.5 CNN
D-BCNN5 this work – – 54.3 CNN
D-
BCNN3+4+5

this work – – 55.5 CNN

discriminative terms to learn this embedding, our method can still capture the discrimina-
tive features from both RGB and depth modalities in a unified manner, which is reflected
by the significant accuracy difference from MMSS.

Furthermore, our method recorded a significant performance gain of 8.2% from the
fc6 features of VGG-M which is used as the ‘backbone’ network for our model training.
This shows that using our model to learn shared cross-modality features can significantly
increase the network performance. We also perform classification using the concatenation
of our D-BCNN features and the fc6 features. However, the performance slightly degrades
(by about 3% compared to the D-BCNN accuracy) which reflects that our model is able to
learn a different set of discriminative features which are not complementary to the ‘back-
bone’ CNN that was learned using only the colour information. Moreover, our model
design is generic and can be directly applied to modify any existing pre-trained CNN
models.

5.4.3 Results on SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset

We also perform comparative analysis of our algorithm on the recently published SUN
RGB-D [110] dataset for scene categorization. We use the same baseline method (fc6 fea-
tures of VGG-M) that we used for object categorization. As this dataset is still new, only a
few state-of-the-art methods are available for comparison. More specifically, three meth-
ods are taken from the dataset’s authors as the pioneer benchmarks; Gist with RBF-kernel
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SVM (Gist+RSVM), Places CNN [148] with linear SVM (Places+LSVM) and Places
CNN [148] with RBF-kernel SVM (Places+RSVM). We also include recent works of
Semantic Regularized CNN (SS-CNN) [77], Discriminative Multi-Modal Feature Fusion
(DMFF) [150] and Modality and Component Aware Feature Fusion (FV-CNN) [126] for
benchmarking. Results are shown in Table 5.3. The results of all other methods are taken
from the original publications.

This scene dataset is particularly challenging given that the classical scene-specific
descriptors like Gist and Places recorded only 19.7 % and 35.6 % accuracy respectively
for the RGB-based recognition (as tabulated in Table 5.3). Learning object-level informa-
tion that can serve as a contextual prior for scene classification increases the performance
by 2.3 % (as reported by SS-CNN [77]). Similar performance is observed for the DMFF
which has heavily tuned the multi-modal CNN to achieve discriminative feature space.
Additionally, using the technique of [126] (FV-CNN) significantly increases the accuracy
of about 6.6 %. The core idea of this technique is that only several information of global
and local descriptors should be used as feature representation. This criterion is naturally
embedded in our proposed multi-scale deep supervision where low-level and high-level
of feature abstractions are jointly allowed to contribute to the network learning from dif-
ferent modalities, therefore only discriminative features are learned in our network, while
less informative features will be discarded.

Our proposed algorithm achieves an accuracy of 55.5 %, which is an impressive 7.4
% improvement over the best reported results in the literature so far. This performance
is achieved without separately learning additional prior contextual knowledge from other
sources, since it is naturally embedded in our model. It is interesting to note that the
feature space of VGG-M is already discriminative, which is shown by its accuracy of 50.5
%. Our standalone model enhances the performance by 5 % compared to the “backbone”
network, highlighting the importance of jointly learning the multi-modal features.

It is worth mentioning that we train the model using only the Washington RGB-D
object dataset which is a relatively small dataset by modern standard and do not fine-
tune it to any scene-specific dataset. Yet our model outperforms existing state of the art
on scene classification. This is in contrast to other works which specifically tuned the
models to the training images of the scene datasets. Moreover, the method of DMFF
and FV-CNN initialized their networks using the CNN pre-trained on a large-scale scene
dataset while we only use the VGG-M model which has been pre-trained on AlexNet.
This finding is important in the context of real-world robot applications such as online
learning in which the recognition system relies on a limited amount of in-coming training
data. This also shows that besides being a generic model for cross-dataset recognition,
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Table 5.4: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the proposed
D-BCNN with state-of-the-art methods on NYU V1 Indoor Scene Dataset [105].

Methods RGB D RGB-D Remark

BoW-
SIFT [105]

ICCVW ’11 55.2 48.0 60.1 hand-engineered

SPM [71] CVPR ’06 52.8 53.2 63.4 hand-engineered
ScSPM [137] CVPR ’09 71.6 64.5 73.1 hand-engineered
RICA [72] NIPS ’11 74.5 64.7 74.5 feature learning
R2ICA [58] ACCV ’14 75.9 65.8 76.2 deep learning

fc6 baseline 73.2 59.7 74.3 CNN
D-BCNN5 this work – – 76.2 CNN
D-BCNN4+5 this work – – 76.7 CNN
D-
BCNN3+4+5

this work – – 76.3 CNN

our learned model is also transferable for cross-domain adaptation [1]. Moreover, as no
fine-tuning to the target dataset is required to achieve high accuracy, our model is scalable
to any size of the testing data.

5.4.4 Results on NYU V1 Indoor Scene Dataset

The proposed D-BCNN is further evaluated and benchmarked on the NYU V1 Indoor
Scene Dataset [105]. Baseline results are obtained in a similar way as before i.e.using
the fc6 features of VGG-M. For a fair comparison, the experimental protocol suggested
by Silberman et al. [105] is used for all methods. We make the comparative study
against the BoW-SIFT method [105] of the dataset authors, the Spatial Pyramid Match-
ing (SPM) [71], RICA [72], Sparse-coding based SPM (ScSPM) [137] and R2ICA [58].
Table 5.4 shows the classification accuracy of each method as reported in [105] and [58].

The VGG-M fc6 features obtained only 74.3% accuracy for RGB-D based recogni-
tion which is slightly lower than the reported 76.2% accuracy of R2ICA. Using only the
last branch bilinear features D-BCNN5, the accuracy of our method already gets at par
with the state-of-the-art. The combination of the last two branches of bilinear features
outperforms all the unsupervised dictionary learning based methods. The results sum
up the important ingredients of improved RGB-D image recognition; learning the model
from both modalities with multi-scale supervision. Although R2ICA learns the model
from both modalities, the feature extraction is still performed channel-wise separately. In
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Table 5.5: Performance comparison in terms of recognition accuracy (%) of the proposed
D-BCNN with state-of-the-art methods on NYU V2 Indoor Scene Dataset [40].

Methods RGB D RGB-D Remark

O2P [21] ECCV ’12 41.0 48.5 50.9 hand-engineered
SPM (SIFT + G. Textons)
[41]

IJCV ’15 38.9 33.8 44.9 hand-engineered

SPM on segments
[41]

IJCV ’15 – – 45.4 hand-engineered

FV-
CNN [126]

CVPR ’16 – – 63.9 CNN

fc6 baseline 55.9 45.1 57.8 CNN
D-BCNN5 this work – – 62.5 CNN
D-BCNN4+5 this work – – 63.6 CNN
D-
BCNN3+4+5

this work – – 64.1 CNN

contrast, our model learns a unified model from RGB and depth images and extracts the
features in the combined feature space from the outset, which motivates the interaction
from both distinctive modalities that enhances recognition performance. It would be in-
teresting to see how R2ICA performs on the SUN RGB-D dataset which is much larger
than the NYU V1 dataset. However, the code is not publicly available.

5.4.5 Results on NYU V2 Indoor Scene Dataset

We also conduct the experiments on the NYU V2 Indoor Scene Dataset and compare
the proposed D-BCNN to other state-of-the-art methods. These methods include second-
order pooling (O2P) [21], SPM on SIFT (for RGB images) and Geometric Textons (for
depth images), SPM on segmented segments [41] and Modality and Component Aware
Feature Fusion (FV-CNN) [126]. All results for these methods are taken from [126],
including O2P which has been re-implemented and tested using the same training and
testing split as the other methods.

Firstly, referring to Table 5.5 it is clear that CNN-based methods comprehensively out-
perform the performance of hand-engineering based methods including the one that needs
to learn an intermediate scene segmentation for feature encoding (SPM on segments). Our
proposed D-BCNN slightly outperform FV-CNN although we do not explicitly design dis-
criminative objective function to capture the multi-modality features and only learn the
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model using RGB-D object dataset. Also, the accuracy of FV-CNN was recorded as a
combined features with the globally fine-tuned CNN while our representation is extracted
only at the local bilinear branches.

Moreover, the accuracy of our combined D-BCNN from local branches shows signif-
icant jump from the fc6 features, which reflects that global features at the deeper layers
alone are not sufficient to provide strong discrimination for scene categorization. In ad-
dition, the accuracy of the fc6 for depth-only recognition is largely inferior compared to
the accuracy for RGB-only recognition which denoted that geometrical context in indoor
scenes must be complemented by its corresponding appearance information for improved
categorization performance. Without the need to design a recognition method for both
modalities, our network architecture which learns a multi-modal embedding can naturally
encode this criterion in the learning process in a structured manner.

5.5 Conclusion

We proposed a multi-modal network architecture for deeply supervised RGB and
depth image embedding. The model learns the combination between the differing modal-
ity inputs using deeply supervised Bilinear Convolutional Neural Networks to output a
joint discriminative feature space from multi-scale feature abstraction. Gradient computa-
tion at network branches allows seamless end-to-end optimization using backpropagation.
Although our network was trained on one dataset of RGB-D object recognition, it gener-
alizes well to other datasets and other tasks such as scene classification. The performance
of our algorithm was compared against 12 existing methods on four benchmark datasets
for RGB-D object and scene recognition and achieved state-of-the-art performance in all
cases. We intend to publicly release our code and pre-trained model.
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Learning a Cross-Modal Fusion Network for
View-Invariant RGB-D Object Recognition

Abstract

Multi-modal RGB-D cameras are widely used in many robotics systems. In real-
world scenarios, one of the modalities may unexpectedly malfunction and the robotic
system may need to rely on the limited information from the other modality. We propose
a cross-modal fusion network (F-CNN) which learns high-level features from specific
modalities as well as the shared representation so that it is able to perform object recog-
nition even when one of the two modalities fails. The proposed F-CNN is a multi-stream
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based convolutional neural network (CNN) trained on
RGB-D images rendered from a corpus of 3D models. These synthetic RGB-D images
are first used to train a discriminative RGB-specific CNN model. The learned RGB model
is then transferred to the depth and fusion CNN streams. The fusion of information be-
tween these modalities is done at both the mid-level activation and at the classifier level in
an end-to-end learning framework. As we show in our experiments, the learned model is
highly transferable across modalities where each modality is feed-forwarded through both
modality streams such that it can readily leverage rich multi-modal information even with
the absence of the other modality for improved recognition. We evaluated the proposed
method for object recognition task on benchmark Washington RGB-D, 2D3D, Model-
Net40 and ModelNet10 datasets to demonstrate its applicability on various tasks includ-
ing cross-modal and cross-quality adaptation. For all evaluated datasets, we show that the
proposed technique consistently outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

6.1 Introduction

Robotic systems that perform complex tasks such as object manipulation or inter-
acting with humans must have accurate and robust recognition capabilities. Motivated
by the emergence of low cost RGB-D sensors, many methods have been proposed to
exploit the rich information from the multi-modality inputs to improve recognition per-
formance. These include techniques for extracting discriminative channel-specific feature
representations [4,17,19,108,142,143], designing joint multi-modal features [24], adapt-
ing between cross-modal information [52] and closing the gap between the heterogeneous

0This chapter is under review in a journal of computer vision.
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modalities [43, 100, 124]. However, little effort has been made to address the more prac-
tical aspects of multi-modality inputs such as a situation where one modality becomes
unavailable during the robotic operation. Can we readily leverage the cross-modality in-
formation in the absence of one modality and perform our task in a reliable way using
only the modality available? This chapter addresses such a scenario.

Since using multi-modal information generally improves recognition performance in
almost all cases (e.g. [19], [142]), we seek to design a network architecture where we
can harness such feature representations for each modality for improved recognition per-
formance or in the case where one modality is missing during operation. Moreover, it
is becoming increasingly important for a robotic system to quickly adapt to various op-
erating conditions and show robustness to changes in the environment. The feasibility
of domain adaptation and transfer learning of a discriminative model in the context of
object recognition have been emphasized in recent works [2]. However, most of them
focus the adaptation either only on the different modalities (RGB vs depth) or different
environments (using different datasets). In this chapter, we design an architecture which
is generic to multiple different domains, including cross-quality adaptation, highlighting
the robustness of the proposed method to various domains.

We propose a multi-modal fusion network (F-CNN) using a well-trained CNN as the
base network illustrated in Fig. 6.1. However, learning such a high capacity network
requires a large corpus of RGB-D training data which is difficult to acquire and annotated
using commodity Kinect sensors. Therefore to train this network, we first generate a set
of synthetic multi-view RGB-D training data from a corpus of 3D polygon meshes by
rendering the 3D objects from different elevation and azimuthal angles. We then learn a
modal-specific RGB CNN using the high-resolution data and transfer the learned weights
to initialize the depth CNN stream. The two CNN streams are fused together at a mid-
level activations by concatenating the features in a fusion block and subsequently a set
of randomly initialized learnable convolutional filters are applied to the combined feature
maps to learn the correspondence. Subsequently, max pooling is applied to the feature
maps that reduces the dimensionality to the same space as the fully-connected layers of the
RGB stream. Then, we truncate the fully-connected layers of the RGB CNN and initialize
the remaining layers in the fusion CNN stream. End-to-end network learning is carried
out using standard CNN optimization with balanced losses of these streams. Therefore,
the fusion network learns to model modality-specific, shareable, and task-specific features
in a unified framework.

We evaluate the proposed method on benchmark RGB-D object recognition datasets
including the Washington RGB-D and the 2D3D datasets. Moreover, we also investigate
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Figure 6.1: Proposed architecture of our fusion network (F-CNN). The fusion representa-
tion is learned by taking the concatenation of mid-level activations from RGB (blue) and
depth (orange) CNN streams and followed by the newly added learnable convolutional
filters. The remaining layers in the fusion branch are initialized by truncating the fully
connected layers of RGB CNN and followed by a fusion loss.

the efficacy of the method for 3D object recognition from high resolution CAD data. We
show that the proposed method consistently outperforms state-of-the-art techniques for
all subtasks.

6.2 Proposed Methodology

Our proposed method for multi-modality fusion consists of three core modules. First,
we generate a set of pairwise RGB-D synthetic training data and learn a modality-specific
RGB CNN model. The learned RGB model is then transferred to the depth CNN stream
while a truncated version of the model is added post-fusion. Second, the complete fu-
sion network is trained end-to-end to optimize the classification task. This model can
be directly used to extract modality-specific as well as shared multi-modal representation
for recognition. Furthermore, we present methods to adapt the learned model to encode
multi-modal features using only one modality by employing a cross-modality knowledge
transfer technique.
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6.2.1 Learning Modal-Specific CNN From Synthetic Data

The effectiveness of learning a discriminative and generic CNN is largely dependant
on the size and quality of the labeled training data [8, 73]. While the training data of
RGB images are currently available in millions with several thousand object categories
and strong annotations, the depth training data are only in the order of tens of categories.
Motivated by the availability of the open-source 3D model repositories, we propose to
generate a set of pairwise RGB-D training data from these high quality models. Par-
ticularly, we use the ModelNet40 [135] dataset which consists of 3,983 computer-aided
design (CAD) polygon meshes that are organized into 40 rigid and non-rigid object cat-
egories. Out of these, 3,183 meshes are used for training and validation is conducted on
the remaining.

We render the RGB-D images of the 3D meshes by placing each object’s centroid at
the center of a sphere and fixing multiple virtual RGB-D cameras at different positions
on the sphere. We employ the cameras at three elevation angles (30◦, 0◦ and -30◦) with
twelve cameras placed at each elevation angle. The separation between two neighbouring
cameras at the same elevation angle is fixed at 30◦ of azimuthal angle. Therefore, we
capture twelve RGB-D images at each elevation angle which makes a total of 12 × 3
(elevation angles) × 3,983 (meshes) = 143,388 RGB-D images in this dataset. It is worth
noticing that the distribution of the object classes in this dataset is largely independent
from the testing datasets. Moreover, the rendering of RGB-D images using this approach
produces high-quality images which are in contrast to the low-resolution RGB-D images
captured using the Kinect sensors. However, as we will show in Section 6.3, the model
learned using this dataset can be effectively used as a universal discriminative feature
extractor.

Our objective is to learn a discriminative RGB CNN to be used as the main ”back-
bone“ structure of the fusion model. Therefore, we initialize our deep network with
a well-trained CNN from Chatfield et al. [22], VGG-f containing sequential operations
of five convolutional blocks and three fully-connected layers. Let us assume a CNN
model which consists of consecutive modules of convolutional layers L(k, f, s, p), max-
pooling MP (k, s), Local Contrast Normalization LCN , fully connected layers FC(n)

and rectified linear units (ReLU) RL, where k × k is the receptive field size, f is the
number of filters, s denotes the stride of the convolution, p indicates the spatial padding
and n is the number of activation units. The architecture of the model is given by:
L(11, 64, 4, 0) → RL → LCN → MP (3, 2) → L(5, 256, 1, 2) → RL → LCN →
MP (3, 2) → L(3, 256, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 256, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 256, 1, 1) →
RL→ MP (3, 2)→ FC(4096)→ RL→ FC(4096)→ RL→ FC(1000). We refer to
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the fully connected layers as fc6, fc7 and fc8 respectively.
For the fine-tuning, the final 1000-way layer of this network is replaced by a new

classification layer of 40 activation units, reflecting the number of categories in the train-
ing dataset. This layer is then connected to the penultimate one with a set of randomly
generated weight parameters. Then, we fine-tune the network model by minimizing a
soft-max cross-entropy loss with standard stochastic gradient descent back-propagation
and a momentum of 0.9. The training data are augmented using a horizontal flipping
with a probability of 0.5 and normalized using the mean image of ImageNet [66] dataset
on which the VGG-f model was trained. The learning is stopped as the validation curve
converges.

6.2.2 Learning an RGB-D Fusion Network

Our proposed F-CNN network is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 where the model is a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) CNN and consists of three streams of chain-structured CNN, with
each representing the stream of RGB, depth and fusion features, respectively. After the
learning of the RGB CNN, we initialize the depth CNN stream by transferring the learned
RGB CNN weights. For the location of the fusion block, we want our fusion stream to be
able to learn the combined discriminative features from both modalities without the loss
of category-specific information. As the lower layers of the CNN capture modal-specific
features while being largely category- and task- agnostic, and vice versa as for the higher
layers, we propose to merge the two streams at a mid-level activation layer to get the best
of the two worlds.

Although these modalities are highly heterogeneous at the input pixel level, the hi-
erarchical feature mapping in CNN models homogeneous visual concepts in the internal
layers of the network, especially at the mid-level convolutional layers, before slowly di-
minishing at the fully-connected layers (where the features become increasingly discrim-
inative towards the task) [33,45,143]. Thus, we choose the final convolutional layer after
the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as the merging point and concatenate these layers at the
same spatial locations from each modality in a fusion block.

Concretely, let xa ∈ RH×W×D and xb ∈ RH′×W ′×D′ be the feature tensors at the final
convolutional layers of RGB and depth CNN. The fusion block consists of a function f
that performs the mapping xa, xb → y ∈ RH′′×W ′′×D′′ . This can be expressed as

y = g(xa, xb) ∗ w + b, (6.1)

where ∗ is a convolutional operator and g is a function that stacks xa and xb at the third
dimension so that the output is in RH×W×2D feature space. The output of the concatena-
tion is then convoluted with a bank of randomly generated learnable filters w and b is a
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the overall pipeline of the proposed a) synthetic RGB-D image
rendering, b) learning of fusion network and c) feature extraction using cross-modality
knowledge transfer for RGB-D object recognition. In a), we only show the rendered
RGB-D images captured from 30◦ elevation angle.

bias term. Here, the filters w ∈ R1×1×2D×D is used to reduce the dimensionality and learn
the feature correspondence between the mid-level activations of the two modalities [33].
After the fusion block, a max-pooling layer is connected to reduce the dimensionality to
the same feature space as the fully-connected layers in RGB CNN. The rest of the fusion
stream are initialized by the truncated fully-connected layers of the RGB CNN and a loss
layer is added at the end of the stream. During the learning of the whole network, the
losses of the modal-specific and the fusion streams are aggregated as sum of losses to
balance the contribution of the multi-modality features. Therefore, the fusion of these
modalities not only happens at the feature learning phase, but also explicitly modeled in
the classifier learning.

6.2.3 Feature Encoding

After the completion of the fusion model learning, we can feed-forward the RGB-D
images through the network to extract the RGB, depth and RGB-D features directly for
the recognition task. However, we leverage this model for mining of rich feature repre-
sentation in the case where one modality is unavailable at test time. Therefore, we em-
ploy the cross-modality knowledge transfer technique for the extraction of modal-specific
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features. Note that we do not explicitly enforce similarity criterion by minimizing the
euclidean distance between the two modalities during training as done in recent works
on cross-modality knowledge transfer [51, 52]. Instead, we propose a network with DAG
architecture that allows the modal-specific models be adjusted by the signals from cross-
modal and fusion streams.

The illustration of the proposed feature encoding is depicted in Fig 8.2. The feature
encoding is performed by simply using the model as a universal feature extractor where
the images in one modality (e.g.RGB) are feed-forwarded through both RGB and depth
streams. As a result, one modality can readily leverage features with cross-modal and
fusion information encoded within. We extract two feature representations for the clas-
sification task. These representations are chosen to study the property and effect of the
features after and before the cross-modal fusion respectively towards the classification
performance. First, we extract the first fully connected layer activations fc6 ∈ R4096 be-
fore ReLU 1 from each CNN stream as it has been proven to be semantically rich and
effective for classification [93, 143].

Additionally, we also extract the Hypercube representation [143] with one pyramid
level which is encoded using all convolutional layers before the fusion block. Concretely,
we re-sample all convolutional layer maps to the same size as the input dimension (m =

224) and concatenate them together in the third dimension to produce a 3D convolutional
tensor T ∈ R224×224×D, where D is the depth dimension of the tensor. Then, we apply
two-level spatial pyramid max pooling (SPM) where one level performs the max operation
on the whole tensor and the other performs the max operation on the four equally sized
quadrants on the spatial dimension of the tensor. The final Hypercube representation is
the concatenation of these max-operated features i.e.HC ∈ R5D.

6.2.4 Implementation details

For the learning of the presented cross-modal fusion network, we use Matlab based
MatConvNet [123] toolbox to implement DAG network architecture and get the pre-
trained VGG-f CNN model. The computational efficiency of the network learning is
ensured by running the algorithm on a Tesla K40 GPU. The depth encoding technique
of Zaki et al. [143] is adopted where the original depth image is concatenated with the
magnitude and direction of the gradient maps to produce a three-channel depth image so
that the depth images are compatible with the input dimension of the CNN model. Prior
feeding the RGB-D images through the CNN model, we resize the images to the default

1we have experimented with the ReLU-applied fc6, fc7 and fc8 and we found that fc6 before ReLU
yields the best results.
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dimensions of 224 × 224 pixels and normalize the images using the mean image of Ima-
geNet as the CNN model was pre-trained on this dataset. After encoding the features for
the training and testing RGB-D images as discussed in Sec. 6.2.3, the non-linear Extreme
Learning Machines (ELM) [55] classifier is employed for the classification task for its
efficiency.

6.3 Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate our learned fusion network (F-CNN), we extensively experi-
mented on four challenging datasets for multi-modal object recognition task. These in-
clude benchmark RGBD object datasets; 2D3D [20] and Washington RGB-D (WRGB-
D) [68] as well as the ModelNet40 [135] and its subset ModelNet10, which comprise of
3D CAD models as discussed in Sec. 6.2.1. In the next sections, we will briefly present
the details of the datasets, discuss several aspects of model ablation and finally benchmark
the method against various state-of-the-art algorithms.

6.3.1 Evaluation Datasets

2D3D This dataset contains 14 object categories from 156 objects. The evaluation
procedure of Browatzki et al. [20] is adopted where six instances per object categories are
randomly picked for training while testing is done on the rest. Although the size of this
dataset is relatively small, the extremely noisy and low-resolution RGB-D frames make
this dataset particularly challenging for recognition.

WRGB-D This dataset is a large-scale RGB-D object dataset and consists of 300 small
object instances in 51 categories. The total number of RGB-D images is 41877. The dis-
tribution of this dataset reflects real-world robotic vision where the objects were captured
from multiple viewpoints with typical object recognition challenges of high intra-class
variation and low inter-class variation.

ModelNet As discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, this dataset contains 40 object categories from
3983 3D objects. We also experimented with the subset of the dataset, ModelNet10 con-
taining 10 categories of the 3D polygon meshes.

6.3.2 Model Ablation

Firstly, we perform model ablation on 2D3D and WRGB-D dataset to examine dif-
ferent aspects and settings of the proposed model and discuss the contribution of each
module towards the overall recognition accuracy. The results of the model ablation are
tabulated in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 for 2D3D and WRGBD dataset, respectively. We in-
clude the fully-connected layer activations extracted from the pre-trained VGG-f CNN as
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the baseline method. We report the recognition accuracy recorded by using the fc6, Hyper-
cube (HC) and the simple concatenation of both representation (fc6 + HC). The RGB-D
representation for fc6 is extracted from the fusion CNN stream. As Hypercube can only
be extracted from convolutional layers, we take the concatenation of the Hypercubes from
RGB and depth CNN steams as the representation for RGB-D recognition.

Table 6.1: Model ablation of the proposed cross-modal fusion network for object recog-
nition in 2D3D object dataset [20]. The RGB→ D and RGB→ RGB-D refers to the case
where RGB images are feed-forwarded through both RGB and depth CNN streams and
the representation is extracted from the activations of depth and fusion streams, respec-
tively. Similarly, D→ RGB and D→ RGB-D are the representation extracted from the
activations of the RGB and fusion streams when depth images are feed-forwarded through
RGB and depth CNN streams. RGB (all) and D (all) are the modal-specific representa-
tions as a result of the concatenation of the features generated with knowledge transfer
and modality specific representation (without knowledge transfer).

modality specific
knowledge
transfer

combined
knowledge
transfer

combined

Model RGB D RGB-D
RGB
→ D

RGB→
RGB-D

RGB
(all)

D→
RGB

D→
RGB-D

D (all)

Baseline

VGG-f (fc6) 87.4 88.4 90.6 –– –– –– –– –– ––
Proposed

F-CNN (fc6) 90.2 90.8 91.2 87.2 88.9 89.0 91.2 90.7 91.6
F-CNN (HC) 92.2 91.9 93.8 91.6 –– 93.0 90.9 –– 91.4

F-CNN
(fc6 + HC)

92.9 92.2 94.5 91.9 –– 92.5 91.8 –– 92.2

As depicted in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, re-training the VGG-f using our fusion net-
work consistently increases the accuracy on all subtasks. This comes from the fact that
we only learn a generic fusion network from an independent dataset (ModelNet) without
fine-tuning to the target dataset. Furthermore, although the number of categories in Mod-
elNet40 is significantly smaller than the 51 categories in WRGB-D, the trained fusion
network can still produce highly discriminative representation for recognition. Though,
the training dataset is not explicitly designed to provide rich semantic embedding, we
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train the fusion network using ModelNet40 in a view-invariant manner in which multi-
view frames of objects in the same class are given the same label. Therefore, the learned
model is still very discriminative with additional invariance to viewpoint and illumination
changes. This also shows that the network can readily be used as a general purpose feature
extractor for multi-modal and multi-view recognition.

Table 6.2: Model ablation of the proposed cross-modal fusion model for object recog-
nition in Washington RGB-D object dataset [68]. The RGB → D and RGB → RGB-D
refers to the case where RGB images are feed-forwarded through both RGB and depth
CNN streams and the representation is extracted from the activations of depth and fu-
sion streams, respectively. Similarly, D→ RGB and D→ RGB-D are the representation
extracted from the activations of the RGB and fusion streams when depth images are
feed-forwarded through RGB and depth CNN streams. RGB (all) and D (all) are the
modal-specific representations as a result of the concatenation of the features generated
with knowledge transfer and modality specific representation (without knowledge trans-
fer).

modality specific
knowledge
transfer

combined
knowledge
transfer

combined

Model RGB D RGB-D
RGB
→ D

RGB→
RGB-D

RGB
(all)

D→
RGB

D→
RGB-D

D (all)

Baseline

VGG-f (fc6)
85.5
±2.1

74.6
±1.8

87.6
±1.7

–– –– –– –– –– ––

Proposed

F-CNN (fc6)
88.3
±2.1

78.3
±2.1

90.4
±1.3

86.7
±2.3

87.7
±2.1

88.1
±1.8

79.8
±2.2

79.5
±2.1

79.8
±2.2

F-CNN (HC)
87.0
±1.9

80.2
±2.2

90.9
±1.4

85.3
±2.2

––
86.2
±2.0

79.8
±2.3

––
80.0
±2.3

F-CNN
(fc6 + HC)

88.5
±1.9

80.5
±2.4

91.3
±1.7

86.2
±2.6

––
87.3
±2.1

80.6
±2.3

––
80.9
±2.2

Comparing the fc6 and the Hypercube representation, we observe that in the majority
of the tasks, Hypercube outperforms the fc6 with a considerable margin. These results are
opposed to the results presented in [143], where fc6 consistently gives better performance
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than the Hypercube features. We conjecture that although fc6 is semantically rich as it
locates close to the classification layer, the convolutional layers of both RGB and depth
CNN on the other hand consistently receive the signals from the fusion CNN stream in
multiple iterations and adjusts the parameters to be more adaptive to the features from the
fusion blocks. Thus, the learning of the fusion network essentially adjusts the behaviour
of the modal-specific layers to become more modal-agnostic but still preserves the dis-
criminative property of the feature representation. Moreover, the concatenation of the fc6
and Hypercube features generally increases the recognition accuracy (again, contradict
from the results in [143]). Here, these extracted representation from the fusion network
contains complementary information that can enhance performance when combined to-
gether.

For 2D3D dataset, using the cross-modality knowledge transfer technique to extract
modal-specific representation gives strong accuracy such that knowledge-transferred rep-
resentation accuracy is highly comparable to the representation extracted from the specific
modality. In fact, in some cases the knowledge-transferred representation gives higher ac-
curacy than the modal-specific representation, especially for depth-based recognition. For
example, the fc6 for depth-only recognition achieves 90.8% accuracy. When we encode
the depth images through the RGB stream, the accuracy boosts to 91.2%. Similar ob-
servation can be made in WRGB-D dataset. The accuracy recorded at 78.3% using fc6
extracted from depth CNN and increases to 79.8% and 79.5% using the fc6 extracted
when applying the cross-modality knowledge transfer of the depth images at RGB CNN
and fusion CNN, respectively. This can be credited by the cross-modality adaptation
technique where we transfer the RGB-specific model to initialize the depth model. How-
ever, the same case does not apply to the Hypercube features albeit showing comparable
performance between the knowledge-transferred and modal-specific representation. This
shows that knowledge-transferred representation is more appropriately harnessed at the
higher layer of the CNN as the modal-specific information slowly diminishes and the
task-specific information becomes more apparent.

6.3.3 Results on 2D3D dataset

Here, we compare the performance of our F-CNN against state-of-the-art methods of
the object recognition task on 2D3D. These include the handcrafted feature based method
2D+3D, Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP), Regularized Reconstruction Independent
Component Analysis (R2ICA), subset based deep learning (Subset-RNN), discrimina-
tive feature learning (DFL) and Hypercube Pyramid. As presented in Table 6.3, our F-
CNN outperforms other deep learning based techniques with considerable margins, es-
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Table 6.3: Category recognition accuracies on 2D3D object dataset [20].

Methods RGB D RGB-D

2D+3D [20] ICCVW’11 66.6 74.6 82.8
HMP [19] IJRR’14 86.3 87.6 91.0
R2ICA [58] ACCV’14 87.9 89.2 92.7
Subset-RNN [9] Neuro.’15 88.0 90.2 92.8
MMSS [125] ICCV’15 –– –– 91.3
DFL [6] IROS’15 85.8 88.1 91.2
Hypercube Pyramid [143] ICRA’16 90.6 91.6 94.3

F-CNN this work 93.0 92.2 94.5

pecially for the RGB-specific recognition. This is credited to the distilled modal-specific
streams with the features originated from the fusion layers. Interestingly, our F-CNN also
marginally improves the accuracy from the closest competitor, Hypercube Pyramid for
depth and RGB-D recognition, although the technique of Hypercube Pyramid requires
additional depth channel (i.e.point cloud) for improved performance.

6.3.4 Results on WRGB-D dataset

In this dataset, we performed two sets of experiment namely category recognition and
instance recognition. For category recognition, over ten splits, one instance per object
category is randomly taken out from the training set and made as testing set. In instance
recognition, the RGB-D views captured from 45◦ of elevation angle of each instance are
used for testing, while the views captured from 30◦ and 60◦ are used for training.

As tabulated in Table 6.4, our F-CNN outperforms existing methods for RGB and
RGB-D category recognition, without the need to rely on the point cloud data as Hy-
percube Pyramid [143] and DFL [6]. There is a resemblance between our F-CNN and
Multi-modal Shareable and Specific Feature Learning (MMSS) [125] in the sense that
the method also learns dual stream CNN and a fusion layer. However, as our method
also learns the modal-specific layers in a discriminative manner, our method significantly
outperforms MMSS for all subtasks. Moreover, our fusion network is also learned using
only a single independent training dataset, in contrast to the other methods (except [143]
and [100]) which need to re-train the model given different set of target tasks. This shows
that our F-CNN is generic to various tasks and scalable to any size of testing data. Addi-
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Table 6.4: Category recognition accuracies on WRGB-D dataset. The methods with ?
label indicates the experiments were conducted using the same training/ testing splits.

Method RGB D RGB-D

EMK-SIFT [68] ? ICRA’11 74.5±3.1 64.7±2.2 83.8±3.5
Depth Kernel [18] ? IROS’11 77.7±1.9 78.8±2.7 86.2±2.1
CNN-RNN [108] NIPS’12 80.8±4.2 78.9±3.8 86.8±3.3
CKM [17] ICRA’12 – – 86.4±2.3
HMP [19] ? IJRR’14 82.4±3.1 81.2±2.3 87.5±2.9
SSL [24] ICPR’14 81.8±1.9 77.7±1.4 87.2±1.1
subset-RNN [9] Neuro.’15 82.8±3.4 81.8±2.6 88.5±3.1
CNN-colourized [100] ICRA’15 83.1±2.0 – 89.4±1.3
CaRFs [4] ICRA’15 – – 88.1±2.4
LDELM [142] ? DICTA’15 78.6±1.8 81.6±0.7 88.3±1.6
MMSS [125] ICCV’15 74.6±2.9 75.5±2.7 88.5±2.2
DFL [6] IROS’15 81.8±1.7 82.1±2.1 87.9±1.9
Hypercube Pyramid ? ICRA’16 87.6±2.2 85.0±2.1 91.1±1.4

F-CNN ? this work 88.3±2.2 80.9±2.2 91.3±1.7

tionally, as our method recorded a relatively small standard deviation across the trials, it
is therefore more stable and robust to different data distributions and applications.

For the instance recognition, our F-CNN also outperform previous methods with an
accuracy of 95.4%. This particular task requires the vision system to correctly recognize
the previously visited objects but from different viewpoints, as opposed to the category
recognition. As this knowledge is explicitly embedded in the design of our synthetic
training data, our F-CNN could provide the representation to discriminate the multi-view
objects. The high performance for this task is much necessary for a mobile robot espe-
cially when dealing with the human-robot interaction and search-and-rescue mission.

Next, we would want to study the invariance learned by the fusion network that helps
the recognition performance. To do this, we take a set of testing data from one of the trials
and choose an object (e.g.cereal box) in which appearance would significantly change
when captured from different viewpoints. Then, we extract the F-CNN (concatenation
of RGB-D fc6 and Hypercube) and VGG-f representations for the object instances and
visualize the feature matrices. As depicted in Fig. 6.3, the intra-class features look very
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Table 6.5: Instance recognition accuracies on WRGB-D dataset.

Method Accuracy

EMK-SIFT [68] ICRA’11 74.8
Depth Kernel [18] IROS’11 84.5
CKM [17] ICRA’12 90.4
HMP [19] IJRR’14 92.8
CNN-colourized [100] ICRA’15 94.1
LDELM [142] DICTA’15 93.5
MMSS [125] ICCV’15 94.0
DFL [6] IROS’15 93.1

F-CNN this work 95.4

similar to each other and perfectly aligned with the same pattern which denotes that the
fusion network is able to map the objects in the same class to a feature space with high
discrimination. Similar condition does not apply for VGG-f, as the visualization reveals
that the features are not aligned in a discriminative fashion.

6.3.5 Results on ModelNet dataset

In addition, we examine the performance of F-CNN for task of 3D object recogni-
tion in ModelNet [135] dataset. In order to encode the shape representation for each 3D
object, we first feed-forward all the rendered RGB-D images through the F-CNN and
subsequently extract the fc6 activations from the fusion layer. Note that by performing
this, we have 36 features of dimension 4096 for each object. Then, we employ a rank
pooling algorithm [?] that learns to sort the view features using RankSVM [60] to finally
aggregate these features into a compact representation. The results for the ModelNet40
and its subset ModelNet10 are reported in Table 6.6.

For this task, our F-CNN marginally outperforms other presented algorithms for both
sub-datasets. As consistently shown in recent works [115], there is a significant perfor-
mance gap between 2D based methods and the methods which operate on native 3D space
(i.e.3D occupancy grid [85] and 3D voxelized grid [135]). The method of MVCNN also
aggregates 2D views into a compact representation, however as opposed to our method,
the 3D models are rendered only at one elevation angle into gray-scale images. In con-
trast, our rendering is performed at three elevation angles and produces pairwise RGB-D
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Cereal box F-CNN Cereal box VGGf

Figure 6.3: Comparing the F-CNN and VGG-f features qualitatively by visualizing the
matrix of extracted representations. In these two matrices, the rows indicate the object
instances while the columns are the features. Note that the multi-view instances in the
category cereal box are similarly aligned in F-CNN. Typical multi-view object is illus-
trated at the bottom showing a cereal box captured at 30◦ elevation angle.

frames. Moreover, applying a ranking machine on these views essentially captures how
the appearance of the object evolves in the camera trajectory and proved to be a highly
discriminative feature for 3D object recognition.

6.4 Conclusions

We have presented a fusion network (F-CNN) that learns discriminative modal-specific
as well as shared RGB-D representation. Operating on a synthetic RGB-D training
dataset, the proposed network fuses the multi-modalities at a mid-level activation stage
and incorporates the semantic cues from both modalities into the class prediction. During
feature extraction, we show that the network can be effectively used to perform cross-
modality knowledge transfer such that one modality can readily harvest rich cross-modal
features at testing time. Evaluation on two RGB-D and two 3D object recognition datasets
show that the proposed F-CNN outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods for various
subtasks highlighting the efficacy of the F-CNN as a universal and powerful feature ex-
tractor.
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Table 6.6: Category recognition accuracies on 3D models in ModelNet10 and Model-
Net40 Datasets.

Method ModelNet10 ModelNet40

SPH [64] 3D descriptor 79.8 68.2
LFD [23] 3D descriptor 79.9 75.5
3D Shapenets [135] CVPR’15 83.5 77.3
VoxNet [85] IROS’15 92.0 83.0
MVCNN [115] ICCV’15 – 90.1
DeepPano [103] SPL’15 85.5 77.6
GIFT [10] CVPR’16 92.4 83.1
Pairwise [61] CVPR’16 91.3 89.2

F-CNN this work 92.7 90.3
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Modeling 2D Appearance Evolution for 3D Object
Categorization

Abstract

3D object categorization is a non-trivial task in computer vision encompassing many
real-world applications. We pose the problem of categorizing 3D polygon meshes as
learning appearance evolution from multi-view 2D images. Given a corpus of 3D poly-
gon meshes, we first render the corresponding RGB and depth images from multiple
viewpoints on a uniform sphere. Using rank pooling, we propose two methods to learn
the appearance evolution of the 2D views. Firstly, we train view-invariant models based
on a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) using the rendered RGB-D images and
learn to rank the first fully connected layer activations and, therefore, capture the evo-
lution of these extracted features. The parameters learned during this process are used
as the 3D shape representations. In the second method, we learn the aggregation of the
views from the outset by employing the ranking machine to the rendered RGB-D images
directly, which produces aggregated 2D images which we term as “3D shape images”. We
then learn CNN models on this novel shape representation for both RGB and depth which
encode salient geometrical structure of the polygon. Experiments on the ModelNet40 and
ModelNet10 datasets show that the proposed method consistently outperforms existing
state-of-the-art algorithms in 3D shape recognition.

7.1 Introduction

Since real-world environments consist of multi-dimensional vision cues, 3D shape
representation has emerged as one of the most promising methods for object recognition.
While object recognition in conventional 2D images has achieved remarkable success
in recent years, especially due to the discriminative power of the convolutional neural
networks (CNN) and large-scale training datasets, the progress in 3D shape recognition
has been limited. Most of the 3D shape recognition algorithms focus on the keypoint-
based object labeling and instance matching [86,101]. As many applications of 3D object
recognition are emerging such as mobile robot navigation using low-cost depth sensors,
expressive 3D feature representation serves as a key ingredient for building accurate and
robust object recognition systems.

0Published in International Conference on Digital Image Computing: Techniques and Applications
(DICTA), 2016.
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One of the fundamental questions that needs to be addressed in 3D object recogni-
tion is the design of a data representation that best captures the salient information of
the 3D object shape. The natural and direct answer to this would be to design the repre-
sentation based on the volumetric input of the 3D objects which has been used in recent
works [69, 85, 135]. However, designing a representation especially using deep learning
based techniques directly on the volumetric data is immensely expensive. Therefore, the
resolution of the raw volumetric input needs to be significantly reduced which leads to
a sub-optimal representation due to the loss of information. Moreover, as the training
samples of these volumetric data are limited in numbers and manually annotating the
training samples is cumbersome, thus the powerful deep networks such as CNN cannot
be readily exploited to perform 3D object classification. In contrast, recent works have
shown that building 3D shape classifiers does not require learning the representation ex-
plicitly from the volumetric data, but can be effectively achieved using their 2D image
renderings [10, 61, 115].

Using a similar paradigm, we pose the problem of designing 3D object representa-
tion as learning the appearance evolution of the 3D shape based on the 2D image views.
Concretely, we render each 3D polygon mesh into pairwise RGB and depth images from
multiple viewpoints on a sphere. Based on these image sequences, we propose two meth-
ods to construct the 3D representation using a rank pooling algorithm [35]. In the first
method, we train a view-invariant CNN model separately for RGB and depth image se-
quences. We then feed-forward each RGB-D image through these CNN models and ex-
tract the first fully connected layer activations. For each 3D polygon mesh, we learn the
evolution of the 2D views by learning to rank these activations based on their indices and
the feature representation of a 3D object is defined as the parameters learned by the rank
pooling algorithm.

In the second method, we apply the ranking machine on the image sequence from
the outset which outputs aggregated RGB and depth images which we call as “3D shape
images”. We then optimize new CNN models on these novel shape images for the 3D
object classification task. The feature representation of each 3D polygon mesh is defined
as the first fully connected layer activations of the CNN models. As the algorithms in both
methods are applied directly on each instance and do not require dictionary construction
from the training data, the techniques acquire fast computation and are scalable to any size
of the testing data. We evaluate the proposed method on the benchmark ModelNet10 and
ModelNet40 datasets and demonstrate that the proposed method consistently outperforms
state-of-the-art algorithms.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the proposed methods. In this figure, we show the examples
of sofa and person to represent the rigid and non-rigid objects in ModelNet40 dataset
respectively.
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7.2 Proposed Methodology

In this section, we present our proposed method to encode 3D shape representation
by modeling the appearance evolution of the 2D views. We first discuss about generating
the RGB-D image sequences from a corpus of 3D polygon meshes. Next, we give details
on the rank pooling algorithm used to model the appearance evolution. This technique is
then applied in two different settings in order to encode the 3D shape representation used
for classification.

7.2.1 Generating multi-view RGB-D data

Suppose we have 3D computer-aided design (CAD) based data similar to those in
public 3D object repositories such as 3D Warehouse 1, Shapeways 2 and TurboSquid 3.
To this end, we use the 3D shape dataset of ModelNet [135] (details to follow in Sec. 7.3)
to train the models and encode the 3D descriptors. To generate the multi-view RGB-
D images, we first place the centroid of the target 3D polygon mesh at the centre of
an enclosed sphere where several virtual cameras are employed in different positions.
With the assumption that the object is always in the upright position against the gravity
direction, we fix the virtual cameras at three different elevation angles namely at 30◦, 0◦

and -30◦ and all cameras are pointing towards the object’s centroid. At each elevation
angle, twelve virtual cameras are positioned along the circle with a consistent separation
of 30◦ between the two neighbouring cameras. Then, we render RGB and depth images at
each camera position for dual-modality imagery. Therefore, for each 3D polygon mesh,
we render 12 × 3 = 36 views for each RGB and depth sequence.

Following the method of Su et al. [115], object meshes are rendered under a perspec-
tive projection. For the rendering of RGB sequences, the reflection model of Phong [88] is
used and a random color palette (since ModelNet does not have texture) is applied to each
rendered view. Similarly, depth sequences are produced by taking the distance between
the current camera lens and the facets of the polygon meshes. Although the number of
viewpoints can be arbitrary using this method, we choose the most representative views
such that it can replicate typical vision of a human or a mobile robot for object recogni-
tion.

Given the rendered RGB-D image sequence for each 3D object, one can simply treat
the image sequence as an image set and apply any existing image set algorithm (e.g. [46])
to classify each image. However, the data distribution in an image set does not assume

13D Warehouse: https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/
2shapeways: http://www.shapeways.com/
3TurboSquid: http://www.turbosquid.com/
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temporal consistency and coherence amongst the image sequence, albeit considering large
variations amongst the image sequence. On the contrary, our rendered RGB-D sequence
inherit strong temporal consistency as a result of consistent virtual camera trajectories.
Therefore, we would want to exploit this important information for the encoding of our 3D
shape representation. Particularly, we would want to capture the pattern that reveals how
the multi-view appearance evolves in the sequence. Therefore, we propose two methods
to model this evolution which will be further elaborated in the next sections.

7.2.2 Learning a view-invariant model and modelling the appearance evolution

Here, we discuss the first method, 2D Evolution Model (2DEM) to model the ap-
pearance evolution of the multi-view images. In this method, we first train a view-
invariant CNN (VI-CNN) model separately for RGB and depth sequence using the ren-
dered RGB-D images. For that purpose, we use the CNN model of VGG-f [22] which
has been pre-trained on ImageNet [66] dataset as the initialization of our model param-
eters. Let us assume a CNN model which consists of consecutive modules of convolu-
tional layer L(k, f, s, p), max-pooling MP (k, s), Local Contrast Normalization LCN ,
fully connected layers FC(n) and rectified linear unit (ReLU) RL, where k × k is
the receptive field size, f is the number of filters, s denotes the stride of the convo-
lution and p indicates the spatial padding. The architecture of the model is given by:
L(11, 64, 4, 0) → RL → LCN → MP (3, 2) → L(5, 256, 1, 2) → RL → LCN →
MP (3, 2) → L(3, 256, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 256, 1, 1) → RL → L(3, 256, 1, 1) →
RL→ MP (3, 2)→ FC(4096)→ RL→ FC(4096)→ RL→ FC(1000). We refer to
the fully connected layers as fc6, fc7 and fc8 respectively.

The learning process of our VI-CNN is performed by replacing the last fully con-
nected layer with a new randomly generated vector of dimension C, where C = 40 is the
number of categories in ModelNet40 dataset. Moreover, we also add a dropout layer [113]
in between fully connected layers towards the end of the network to prevent the neural
networks from overfitting. Finally, we add a softmax loss layer at the top of the network
and train the network using standard stochastic gradient descent with back-propagation.
We use a relatively small global learning rate (1e−5) while we multiply the learning rate
by ten at the newly added layer. As suggested by Chatfield et al. [22], the momentum is
set to 0.9 and the weight decay is 0.0005. We train the entire network for multiple epochs
and stop the learning process when the validation curve stabilizes into convergence.

After the completion of the VI-CNN learning, we then feed-forward all the rendered
RGB and depth images through VI-CNN for RGB and depth respectively and extract the
4096-dimensional fc6 activations as the features for each image. Formally, let a rendered
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image be represented by a vector x ∈ Rd where d = 224 × 224 × 3 is the default image
dimension for the VGG-f model. Then, a 3D polygon mesh composes of a sequence of
such rendered images, X = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]. The feed-forward through VI-CNN produces
a mapping from X ∈ Rd → V ∈ RD, where D = 4096 is the dimension of each mapped
vector vi. Our goal is to model the evolution of these vectors V = [v1, v2, . . . , vN ], where
N = 36 is the number of viewpoints.

As the rendering of the 3D meshes follows the same camera trajectories, it is intu-
itive that these trajectories capture the salient pattern of the evolving shape appearance.
Therefore, we propose to put a constraint into the ordering of the views such that vectors
with bigger indices will always precede those with the smaller indices i.e. v1 ≺ · · · ≺
vi ≺ · · · ≺ vN . This relative ordering can be modeled using a ranking machine [35, 80].
Concretely, let via and vib be pairwise vectors in the sequence, thus a ranking machine
learns to optimize a linear function Ψ(v; w) parametrized by the weight vector w, such
that ∀ia, ib, via ≺ vib ⇐⇒ wT . via < wT . vib. On the basis of RankSVM [60] for
structural risk minimization and max-margin formulation, the objective function can be
expressed as

arg min
w

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

∑
∀a,b,via≺vib

εab

s.t. wT .(vib − via) ≥ 1− εab (7.1)

εab ≥ 0.

The ranking function Ψ learns to sort the indices of the rendered image sequence.
As the parametrization is characterized by the weight w, the trajectories which encode
the appearance evolution of the views can be modelled by this parameter. Therefore, we
propose to use the parameter w as the feature representation for each 3D shape. Using the
ranking machine to encode the 3D shape representation poses several advantages. Firstly,
the method is dictionary free which is in contrast to typical learning based algorithms
which need to explicitly learn a dictionary from a set of training images. As such, the
method we used is computationally efficient and scalable to larger testing data. Moreover,
the parameters learned using the ranking function lie in the same feature space as the
rendered sequence vectors V [35]. Although the ranking method models the evolution of
the appearance in a linear space, our VI-CNN has already encoded complex non-linearity
in the 2D sequence which is important to model distributions of high variability.
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7.2.3 3D Shape Image Model

2D Evolution Model (2DEM) encodes the non-linear features of the sequence fol-
lowed by a linear appearance evolution modelling. In the second method, 3D Shape Im-
age Model (3DSIM), we alter the pipeline by first modeling the appearance evolution on
the sequence input followed by encoding of the non-linearities via CNN training. Partic-
ularly, instead of applying the ranking machines on V, we now apply the same algorithm
directly on the image sequence i.e. the pixels of the rendered RGB and depth images. As
mentioned earlier, the ranking function learns the parameters w with the same space and
dimension as the input, thus w will be a real vector which can be interpreted as an aggre-
gated image of the RGB and depth sequence respectively. We term this aggregated image
as “3D shape image” as it represents the 3D shape in terms of its structurally aggregated
2D appearance. Fig. 7.2 shows some samples of the 3D shape images.

Then, we learn a 3D Shape Image model by fine-tuning the VGG-f model using these
3D shape images as inputs to the network with the same architecture and settings as de-
scribed in Sec. 7.2.2. We train the CNN separately for RGB and depth sequences. We
proceed the learning up to 100 epochs as the validation curve converges. Similar to the
learning of VI-CNN, we augment the training data by horizontally mirroring the images
with a probability of 0.5 and normalize them using the mean image of ImageNet dataset
since the model used for initialization was trained on this dataset. After the learning, we
feed-forward the 3D shape images through the learned model and extract the fc6 activa-
tions as the feature representation for each 3D shape before classification.

7.2.4 Implementation and Classification

To learn the VI-CNN and the 3D Shape Image Model, we use the Matlab based Mat-
convnet [123] toolbox with Tesla K40 GPU to implement the CNN architecture and learn-
ing. As for the ranking machines, we employ the implementation of Fernando et al. [35]
with Liblinear SVM [32] library for efficient RankSVM implementation. The depth im-
ages are encoded following the method of Zaki et al. [143], where the original depth
image is concatenated with the magnitude of gradient and the direction of gradient maps
which then produces a three-channel encoded depth image. Note that other plausible
depth encoding techniques such as HHA [42] and depth-jet [31] can also be used to fit the
typical input setting of pre-trained CNNs.

In all cases, we use the 4096-dimensional feature vector of fc6 as representation of
each rendered image and representation of each 3D shape in the first and second method,
respectively. We perform dimensionality reduction by PCA which compresses the 4096-
dimensional feature vectors into 1000 dimensions. For the classification, we employ the
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Figure 7.2: Sample images of (a) airplane, (b) car, (c) stool and (d) cup in Model-
Net40 [135] dataset. From left: the 3D polygon meshes enclosed in a uniform sphere
(column 1), rendered RGB-D images with two samples from each elevation angle (col-
umn 2 to 7) and the 3D shape images as the output of applying the ranking machines on
RGB (column 8) and depth sequence (column 9).
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non-linear classifiers of Huang et al. [55] which has been shown to be efficient for object
categorization [142].

7.3 Experiments

We implemented and evaluated our proposed methods on the challenging Model-
Net [135] which is a benchmark testbed for 3D shape classification. The dataset com-
prises of about 127,915 3D CAD meshes from 662 categories and growing 4. In contrast
to several 3D object datasets, this dataset contains the combination of rigid and non-rigid
objects such as airplane, person and car. In this chapter, we experimented with two sub-
sets: ModelNet10 containing 10 shape categories and ModelNet40 which is organized
into 40 categories. The procedure of Wu et al. [135] is adopted for evaluation. Specif-
ically, the data in ModelNet40 were split into balanced training and testing sets where
the first 80 meshes in each category’s “train” folder (or all meshes for the case where the
category has an insufficient number of meshes) are selected for training while the valida-
tion is conducted on the first 20 meshes in the “test” folder. The final dataset has 3183
shapes for training and 800 shapes for testing. Therefore, following the rendering method
discussed in Sec. 7.2.1, we rendered the 3D meshes into a total of 3983 × 36 = 143,388
multi-view RGB-D images.

7.3.1 Model Ablation

Firstly, we examine our methods, 2DEM as described in Sec. 7.2.2 and 3DSIM as
described in Sec. 7.2.3 with different settings to analyse the contributions and effects of
different elements in the methods. All results for model ablation are tabulated in Table 7.1.
We report the classification accuracy of using individually the rendered RGB images,
depth images and the combination of both. The combination of both channel is done by
concatenating the final channel-specific representations before classification. As for the
2DEM, we also report the accuracy recorded when different elevation angles are used
during the rendering process. Note that the learning of VI-CNN model is done on the
entire rendered images, whereas these different settings are done at feature extraction
level before training and testing the classifiers.

We also include two baseline methods which are used to aggregate the multi-view de-
scriptors V . These methods have been proven to be effective to aggregate multiple frames
of videos and constitute state-of-the-art for the dynamic texture and scene classification
task albeit the simplicity of the methods [89]. We briefly describe the methods here for
completeness. The first baseline method is the first-order statistics which is simply the

4Available at http://3dshapenets.cs.princeton.edu/
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Table 7.1: Performance comparison of the proposed methods (2DEM and 3DSIM) with
several orderless based baseline methods for the task of 3D shape classification in Mod-
elNet10 and ModelNet40 Datasets.

ModelNet10 ModelNet40

Method Angle RGB Depth RGB-D Max. RGB Depth RGB-D Max.

1st-order
statistics

30◦ 89.5 91.5 91.5 91.5 86.5 88.0 88.1 88.1
0◦ 82.5 89.0 90.5 90.5 83.3 86.0 88.1 88.1

-30◦ 88.0 88.0 90.5 90.5 85.3 85.5 87.9 87.9
all 87.5 90.5 90.5 90.5 86.9 88.0 88.1 88.1

2nd-order
statistics

30◦ 88.5 90.5 90.0 90.5 82.6 80.1 81.6 82.6
0◦ 85.5 88.5 87.5 88.5 80.1 79.6 82.4 82.4

-30◦ 86.5 87.5 88.0 88.0 81.4 78.5 80.4 81.4
all 88.1 89.0 90.0 90.0 86.8 87.8 88.1 88.1

Proposed method

2DEM

30◦ 91.0 89.0 91.5 91.5 86.3 84.1 85.9 86.3
0◦ 88.5 88.5 89.0 89.0 86.1 83.1 86.0 86.1

-30◦ 91.0 89.0 90.0 91.0 84.9 83.8 85.9 85.9
all 89.5 92.3 94.5 94.5 89.0 90.4 90.8 90.8

3DSIM all 87.0 87.1 88.0 88.0 85.1 86.3 86.8 86.8

mean computed on the multi-view vectors V = [v1, v2, . . . , vN ], given by u = 1
N

N∑
i=1

vi.

The second baseline method is the second-order statistics of the multi-view vectors V

given by the covariance matrix Y = 1
N

N∑
i=1

(vi − u)(vi − u)T . However, taking the en-

tire covariance matrix Y would yield a D(D+1)
2

-dimensional features since the matrix Y is
symmetric which will lead to the curse of dimensionality. Thus, we only take the entries
in the matrix diagonal as the feature representation which is in the same D = 4096 dimen-
sion. Intuitively, taking the mean of the multi-view features reflects the average behaviour
of the views in the camera trajectory. On the other hand, the diagonal of Y denotes the
relative variance and correlation of the views. As both methods ignore the exact indices
of the rendered images, contrary to our methods, both can be seen as orderless based
encoding methods.

As can be seen, our proposed method 2DEM consistently gives the highest accuracy
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for every channel-specific and combined channels recognition while the performance of
3DSIM is at par with the baseline methods. Interestingly, almost in all cases, using only
the images rendered at 30◦ elevation angle gives the best performance for all methods
compared to the other angles which shows that the views captured from these viewpoints
are more representative for 3D shapes than the other two angles. This is more apparent
in ModelNet10 where categories such as bed, toilet and bathtub are better recognized
from an elevated angle while the viewpoints at negative elevation angles do not well-
characterize the objects. In the case of 2DEM, modelling the evolution from different
elevation angles does not significantly effect the recognition accuracy. This might be due
to the property of the algorithm that models the evolution according to the camera trajec-
tories. As the trajectories are all in the ellipsoid shape, therefore the algorithm tends to
model similar evolution features for all elevation angles. In contrast, modelling the evo-
lution while considering all viewpoints in the sphere significantly boosts the recognition
performance. This shows that modeling the evolution from a longer and varied camera
trajectory produces a representation of higher discrimination for 3D shape recognition.

Furthermore, the recognition patterns of 2DEM and 3DSIM brings about interesting
hypotheses. Firstly, the difference in the classification accuracy of both methods suggests
that modeling the appearance evolution in a discriminative feature space (i.e. as CNN ex-
tracted features) is more effective than training a discriminative model on the evolution of
the appearances (represented by the 3D shape images). Besides, the 2DEM method can
directly benefit from the abundance of rendered training data while the training samples
in 3DSIM are much more deficient. While this can be improved using data jittering tech-
nique [93], the high accuracy of the method could open up many possibilities for the 3D
based recognition especially on representing 3D shapes by 2D aggregated images.

7.3.2 Comparative Analysis

Our proposed method is compared against various state-of-the-art algorithms for 3D
shape classification. These include the techniques which used native 3D representa-
tion as input namely Spherical Harmonics descriptor (SPH) [64], LightField descriptor
(LFD) [23], 3D Shapenets [135] and 3D CNN based VoxNet [85]. The 2D input based
methods include Multi-view CNN (MVCNN) [115], deep panorama (DeepPano) [103],
GPU acceleration and Inverted File Twice (GIFT) [10] and Pairwise descriptor (Pair-
wise) [61].

As depicted in Table 7.2, 2D based methods outperform 3D based ones with a signif-
icant margin. Our method outperforms the deep learning based method with 3D input of
3D Shapenets and VoxNet by 10%. This is largely due to the nature of the input where the
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Figure 7.3: Confusion matrix for the object categorization using our proposed 2DEM
descriptor on the ModelNet40 [135] dataset. Note the strong diagonal entries of the matrix
which reflects the high efficacy of the proposed method to discriminate between object
classes. The figure is best viewed with magnification.
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Table 7.2: Performance comparison of the proposed method and state-of-the-art methods
for task of 3D shape classification in ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 Datasets.

Method Remark ModelNet10 ModelNet40 Input

SPH [64] 3D descriptor 79.8 68.2 3D
LFD [23] 3D descriptor 79.9 75.5 3D

3D Shapenets [135] CVPR ’15 83.5 77.3 3D
VoxNet [85] IROS ’15 92.0 83.0 3D
MVCNN [115] ICCV ’15 – 90.1 2D
DeepPano [103] SPL ’15 85.5 77.6 2D
GIFT [10] CVPR ’16 92.4 83.1 2D
Pairwise [61] CVPR ’16 91.3 89.2 2D
2DEM this chapter 94.5 90.8 2D

compared methods used a limited number of training shapes as well as compressed vox-
els to train deep network from scratch while our method can directly utilize pre-trained
CNN models to initialize our model. Our method also recorded a considerable improve-
ment from the closest competitors, MVCNN and Pairwise, although the former method
devised a specialized CNN architecture to aggregate the rendered 2D data while the latter
aggregated the multi-modal information (grayscale and depth) explicitly in the learning
of CNN. In contrast, our method constructs a more structured aggregation technique by
learning to rank the views from more viewpoints (which means longer camera trajec-
tory) which can capture how the appearance of the views evolve in the trajectory. The
confusion matrix for the classification of ModelNet40 is depicted in Fig 7.3 and Fig. 7.4
shows sample misclassification, highlighting the low inter-class variation challenge in the
dataset.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented methods to encode 3D shape representation based
on the rendered 2D images. In the first method, we proposed to learn the order of the
views representation and use the learned parameters as the 3D representation while in the
second method, we constructed 3D shape images based on a ranking machine and learn
a CNN model from the novel images. Experimental results demonstrate that our method
significantly outperforms existing algorithms for the task of 3D object classification in
ModelNet40 and ModelNet10 datasets.
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Figure 7.4: Sample of off-diagonal entries of the confusion matrix in Fig. 7.3. (a) plant is
misclassified as (b) flower pot and (c) table is misclassified as (d) desk.
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Modeling Sub-Event Dynamics In Ego-Centric Action
Recognition

Abstract

Ego-centric videos can be characterized by a set of chronicles such as strong preceding
events, salient transitional lapses, ego-actions and post-event impacts. Action recognition
methods specifically tuned for third person vision fail to effectively capture dynamics of
ego-centric actions. This chapter proposes a technique to model the high-level dynamics
of chronicles in ego-centric videos by dynamically pooling sub-interval features using a
temporal feature pooling function. The chronicle dynamics are then temporally aligned to
construct a new time series. To encode the evolution of the chronicle dynamics over time,
Fast Fourier Transform is recursively employed on a pyramidal temporal structure. The
concatenation of Fourier coefficients from each segment leads to the final video repre-
sentation. We construct a spatio-temporal representation by additionally employing these
encoding steps on a newly proposed optical flow representation. Experiments are con-
ducted on three existing benchmark ego-centric action recognition datasets. Since these
datasets were recorded in controlled environments, we have introduced a new dataset col-
lected from YouTube (publicly available now) which has a larger number of action classes
as well as a greater diversity of capture conditions, thereby more closely depicting real-
world challenges in ego-centric video analysis. Evaluations on the four datasets show
that our method outperforms state-of-the-art ego-centric and generic video recognition
algorithms with a significant margin.

8.1 Introduction

Human action recognition from videos has gained a substantial amount of interest
from the research community owing to its real-world applications such as smart surveil-
lance and human-machine interaction. Effective modeling of highly discriminative mo-
tion features that can unveil high-level video dynamics still remains a major challenge at
the core of video understanding. While the majority of action recognition research has
focused on action recognition from a third-person’s viewpoint (e.g.surveillance cameras),
efforts on the analysis of first-person, or ego-centric videos are relatively limited even

0The main content of this chapter is published in IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2017 and the extended version is under review in a journal of image
processing.
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Frame 6

pre-event transitional action post-event

Frame 20 Frame 72 Frame 90

Frame 1 Frame 30 Frame 46 Frame 96

Figure 8.1: Sample frames of play ball and punching actions from our proposed
YoutubeDog (top) and JPL-Interaction [96] (bottom) datasets respectively. Ego-centric
videos are defined by multiple salient chronicles such as pre-event (waiting/ standing),
transitional (ball is being thrown/ approaching ), action is being performed (playing ball/
punching) and post-event (ball is released/ observer is knocked down). We model the dy-
namics of these chronicles before temporally encoding these dynamics as the entire video
representation.

though access to wearable cameras (e.g.Google glasses) is rapidly increasing. Many appli-
cations can benefit from the understanding of such videos especially in medical monitor-
ing, life-logging and long-term robotic perception [39,57,65,96,97,99,136,142,143,145].
In fact, with relatively inexpensive high-quality wearable video cameras, continuous data
streaming means no deed goes unfilmed; from personal memories to forensic/scientific
analysis.

In ego-centric vision, the camera is perpetually moving and the observer is partic-
ipating in the activities being performed. This makes the intrinsic properties of the
recorded data inherently different from those viewed from the third-person’s perspective.
These activities include inward interactions (e.g.shaking hands or throwing something to
the observer), ego-centric actions (e.g.jumping), and outward interactions (e.g.following
a leader). This results in unique visual characteristics of ego-centric videos that are
not normally found in third-person videos. As depicted in Fig. 8.1, the visual effects
can occur due to heavy ego-centric motion (e.g.the person is running), strong preced-
ing events (e.g.sudden approach before harming the observer), salient transitional activ-
ities (e.g.transition from running to catching a ball) and post-event impacts (e.g.observer
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knocked down after an attack). Moreover, most third-person videos [92, 130] consist of
repeated actions where the discriminative patterns can be effectively modeled. On the
other hand, the motion dynamics in ego-centric videos do not exhibit such patterns. To
summarize, conventional methods for third-person video representation such as global de-
scriptors [109], densely sampled local features [127] or frame-wise representation [29,92]
may not adequately capture the factors that characterize ego-centric videos.

The recent success of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for feature learning [29,
35, 36, 89, 92, 144, 147] has resulted in their use as generic frame-wise feature extrac-
tors for modeling temporal information. This approach has shown promising results for
third-person videos (e.g.multi-view surveillance cameras [91]) where the subject performs
actions with a repetitive pattern and is captured from a relatively static position. On the
contrary, many ego-centric videos are more appropriately described by a set of short-term
highlights as there are strong causal relationships between these events that formulate
the semantics of the overall action [87, 131, 149]. In this chapter, we demonstrate that
ego-centric videos can be better represented when chronicle dynamics of the entire se-
quence are considered separately and a hierarchy is extracted over temporal domain of
these chronicles to model the evolution of such dynamics.

In the presented method, we first map each frame in the sequence to a discriminative
space by forward passing through a pre-trained CNN model and taking the first-fully con-
nected layer activations. We consider the activations as a time series, where the length
of the time series equals the number of frames in the video being analyzed. Then, we
divide the temporal domain of the video into multiple overlapping segments. To capture
the dynamics of these segments, we employ a temporal feature pooling function on the
neurons in each defined interval to represent the evolution of the appearance of the ac-
tions in short-term intervals. These chronicle dynamics are then temporally aligned and a
group of Fourier coefficients are extracted in a temporal pyramid to encode the dynamics
in the video. We show that our method consistently outperforms other video represen-
tation techniques for ego-centric video recognition on three benchmark datasets. The
compared video representation techniques include those that are specifically tailored for
action recognition such as improved Dense Trajectories (iDT) [127], frame-based repre-
sentation [35] and state-of-the-art features for ego-centric video recognition [97]. Since
the existing benchmark datasets have been captured in controlled environments, we have
created a new dataset of ego-centric videos in unconstrained environments and have made
it publicly available.
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Figure 8.2: Overview of the proposed chronicle dynamics representation. (a) Video se-
quence is divided into overlapping sub-segments (with size 3 window here). (b) Each
frame within sub-segments is individually passed through a CNN model and the fc6 layer
activations are extracted. (c) A temporal feature pooling function (such as rank pool-
ing [35])is applied to the time series of each neuron activation and the pooled vectors are
temporally aligned. (d) Fourier Temporal Pyramid is applied to each pooled time series
to produce the final feature representation.
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8.2 Proposed Methodology

We present a technique for designing motion representation that is able to encode
high-level abstraction of temporal structure for ego-centric videos. Our approach consists
of core modules including the modeling of chronicle dynamics and a global temporal
encoding as illustrated in Figure 8.2.

8.2.1 Chronicle Dynamics

The extraction of high-level discriminative motion features lying on a non-linear man-
ifold pose a key challenge in action recognition. Recent research has shown that such
features can be extracted by exploiting temporal information, for example, with the help
of recurrent neural networks [29, 141]. Rather than directly taking the dynamics of the
entire video, the proposed approach starts by extracting multiple overlapping segments
using pre-defined temporal filters from the complete video. These segments represent
chronicles contained in each action video. Our main motivation is to observe the chang-
ing behaviour of the appearance in the frames over time, therefore, revealing the motion
dynamics in the short interval. This is achieved with a temporal feature pooling function
(where we detail the choice of function) to capture complimentary temporal statistics and
features.

Let V = {V 1, V 2, . . . , V n} represent a set of n labelled training videos where each
video is assigned one label from C classes. Each video instance V i can be represented
by the ordered continuous frames V i = 〈vi1, vi2, . . . , vimi

〉 , where vij ∈ Rd. From this
sequence of vectors, we densely sample the sub-segments using a pre-defined window w

and stride s for ts ∈ {1, s + 1, 2s + 1, . . . } where ts denotes the starting frame number
of the local time interval, i.e.{[ts1, te1], . . . , [tsN , teN ]}. We map these resultant sub-segments
S = {S`}N`=1 onto a discriminative space (i.e.by feed-forwarding through a CNN) to
convert from vj → xj ∈ RD, where D is the first fully-connected layer dimension of the
used CNN (in our case D = 4096).

The sequence of w vectors x1, x2, . . . , xw in each time interval can be interpreted as
points that are changing according to the function of time. Let xj = {x1j , x2j , . . . , xDj } be
the frame-wise feature descriptor extracted at frame j and that each xij is a neuron from
the CNN activation. We can now leverage each neuron in the activation vector as a time
series, each with the dimension of w i.e.fk(t) = {f 1(t), f 2(t), . . . , fD(t)}. For each time
series in a sub-segment, a temporal feature pooling function Ψ is invoked that generates
a value for each time series. As a result, for any type of temporal pooling function, we
get a D-dimensional vector for each sub-segment which is temporally aligned with other
pooled features from other segments before the global temporal encoder is invoked to get
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the final feature representation.

8.2.2 Temporal Feature Pooling Functions

Multiple types of temporal feature pooling functions Ψ can be used to aggregate the
frame-based descriptors within the pre-defined segments. In this work, we investigate the
most common ones i.e. max pooling, sum pooling, histogram of time series gradient,
cumulative histogram of time series gradient [97] and evolution pooling [35].

Max pooling, Ψmax: Given a time series fk(t), the max pooling operator finds the
peak value in the series as

θmax
k [ts, te] = max

t=ts,...te
fk(t) (8.1)

Sum pooling, Ψsum: Given a time series fk(t), sum pooling aggregates all entries in
the time series as

θ
∑
k [ts, te] =

te∑
t=ts

fk(t) (8.2)

Histogram of time series gradient, Ψδ+1 ,Ψδ−1 : Given that the time series constructed
from the CNN output neurons are already in a discriminative space and that the trends in
time series of similar actions resemble, we encode the information the trends movement
by calculating the number of positive and negative gradients within the time intervals.
The operators produce two values for each time series interval.

θ
δ+1
k [ts, te] = |{t|fk(t)− fk(t− 1) > 0 ∧ ts ≤ t ≤ te}|

θ
δ−1
k [ts, te] = |{t|fk(t)− fk(t− 1) < 0 ∧ ts ≤ t ≤ te}|

(8.3)

Cumulative histogram of time series gradient, Ψδ+2 ,Ψδ−2 : This is a variant of
Eq. 8.3 and takes the total number of positive and negative gradients in each time interval.

θ
δ+2
k [ts, te] =

te∑
t=ts

h+k (t)

θ
δ−2
k [ts, te] =

te∑
t=ts

h−k (t)

(8.4)

where

h+k (t) =

fk(t)− fk(t− 1) if (fk(t)− fk(t− 1)) > 0

0 otherwise
(8.5)

h−k (t) =

fk(t− 1)− fk(t) if (fk(t)− fk(t− 1)) < 0

0 otherwise.
(8.6)
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Evolution or Rank Pooling Ψrank: The above temporal pooling functions are or-

derless because they completely ignore the temporal order of the frames in the sequence.
Encoding temporal order information has shown to be an important feature for video rep-
resentation as it can effectively model the evolution of the appearance of frames [35, 36].
Therefore, we propose to encode the sub-segment dynamics by employing a rank pooling
algorithm [35] on the CNN activations of the frames within the time intervals. Specifi-
cally, we are interested in getting a ranking machine to model a regression space which ex-
plicitly imposes a strict criterion that earlier frames must precede the following frames. To
encode the dynamics of a sub-segment, the ranking function Ψrank(f(t), φ) parametrized
by φ sorts the sequence frame such that ∀t − 1, t, f(t − 1) ≺ f(t) ⇐⇒ φ. f(t − 1) <

φ. f(t). Using the principle of RankSVM [60] for structural risk minimization and max-
margin formulation, the objective function can be expressed as

arg min
φ

1

2
‖φ‖2 + C

∑
∀a,b,via≺vib

εab

s.t. φT .(f(t)− f(t− 1)) ≥ 1− εab (8.7)

εab ≥ 0.

To estimate this linear function and learn the parameter φ, we use the Support Vector
Regressor (SVR) [80] for its efficiency. The learnt parameter φ defines the pooled feature
representation for each sub-segment {θrank` }N`=1.

8.2.3 Optical Flow Based Representation

The above formulation of the proposed method so far is based purely on the appear-
ance based frame-wise representation. For video classification, additional frame-wise
temporal encoding has shown to be an essential module to construct effective spatio-
temporal representation. Inspired by two-stream models for visual recognition [33, 63,
107, 132], we extend our method to also include the frame-wise temporal representation
based on optical flow. Let V i be the i-th video with 〈vi1, vi2, . . . , vimi

〉 continuous frames.
For each pairwise frames, we compute the horizontal and vertical components of optical
flow which are then color-coded into RGB space to output a set of optical flow represen-
tation Ω = 〈ωi1, ωi2, . . . , ωimi−1〉.

For the computation of optical flow, we employ the method of Sun et al. [116, 117]
where the objective function of optical flow is directly descended from Horn and Schunck [53]
and Black and Anandan [16]. However, the robustness of the estimation is enhanced
by integrating a weighted non-local term derived from median filtering into the global
objective function to ensure high energy solutions and lower average end-point error
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Figure 8.3: Sample RGB frames and their corresponding optical flow representations
from the four datasets including our newly proposed YoutubeDog dataset.

(EPE) [116, 117]. The color key of Baker et al. [11] is then applied to the optical flow
components to output corresponding encoded RGB images as depicted in Fig. 8.3. Intu-
itively, optical flow representation automatically detects regions with significant dynam-
ics resulting from motions performed by the subjects (e.g.hand shaking) and the objects
(e.g.throwing ball), without the need for expensive segmentation and background subtrac-
tion algorithms.

8.2.4 Global Temporal Encoding and Classification

After the chronicle dynamics have been encoded for both appearance and optical flow
based representation using the techniques described in Section 8.2.1, we encode the global
representation of the entire video. As the actions in ego-centric videos are performed with
varying speeds and are captured in variable length clips, the intra-class actions exhibit
highly misaligned temporal information which is a challenging nuisance for matching
actions. Hence, we encode the global structure of the videos by employing the Fourier
Temporal Pyramid (FTP) [129] on the sub-segment dynamics. To do this, we first recur-
sively divide the pooled sub-segment representations into a pyramid with l = 1, . . . , L

levels, and perform fast Fourier transform (FFT) on all the partitions to extract fine-to-
coarse temporal structures.

Let θik,` represent each entry of the sub-segment dynamic features for the i-th action
video, where k = 1, . . . , D denotes the index of the features entry and ` = 1, . . . , N

represents the frame number. At the lowest pyramid level, we perform FFT on θik =

[θik,1, θ
i
k,2, . . . , θ

i
k,N ] and get the first p low frequency coefficients. The same procedure is

applied at each partition, and the concatenation of all low-frequency coefficients at all par-
titions is used as the FTP features for each entry. The final Fourier based representation
of the i-th video is defined as the concatenation of the FTP features from all entries. We
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repeat the same procedure for the optical flow based representation and take the concate-
nation of appearance and optical flow based representation as the final spatio-temporal
representation.

It is worth noting that our proposed video representation is completely unsupervised
and is dictionary-free. As we formulate our technique from a pre-trained CNN model
without fine-tuning at any stage, hence no re-training of the model is required whenever
data from a new domain is to be processed. The only step that requires supervision is
during the learning of an action classifier where we employ a linear Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) [32] to predict the action class. Therefore, as long as action classes remain
the same, re-training is not necessary.

8.3 Datasets

We used four benchmark datasets to compared the performance of our method to
existing state of the art. The fourth dataset has been recently released by our group to
cover the gap and limitations of the previous three datasets. Our new dataset is collected
from real-world videos and annotated according to action classes that occur in practical
settings. In this Section, we provide an overview of the datasets for ego-centric action
recognition and identify their limitations.

8.3.1 JPL First-Person Interaction Dataset

The JPL dataset [96] consists of 57 continuous video sequences of actions performed
on the observer/first-person which is a humanoid robot. It consists of seven action classes
and each action is performed in 12 sets by eight subjects in various indoor environments
and lighting conditions. Sample snapshots of each action performed by different subjects
are shown in Fig. 8.4.

8.3.2 UTKinect Humanoid RGB-D Activity Dataset

This dataset [136] was collected using a Kinect sensor mounted on a humanoid robot.
The RGB-D activity videos were captured at 30 frames per second. Actions are performed
by eight subjects and for each subject, different sets of continuous activity sequences were
recorded and these long sequences were further segmented into nine micro-actions, each
of which is shown in Fig. 8.5. The actions include: (1) wave, (2) hug, (3) point, (4) punch,
(5) reach, (6) run, (7) throw, (8) stand up and (9) shake. Similar to the JPL-interaction
dataset, there are a variety of motion patterns in this dataset as a result of human-robot
interaction and the robot may actively traverse when the actions are performed. Unless
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Figure 8.4: Sample snapshots from ego-centric videos in JPL-Interaction dataset [96]. In
reading order: (1) hand shake, (2) hugging, (3) petting, (4) waving, (5) point-converse,
(6) punching and (7) throwing.

Figure 8.5: Sample snapshots from ego-centric videos in Humanoid dataset [136]. Ac-
tions in reading order: wave, hug, point, punch, reach, run, throw, stand up and shake.

otherwise specified, we perform experiments only on the RGB frames without using the
depth information of the Kinect.

8.3.3 DogCentric Activity Dataset

The DogCentric dataset [57] consists of ego-centric videos captured with GoPro cam-
era mounted on dogs. It has 10 action classes and involves four human subjects who
capture the ego-centric behaviour of the dog as well as the interaction between the dog
and human. The ego-centric actions include: (1) waiting car, (2) drinking, (3) feeding, (4)
looking left, (5) looking right, (6) patting, (7) playing ball, (8) shaking body, (9) sniffing

and (10) walking.
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Figure 8.6: Sample snapshots from the ego-centric videos in our YouTubeDog dataset
which has a diverse distribution. Actions 1-18 in reading order are: chase, drink, follow,
inside car, jump,look left, look right, pet/kiss/hug, run, shake body, sniff, stairs, swim,
wait traffic, walk city, walk indoor, walk offroad, wave and sample frames from the 19th
action play ball are shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.3.4 YouTubeDog Action Dataset

The above three datasets have been captured in controlled conditions and environ-
ment. The datasets are collected in indoor laboratories using the same subjects, camera
and background. However, ego-centric videos are typically used in an adverse outdoor
environments. It is crucial to evaluate recognition algorithms in an uncontrolled environ-
ment where videos are captured ”in the wild”, to establish their robustness. Therefore, we
developed a new ego-centric action dataset consisting video clips which were extracted
from ego-centric videos in YouTube. Sample snapshots from this dataset are shown in
Figure 8.6. This dataset is made publicly available for research purposes and can be
downloaded from our website 1.

Specifically, we collected videos which were recorded by wearable cameras mounted
on dogs. Unlike DogCentric dataset [57], there is no specific criterion drawn for capturing
the data. Therefore, the dataset consists videos from various backgrounds, dog species,
camera quality and also the placement of the camera which make this dataset much more
challenging compared to DogCentric. The videos are organized into 226 short clips and
each clip is annotated with one of these 19 action classes: (1) chase, (2) drink, (3) follow,
(4) inside car, (5) jump, (6) look left, (7) look right, (8) pat/ kiss/ hug, (9) play ball,
(10) run, (11) shake body, (12) sniff, (13) stairs, (14) swim , (15) wait traffic, (16) walk

city, (17) walk indoor, (18) walk offroad and (19) wave. This dataset is challenging
as some videos are in a very low resolution and the appearance of the frames does not
necessarily reflect the action being performed (e.g.frames show unimportant background
while the dog is drinking water). Therefore, the algorithm needs to exploit the temporal
structure to describe the action. Moreover, the execution speed variation of an action by
the different subjects is inevitable. The chart shown in Fig. 8.7 illustrates the class-specific

1http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/∼ajmal/databases.html
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Figure 8.7: Total number of clips (green) and average clip duration (blue) for each class
in our YouTubeDog dataset.

total number of clips and average clip duration.

8.4 Experiments

We perform experiments on two contrasting action recognition tasks; actions done
towards the observer and actions performed by the observer. The former is represented by
JPL-Interaction [96] and Humanoid [136] datasets whereas the latter is encompassed by
DogCentric Activity dataset [57] and YouTubeDog action dataset. The baseline results are
reported from the existing literature [57,96,97], or the publicly available implementations
of the methods from the original authors or using our careful re-implementation of the
methods for which code is not publicly available. The code, data and the training/ testing
splits of these datasets can be downloaded from our webpage2.

We evaluate the proposed chronicle dynamics encoding technique for ego-centric ac-
tion recognition using a CNN model, which was discriminatively trained on the Ima-
geNet [27] dataset, without any fine-tuning. We feed-forward each video frame through
the VGG-f [22] model and extract the activations of the first-fully connected fc6 layer.
We empirically set the number of FTP levels L = 3, and the number of low frequency
Fourier coefficients p = 4 using cross-validation on training data. For rank pooling, we set
the value of control parameter C = 1 as suggested by Fernando et al. [35]. Furthermore,
except for the model ablation experiments (Sec. 8.4.1), we set the local window size w
and stride s to 15 and 2 respectively. For extracting optical flow features, we resize the
input frames of YouTubeDog dataset so that the smaller dimension equals to 320 pix-
els while we down-sample each dimension of the input frames in the Humanoid datasets

2http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/∼ajmal/databases.html
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by a factor of two. The dimension of the optical flow representation for the remaining
datasets follows the default RGB frame dimensions. All parameters for the optical flow
representation are based on the suggestion of Sun et al. [116].

From this point onwards, we use SeDyn and FTP abbreviations for the proposed
chronicle dynamics modeling technique and the global temporal encoding respectively.
We report the classification accuracy of our proposed SeDyn in two settings: (1) SeDyn
(mean), where we compute the mean of the chronicle dynamics (computed using Rank
Pooling) and use the pooled vector as the feature representation of the video. (2) Se-
Dyn+FTP, where we apply the proposed global temporal encoding on top of the SeDyn
features to capture the entire video representation. Moreover, to examine the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithm, we implemented three baseline methods: (1) improved Dense
Trajectory (iDT) [70] which is encoded into bag-of-word representation with 2000 visual
words learned using the standard k-means algorithm, (2) Pooled Time Series (PoT) with
the same setting as Ryoo and Matthies [99] (temporal pyramid of 4 and four temporal
operators) using the output of fc6 of VGG-f, as well as (3) directly applying FTP on the
per-frame fc6 features without the chronicle dynamics. We perform ablative analysis in
the next Section to find the most optimal setting of our method and then use that setting
for comparative analysis in the remaining experiments.

8.4.1 Analysis of Individual Components

We examine the effect of different modules of the proposed chronicle dynamics represen-
tation on recognition accuracy. We start with the the two hyper-parameters, stride size s
i.e.the number of chronicles to be sampled and local window size w i.e.the time interval
of chronicles. We fix the value of window size to w = 15 and varying the s in the 1-5
interval and then we fix the value of the stride to s = 2 and vary the window size w in the
5-20 range. Rank Pooling is used in both experiments to capture the dynamics of chron-
icles and FTP is used to get the final video representation. We observe that the accuracy
does not degrade if the amount of extracted chronicles is neither too large nor too small.
We used the training partition of the DogCentric dataset to tune these hyperparameters
to a stride of 2 and a window size of 15. We use the same parameter values for all the
remaining datasets to show the generalization ability of our method.

Temporal Pooling In this experiment, we show that the evolution/rank pooling method
is the best for representing chronicle dynamics. Table 8.1 compares the different pooling
functions for the ego-centric action recognition datasets. Max and sum pooling show sim-
ilar performances as these pooling operators essentially capture the average behaviour of
the neurons in the fc6 features. Gradient and cumulative gradient pooling recorded a sig-
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Table 8.1: Comparing various temporal pooling functions for modeling chronicle dynam-
ics in ego-centric action recognition datasets.

Method JPL Humanoid DogCentric YoutubeDog

Max Pooling 59.6 52.6 72.5 60.6
Sum Pooling 47.9 46.3 70.1 61.1
Gradient Pooling 83.0 52.6 67.9 56.3
Cumulative Gradient 90.2 55.8 72.7 64.4
Rank Pooling 92.9 71.6 75.2 64.6

nificant increase in accuracy compared to that of max and sum pooling in JPL-Interaction
dataset whereas the former method does not perform equally impressive for the remain-
ing datasets. This shows that while it is adequate to model the dynamics of chronicles
in the interactions between the observer and the action performer considering the quan-
tized time series pattern (using gradient pooling), modeling the dynamics of chronicles in
the actions done by the observer with various ego-motions needs to additionally consider
the more precise location of the occurrences of the dynamics pattern. Nevertheless, em-
ploying Rank Pooling to model the chronicle dynamics gives the best performance for all
datasets suggesting that such dynamics can be better captured when the evolution of the
appearance in pre-defined time intervals is explicitly modeled. Moreover, while order-
less pooling methods have proven successful for spatial based recognition such as image
classification (e.g. [38]), it is more effective to pool multiple features in a more structured
scheme by considering the ordered indices of the frames in the video sequences.

Combination with Trajectory Features Deep network based features [?, 33, 34, 121]
can be complemented with dense trajectory features (iDT) [127] to boost the performance.
The improvement in accuracy comes from the fact that the features learned from images
do not optimally capture video information. We perform a simple experiment by aug-
menting the SeDyn features with iDT [127] features before classification to demonstrate
that our SeDyn already captures an optimal representation of ego-centric videos. The
recognition accuracy does not improve with the augmented features on the DogCentric
and JPL-Interaction datasets while only a slight improvement of 0.5% is noted on the
YoutubeDog dataset. This shows that our SeDyn is a more comprehensive representa-
tion for ego-centric videos and already encodes temporal information in an optimal way.
However, we observe a different accuracy pattern on Humanoid dataset which is discussed
further in Section 8.4.3.
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Table 8.2: Evaluating the effects of optical flow representation for ego-centric action
recognition accuracy.

Method JPL Humanoid DogCentric YoutubeDog

SeDyn+FTP 92.9 71.6 75.2 64.6
SeDynFlow 91.1 78.9 81.0 65.3
SeDynFusion 93.5 74.7 83.1 68.8

Effects of Optical Flow Representation We now examine the performance of the pro-
posed method after incorporating the optical flow representation. We coin this method
SeDynFlow and its combination with the appearance based SeDyn as SeDynFusion. The
SeDynFusion representation is constructed by combining the final feature vectors of Se-
Dyn+FTP and SeDynFlow. As shown in Table 8.2, SeDynFlow consistently achieves
higher accuracy than SeDyn+FTP for all datasets, excepts for the JPL dataset where the
accuracy slightly degrades by 1.8%. This shows that capturing salient motion regions de-
preciates the background and improves action recognition. Note that similar observations
have been made by others in terms of the effects of person segmentation and background
removal on action recognition [39, 92, 136]. However, instead of relying on computa-
tionally expensive segmentation algorithms, regions with salient motion dynamics are
automatically detected by our method using optical flow.

Despite sharing similar recognition tasks, it is interesting to note the differences be-
tween the accuracy patterns on the JPL and Humanoid datasets. In JPL dataset, the robot
exhibits higher degree of ego-motions compared to the Humanoid dataset, especially
when an action is done on the observer while it is non-static (e.g.traversing horizontally)
and there are much more bilateral social interactions. These ego-motions could lead to
a less accurate estimation of optical flow where the elements of motion in a frame are
generated more randomly. However, this can be accommodated by the augmentation with
the appearance based SeDyn as spatio-temporal representation (SeDynFusion) which is
also the case for DogCentric and YoutubeDog datasets.

Confusion Matrices For further analysis of the proposed method, we show the confu-
sion matrices of the best-performing representation from Table 8.2 on each testing dataset
in Fig. 8.8. It can be seen that common confusion arises while distinguishing between
actions that contain minimal chronicle events, temporal structure and similar camera mo-
tions. On the other hand, the proposed method can accurately recognize the majority of
actions that consist of highly distinctive sub-events. For example, the action petting and
hugging produce the highest confusion in JPL dataset as a result of similar camera mo-
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Figure 8.8: Confusion matrices of the proposed representation (best-performance) on each
dataset from the ablative analysis in Sec. 8.4.1. Best viewed with magnification.
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1 23 34 64

1 18 56 81

JPL Predicted: hugging   Actual: petting

98 123 146 175

117 142 150 222

Humanoid       Predicted: point   Actual: wave

DogCentric Predicted: sniffing    Actual: drinking YoutubeDog Predicted: walk city   Actual: look left

1 20 73 121

20 39 150 173

1 27 43 144

1 14 30 45

Figure 8.9: Selected frames from the most confused actions (highest off-diagonal entries
in Fig. 8.8) for the four datasets. Frame numbers are shown at the top-right of each frame.

tion due to the impact of subjects towards the robot. In contrast, the method perfectly
distinguishes actions with structured chronology of sub-events such as hand shake and
punching. Similarly, wave and point in the Humanoid dataset pose very little inter-action
variations in terms of both appearance and temporal features hence leading to the highest
confusion.

For the recognition of actions performed by the camera wearer (in DogCentric and
YoutubeDog datasets), common confusion arises either between actions with similar mo-
tion patterns (e.g.drinking vs sniffing) or between actions with very high redundancy. This
can be clearly observed when the observer performs micro actions such as look left and
look right as a form of atomic actions to a more holistic activity such as walk city. The
depiction of these failure cases is given in Figure 8.9. In the following sections, we bench-
mark our best-performing representation against several state-of-the-art algorithms on all
datasets.

8.4.2 Comparative Results on the JPL Dataset

We adopt the experimental protocol proposed by Ryoo and Matthies [99] for this
dataset where half of the action videos are used for training and the remaining half are left
for testing. The training/testing split is sub-sampled 100 times and the mean accuracy is
then reported as the final result. Table 8.3 shows the overall results and Figure 8.10 shows
the per-class accuracies.

Local video feature based representations which are successful in recognizing third
person videos [28, 70, 127] have proven to be insufficient for ego-centric videos. This
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Table 8.3: Comparison of the proposed techniques with state-of-the-art methods for ego-
centric action recognition on JPL-Interaction dataset [96].

Method Accuracy

ST-Pyramid [25] 86.0
Dynamic BoW [95] 87.1
Structure Match [96] 89.6

iDT [127] 60.5
PoT [97]+VGG-f 62.8

Proposed methods

fc6+FTP (baseline) 78.6
SeDyn (mean) 74.4
SeDynFusion 93.5
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Figure 8.10: Class specific action recognition accuracies of PoT [97], our proposed Se-
Dyn+FTP and SeDynFusion on JPL Dataset [57].

is because ego-centric videos contain various dynamics and severe ego-motion that can-
not be properly tracked by local features in consecutive frames. Similarly, averaging the
chronicle dynamics (SeDyn (mean)) does not perform as well as taking the global tem-
poral encoding from the frame-wise features. This shows that chronicle moments in the
actions done on the observer are generally sparse and that using the SeDyn alone without
modelling the global temporal structure cannot adequately describe the action patterns.
This is especially true for actions such as hand shake and throwing where the ego-motion
generally peaks only at specific time lapses.

Our proposed SeDynFusion significantly improves over the state-of-the-art which
shows that ego-centric actions can be better modeled using both the chronicle dynamics
and the global temporal structure encoding of these dynamics. It is important to empha-
size that we do not fine-tune the CNN model to the target datasets to achieve improved
performance for various applications as in [102]. Thus, state-of-the-art off-the-shelf per-
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frame feature extraction models that possess effective discriminative properties [48, 118]
can be employed in the future in our method to further improve performance.

8.4.3 Comparative Results on the Humanoid Dataset

Following the same experimental procedure as in [136], we train our algorithm and
classifier on the action videos performed by subject 1 to 4 and evaluate the performance
on the rest 3. The results are shown in Table 8.4.
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Figure 8.11: Class specific action recognition accuracies of PoT [97], our proposed Se-
Dyn+FTP and SeDynFlow on Humanoid dataset [136].

Table 8.4: Comparison of the proposed techniques with the state-of-the-art methods for
ego-centric action recognition on Humanoid dataset [136].

Method Accuracy

GIST3D [109] 57.9
iDT [127] 73.7
PoT [97]+VGG-f 60.0
RankPooling [35] 47.4

Proposed methods

fc6+FTP (baseline) 65.3
SeDyn (mean) 60.0
SeDynFlow 78.9
SeDynFlow+iDT 83.2

Our proposed SeDynFlow significantly outperforms the baselines and state-of-the-art
methods including local based features [127], global descriptor [109], ego-centric descrip-
tor [97] and evolution features [35]. Particularly, SeDynFlow improves the discriminatory

3Based on our personal communication with the corresponding author of [136], the publicly available
Humanoid dataset is an extended version of the one proposed in the original paper i.e.the public dataset
contains 186 activity samples while the original paper reported the accuracy on only 177 activity samples.
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factor compared to PoT for visually similar actions such as between wave and point, as
indicated in Fig. 8.11.

As pointed out in Section 8.4.1, augmenting our SeDynFlow with iDT further en-
hances the accuracy by 5.7% which is otherwise not observed for other datasets. This
can be explained by the fact that although the Humanoid dataset is specially designed
for ego-centric vision, some action classes carry more resemblance to the third-person
view as the observer did not actively participate in the scene (e.g.wave, point, reach, run

and stand up). Therefore, iDT can effectively capture the motion patterns of these ac-
tions. Conversely, camera motion is a key factor governing the semantics of actions that
involve extensive ego-motion (e.g. shake body or jump) in ego-centric videos since the
observer is actively involved in the action. Introducing camera motion compensation (like
iDT [127]) would deteriorate performance in this scenario since it limits the dynamics in
raw data from which the deep network can learn. Camera motion compensation is im-
portant only in third-person videos as the motion gives no semantic meaning to the action
(e.g. UCF101 [112] dataset).

8.4.4 Comparative Results on the DogCentric Dataset

For this dataset, we follow the experimental protocol of Iwashita et al. [57] and ran-
domly split the videos in each action class into training and testing datasets with 0.5 prob-
ability for 100 rounds. For odd number of videos in a class, we use the extra video for
testing to make our experiments more challenging. The average over the splits is recorded
as the final accuracy.

Table 8.5 summarizes our results and shows that the proposed SeDyn representation
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art and baseline methods. Again, local feature rep-
resentations of videos, which are successful in recognizing third person videos [28, 70,
127], have proven to be insufficient for ego-centric videos. This is because ego-centric
videos contain various dynamics and severe ego-motion that cannot be properly tracked
by local features in consecutive frames. Additionally, the performances of fc6+FTP and
PoT show that encoding the global structure of the entire video is important for ego-
centric action recognition especially when we have rich frame-wise feature representa-
tion in hand such as CNN features. However, these frame-wise representations ignore
the salient chronicle features that define the entire ego-centric actions which is important
especially for actions with minimal appearance cues, as shown in Fig. 8.12. In contrast,
our proposed SeDynFusion achieved the highest accuracy of 83.1% because it is able to
model the set of chronology between the salient chronicles and subsequently exploit this
information to encode the global temporal video structure.
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Table 8.5: Comparison of the proposed techniques with state-of-the-art methods for ego-
centric action recognition on DogCentric dataset [57].

Method Accuracy

STIP+IFV [70] 57.6
Cuboid+IFV [28] 59.6
Iwashita et al. [57] 60.5
PoT [97] 64.9

iDT [127] 52.9
PoT [97]+VGG-f 57.8

Proposed methods

fc6+FTP (baseline) 68.1
SeDyn (mean) 73.6
SeDynFusion 83.1
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Figure 8.12: Class specific action recognition accuracies of PoT [97], the proposed Se-
Dyn+FTP and SeDynFusion on DogCentric dataset [57].
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Figure 8.13: Class specific action recognition accuracies of PoT [97], the proposed Se-
Dyn+FTP and SeDynFusion on our YoutubeDog dataset.

8.4.5 Comparative Results on the YoutubeDog Dataset

Table 8.6: Comparison of the proposed techniques with the state-of-the-art methods for
ego-centric action recognition on our newly released YoutubeDog Action dataset.

Method Accuracy

iDT [127] 44.4
PoT [97]+VGG-f 52.9
RankPooling [35] 24.7

Proposed methods

fc6+FTP (baseline) 57.3
SeDyn (mean) 58.1
SeDynFusion 68.8

Table 8.6 shows the over results and Figure 8.13 shows the class-specific accuracies
on this dataset. The proposed SeDynFusion significantly outperforms (by over 15%)
the nearest competitor PoT representation [99] which has shown good performance for
ego-centric videos. This backs up our claim that ego-centric videos with severe ego-
motion can be more discriminatively modeled using densely extracted chronicles instead
of conventional temporal pyramid based representation used in PoT.

We tested the publicly available implementation of Rank Pooling [35, 36] which has
shown impressive performance for action recognition in third-person videos on this dataset.
Interestingly, Rank Pooling on per-frame fc6 features only achieved 24.7% accuracy
which is 44.1% lower than our SeDynFusion. This shows that modeling the appearance
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evolution of the video frames could not effectively encode discriminative temporal struc-
ture especially for sequences with short duration where the appearances may evolve very
slowly and subtly.

8.5 Conclusion

We addressed the problem of action recognition from ego-centric videos and proposed
a technique to model the chronicle dynamics. Our technique builds on our observation
that ego-centric videos are more appropriately characterized by the combination of salient
chronicles. Using a set of overlapping sub-segments of an action video, we rank pool the
segments to represent the chronicle dynamics and show with extensive experiments that
such a pooling methodology consistently achieves the best performance over all bench-
mark datasets compared to conventional pooling methods. Experiments on three bench-
mark ego-centric video datasets as well as our newly proposed dataset show that our
method consistently outperforms state-of-the-art by a significant margin.
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Conclusion

9.1 Summary

This thesis presented modeling and recognition techniques for multi-modal object,
scene and ego-centric action recognition. Robust, view invariant and computationally ef-
ficient feature representations have been proposed that improved the recognition accuracy
over existing algorithms.

A robust and efficient RGB-D object recognition algorithm known as LDELM has
been presented based on a novel localized learning of deep ELM autoencoders. In contrast
to standard supervised deep learning frameworks, LDELM is fast to train and does not
require large-scale training data. A new rich multi-scale and view-invariant feature repre-
sentation, referred to as Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) has been devised
in Chapter 4 based on sub-sampling and pooling of convolutional tensors in a discrimina-
tively trained CNN model. HP-CNN is able to encode multi-scale and spatially relevant
features which are naturally deficient in conventional feature extraction techniques based
on fully connected layer activations.

Performance of the current RGB-D visual recognition techniques degrades under an
ad-hoc fusion methods. This is because these techniques do not incorporate the heteroge-
neous information in the learning framework i.e.the methods could not disentangle joint
discriminative power of both modalities which captures different sets of information. To
address this problem, I have proposed two algorithms based on multi-stream CNN frame-
work. Firstly, Chapter 5 detailed a deeply supervised multi-modal embedding (D-BCNN)
which bilinearly combines mid-level features of modal-specific chain CNNs. Moreover,
upon our analysis that different classes tend to favour different set of features, this bilin-
ear combination is connected to all convolutional layer of the CNN to capture multi-scale
feature abstraction. Despite being learned on a limited set of training RGB-D objects,
the model can be effectively used for domain adaptation and consistently achieve state-
of-the-art results on four object and scene recognition datasets. Secondly, a cross-modal
fusion network combining multi-modal features at both mid-level activation and classifier
level was described in Chapter 6. The model was learned using a corpus of synthetically
generated multi-view RGB-D images from 3D models to achieve view-invariance which
serves as a key ingredient for improved object recognition accuracy.

The dissertation has also presented two methods to recognize objects from a full 3D
modality based on the appearance evolution of the multi-view 2D representation. Finally,
this thesis presented an ego-centric action recognition algorithm which encodes high-
level representation of the video by modeling the dynamics of chronicles. Together with
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an optical flow representation, the proposed representation significantly outperforms other
video descriptors especially those specifically tuned for third-person action recognition as
they cannot effectively handle adverse camera motion due to active observer involvement
in ego-centric videos.

9.2 Conclusion

This research results in five main conclusions:

• With the availability of low-cost depth sensors, better feature representations which
make full use of new data modalities help in achieving better performance for
robotic visual recognition (Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

• Encoding representations based on convolutional layer activations of CNN serves
as complementary features to the fully-connected layer activations as multi-scale
and spatially relevant information can be better captured (Chapter 4 and 5).

• Multi-modal representations can be better modeled via fusion at a mid-level layer
or at the prediction level than traditional modal-specific learning and concatenation
(Chapter 5, 6).

• More effective and efficient method of 3D based recognition can be achieved by
incorporating the corresponding multi-view 2D representation compared to directly
processing the native 3D data (Chapter 6 and 7).

• Ego-centric videos can be more appropriately characterized by the combination
of salient sub-events (chronicles) compared to third-person videos which can be
effectively designed using local descriptors (Chapter 8).

9.3 Future Directions and Open Problems

Learning a wider contextual relationship in the structured prediction models is a po-
tential avenue that can be further explored for improved object and scene recognition
accuracy. For example, the dependencies of localized elements that define the entire ob-
ject and scene can be learned using graphical models such as belief network or Bayesian
based modeling. Other robot-centric applications can also be an exciting extension to this
dissertation as object and scene recognition are essentially two core modules that can be
seamlessly integrated into other pipelines. These include robot grasping [5], object la-
beling in cluttered scenes [111], scene segmentation [42, 105] and object detection and
localization [45].
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Ego-centric (or first-person) video analysis is becoming more important as we con-
jecture a more comprehensive use of wearable ego cameras such as the Google Glass and
GoPro. In terms of improving recognition accuracy, learning an end-to-end discriminative
CNN is a potential future direction. However, data-hungry algorithms such as CNN and
other neural networks require a large scale annotated ego-centric video dataset, which still
remains a scarcity. Therefore, data collection with a structured annotation scheme and di-
verse training data variations is of significant importance for enhanced ego-centric action
recognition. Moreover, other data modalities and ego-centric cues can also be explored
including depth images, hand pose, head motion and saliency map.
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